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by Marlies Olensky
Is citation analysis an adequate tool for research evaluation? This complex question can be
addressed from a variety of angles. At the core of this issue stands the question whether the
underlying citation data is sufficiently accurate to provide meaningful results of the analyses
and if not, whether the citation matching process can rectify inaccurate citation data. Thus, this
doctoral research tackles the question from a data analysis point of view. It investigates the
accuracy of bibliographic data in bibliometric data sources, that is used in citation analyses.
In this research, inaccuracies in bibliometric data sources are defined as discrepancies in the
data values of bibliographic references, since they are the essential part in the citation
matching process and, therefore, have the greatest impact on their accuracy. A stratified,
purposeful data sample was selected to examine typical cases of publications in Web of
Science (WoS). The bibliographic data of 3,929 references was assessed in a qualitative
content analysis to identify prevailing inaccuracies in bibliographic references that can
interfere with the citation matching process. The inaccuracies were analyzed, categorized and
organized into a taxonomy. Additionally, their frequency was studied to determine any strataspecific patterns, i.e. whether, for example, certain document types or languages are more
prone to contain more or different kinds of inaccuracies. To pinpoint the types of inaccuracies
that influence the citation matching process, a specific subset of citations was investigated. The
subset consisted of citations not successfully matched by WoS, but identified manually in its
Cited Reference Search, i.e. missed citations. The results were triangulated with five other data
sources: with data from two bibliographic databases in their role as citation indexes (Scopus
and Google Scholar) and with data from three applied bibliometric research groups (CWTS,
iFQ and Science-Metrix).
In total, 5.57% missed citations were identified in the Cited Reference Search of WoS. In the
citations missed by WoS, 57% of inaccuracies were caused by authors, 12% were due to the
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citation style which WoS did not process correctly, and 31% of inaccuracies were traced back
to the data handling process or to inaccurate data that had originally been supplied to WoS. The
matching algorithms of CWTS and iFQ were able to match around two thirds of these citations
correctly. Scopus and Google Scholar also handled more than 60% successfully in their
matching. Science-Metrix only matched a small number of references (5%) due to the fact that
it usually incorporates the article title provided in the Scopus raw citation data in its citation
matching process. While some inaccuracies have more impact on the citation matching process
than others, completely incorrect starting page numbers and transposed publication years can
cause a citation to be missed in all data sources. However, more often it is a combination of
more than one kind of inaccuracy in more than one field that leads to a non-match. Based on
these results, proposals are formulated that could improve the citation matching processes of
the different data sources. They build on the inclusion of as many bibliographic fields as
possible and of variation thresholds for the data values to be matched.
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Data Accuracy in Bibliometric Data Sources and its Impact on Citation Matching
von Marlies Olensky
Ist die Zitationsanalyse ein geeignetes Instrument zur Forschungsevaluation? Diese komplexe
Frage kann aus einer Vielzahl von Blickwinkeln beleuchtet werden. Im Kern steht vor allem
die Frage, ob die zugrunde liegenden Zitationsdaten ausreichend fehlerfrei sind, um aussagekräftige Ergebnisse der Analysen zu erzielen, beziehungsweise sollte dies nicht der Fall sein,
ob der Prozess, der die zitierenden und zitierten Artikel einander zurordnet, ausreichend robust
gegenüber Ungenauigkeiten in den Daten ist. Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich daher mit der
Analyse der Richtigkeit von bibliographischen Daten aus bibliometrischen Datenquellen, die
zur Zitationsanalyse herangezogen werden.
Ungenauigkeiten in bibliometrischen Datenquellen werden als Unterschiede in den Datenwerten der bibliographischen Angaben definiert, da diese den Prozess der Zuordnung von
zitierenden zu zitierten Artikeln wesentlich beeinflussen und größte Auswirkung auf dessen
Genauigkeit haben. Die untersuchten Daten setzen sich aus gezielt ausgewählten Publikationen
des Web of Science (WoS) zusammen, welche eine geschichtete Stichprobe ergeben. Die
bibliographischen Daten von 3.929 Referenzen wurden in einer qualitativen Inhaltsanalyse
bewertet, um die Verteilung von Ungenauigkeiten in Literaturangaben, die den Zuordnungsprozess von Zitationen behindern könnten, zu bestimmen. Die bibliographischen Ungenauigkeiten wurden zusätzlich in einer Taxonomie zusammengefasst. Außerdem wurden die verschiedenen Schichten der Stichprobe auf auftretende Muster von Ungenauigkeiten untersucht,
um zum Beispiel herauszufinden, ob bestimmte Dokumenttypen oder Sprachen mehr Ungenauigkeiten beziehungsweise verschiedene Arten von Ungenauigkeiten aufweisen. Um
genau festzulegen, welche von diesen tatsächlich den Zuordnungsprozess von Zitationen
beeinflussen, wurde eine spezifische Untergruppe von Zitationen untersucht. Diese Teilmenge
bestand aus Referenzen, die von WoS nicht erfolgreich dem jeweilig zitierten Artikel zugeordnet wurden, aber in der Cited Reference Search identfiziert werden konnten, sogenannte
fehlende Zitierungen (missed citations). Die Ergebnisse wurden mit den Daten zweier weiterer
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bibliographischen Datenbanken, Scopus und Google Scholar, sowie den Daten dreier angewandter bibliometrischer Forschungsgruppen, CWTS, iFQ und Science-Metrix, trianguliert.
Im Ergebnis wurden insgesamt 5,57% fehlende Zitierungen in WoS identifiziert. In diesen
wurden 57% der Ungenauigkeiten von den zitierenden Autoren verursacht; 12% entstanden
aufgrund des Zitierstils, der in WoS nicht richtig verarbeitet wurde; die restlichen 31% der
Ungenauigkeiten sind auf den Datenverarbeitungsprozess beziehungsweise auf Daten, die
bereits fehlerbehaftet an WoS geliefert wurden, zurückzuführen. Die Zuordnungsalgorithmen
von CWTS und iFQ konnten rund zwei Drittel dieser Zitierungen erfolgreich in ihren
Datenbanken zuordnen. Scopus und Google Scholar konnten ebenso über 60% der fehlenden
Zitierungen erfolgreich mit dem entsprechenden zitierten Artikel verbinden. Science-Metrix
war es nur möglich eine geringe Anzahl an Referenzen (5%) dem richtigen zitierten Artikel
zuzuordnen, da diese Forschungsgruppe in der Regel den Artikeltitel, der Teil der Zitationsrohdaten in Scopus ist, in den Zuordnungsprozess miteinbezieht. Während einige Ungenauigkeiten mehr Einfluss auf den Zuordnungsprozess von Zitationen haben als andere, können
vollkommen falsche erste Seitenzahlen sowie Zahlendreher in Publikationsjahren in allen
Datenquellen nicht richtig zugeordnete Zitierungen verursachen. Häufig ist es jedoch eine
Kombination von mehreren Arten von Ungenauigkeiten in mehr als einem bibliographischen
Datenfeld, die eine korrekte Zuordnung verhindern. Basierend auf diesen Ergebnissen wurden
Lösungsvorschläge formuliert, die im Stande sind den Zuordnungsprozess von Zitationen in
bibliometrischen Datenquellen zu verbessern. Im Fokus liegt die Einbeziehung möglichst
vieler Datenfelder, sowie variabler Schwellenwerte für die zuzuordnenden Datenwerte aus
bibliographischen Referenzen.
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1.1

Research problem

Research evaluation is becoming increasingly important. Particularly in the current era of the
knowledge economy, it is essential to remain internationally competitive (D’Angelo, Giuffrida
& Abramo, 2011). Hence, universities and research institutes, as the central hub of the
knowledge production of a nation, are subjected to an evaluation of their output. The quality of
research is usually determined by peer review or by indicators, often referred to as science
indicators, based on publication and citation statistics which measure its productivity and
impact (Leydesdorff, 2008). Since citing another researcher’s work is a sign of reproducing,
corroborating and supporting and sometimes even refuting the ideas and results of the
researcher, citations express the impact of a researcher’s work (Bornmann & Marx, 2013).
National research evaluation initiatives, such as the Excellence in Research of Australia
(ERA), employ peer review as well as citation analysis, others rely on peer review only (e.g.
the Research Evaluation Framework (REF) assessing UK higher education institutions).
Especially in the social sciences and humanities (SSH), research assessment for governments
is conducted via peer review, which is time-consuming and can also be biased (Kousha &
Thelwall, 2007). Other research evaluations, such as the rankings of universities (e.g. the
Shanghai Ranking1 or the Leiden Ranking2), use bibliometric indicators in addition to other
metrics, such as the number of alumni, to assess the research excellence of universities.
Citation profiles of researchers are often consulted in connection with decisions pertaining to
recruitment and career advancement in publicly funded research organizations (Steele, Butler
& Kingsley, 2006; D’Angelo et al., 2011) or the assignment of research funds (Meho & Yang,
2007). Additionally, citation counts and rankings can help identify subject experts, who are
then employed to review applications, manuscripts and project results (Meho & Yang, 2007).
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While some research evaluation initiatives are skeptical whether citation analysis is an
adequate means to measure scholarly output (Research Evaluation Framework, 2014), it is,
next to peer review, the best alternative available, since it is faster, completely objective and
impartial compared to peer review. However, only if certain standards are met, can
bibliometric indicators be used in research evaluation: it is necessary to ensure that the
bibliographic data is complete (Moed, Burger, Frankfort & van Raan, 1985), the methodology
and data processing are adequate and documented (Moed et al., 1985), the data sources are
described (Glänzel, 1996) and bibliometric indicators are exactly defined (Glänzel, 1996) as
well as correctly calculated and handled (Bornmann, Mutz, Neuhaus & Daniel, 2008). Hence,
many different factors contribute to the accurate results of citation analyses. However, one of
the most important resources is the data itself – the citations.
The data is usually provided by bibliographic databases which also store citing references and,
therefore are referred to as citation indexes. According to their use as a data source for
bibliometric analyses, these databases can also be labeled as bibliometric data sources. Web of
Science3 (WoS) by Thomson Reuters, Scopus4 by Elsevier, and Google Scholar 5 (GS) are the
three big players on the market. Hence, the data quality as well as the correct matching of
citations in these databases play an important role in citation analysis. Although the error
correction process of references in WoS is not a trivial matter (Jacsó, 2004), bibliometric data
sources still contain missed citations, i.e. stray references, and inaccuracies in their data (van
Raan, 2005). Experts in bibliometrics warn against using data from bibliometric data sources
blindly for citation analysis and even imply that one should not rely implicitly on the results of
bibliometric indicators calculated by a citation index, such as WoS (Reedijk, 1998; Moed,
2002), especially in the case of less cited articles (Kostoff, 2002). Hence, as long as database
providers, such as WoS, have not “implement[ed] a procedure of systematically identifying
and correcting erroneous source or citation data on a paper-by-paper basis” (Reedijk, 1998, p.
769), data quality problems in bibliometric data sources are far from being solved
(Franceschini, Maisano & Mastrogiacomo, 2013b). Even though the responsibility for
accurate references initially lies with authors, editors and publishers (Garfield, 1983; 1990),
ultimately, in particular when citation counts and citation analyses based on them are provided,
the responsibility lies “(at least morally) for the quality, or lack thereof, of their content” with
database publishers (Tenopir, 1995, p. 124).
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Questions concerning the comparability of bibliometric indicators, especially across
disciplines, as well as the lack of standardization of the calculation processes have driven the
discussions in the bibliometric community for years (van Raan, 2005). In their studies,
researchers address the development and evaluation of bibliometric indicators in citation
analyses and endeavor to determine which database (e.g. WoS, Scopus, GS, etc.) is the most
appropriate source for their analyses. To decide on “the” data source for citation analysis,
characteristics of citation indexes, such as the coverage and language of journals, the selection
process of journals as well as the overlap of documents and citation counts between sources,
have been the subject of several studies (e.g. Archambault, Campbell, Gingras & Larivière,
2009; Meho & Yang, 2007). While these factors are without doubt important decision criteria,
an even more substantial aspect, namely the underlying citation data and the process by which
it is matched, has not been investigated in-depth. Very few authors (e.g. Hildebrandt & Larsen,
2008; Larsen, Hytteballe Ibanez & Bolling, 2007; Moed, 2005) have studied data accuracy in
bibliometric data sources before, and none of them with the goal of finding a standardized
categorization of inaccuracies and/or determining their impact on different citation matching
algorithms. They report on missed citation rates between 5 and 12% in WoS. It could be
argued that in bibliometric studies on the macro-level the missed citation rates up to 12% may
not influence the ranking of universities or countries. However, on the level of individual
researcher assessment they are far more likely to impact the ranking of researchers (Garfield,
2005), but no substantiated research has investigated this issue so far.
In their citation matching processes, the databases use matching algorithms that are not
publicly available because of competitive advantage. In recent years, sophisticated algorithms
for matching cited and citing articles have been developed by applied bibliometric research
groups (Neuhaus & Daniel, 2008) operating on the raw citation data provided by WoS or
Scopus, which should rectify incorrect data in references. Only one applied bibliometric
research group, the Institut für Forschungsqualität in Berlin, revealed parts of the research
process of developing such a matching algorithm (Schmidt, 2012); apart from this exception,
no published research exists to date. Hence, no study has ever evaluated the efficiency of the
algorithms or compared them with each other. Nevertheless, experts in the bibliometric
community stress the need for standard match keys in order to achieve comparability of
bibliometric studies (Glänzel, 1996) and even suggest that citation indexes need to be rebuilt
into a new system that “[…] is accurately [sic] enough to use it for the calculation of
bibliometric indicators and to apply it for evaluation purposes” (van Raan, 2005).
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1.2

Research questions

This doctoral research contributes to increasing the transparency of citation analysis results in
order to use them as a research assessment tool by investigating how well citation matching
algorithms handle inaccurate data. It aims to convey a full understanding of the characteristics,
patterns and causes of inaccurate bibliographic data that can influence the citation matching
process. Therefore, it provides unprecedented analyses of the handling of inaccuracies in
bibliographic references in the citation matching process. Data from the three major
bibliometric data sources, WoS, Scopus and GS, are compared as well as data kindly provided
by three leading applied bibliometric research groups, Centre for Science and Technology
Studies in Leiden (CWTS) 6 , Institut für Forschungsqualität in Berlin (iFQ) 7 and ScienceMetrix 8 (SM) in Montreal. The analysis identifies inaccuracy patterns in bibliographic
references and reveals the types of inaccuracies the databases themselves and those of the
applied research groups are able to rectify in their citation matching algorithms and which of
the inaccuracies lead to non-matched citations, i.e. lost or missed citations, that are, therefore,
not considered in citation analyses. Based on the findings, proposals are put forward to
optimize citation matching algorithms, reduce the number of non-matched citations and draw
a more accurate picture of citation profiles.
The following research questions are addressed which describe a stepwise research process in
which one research question incorporates the results of the preceding ones:
RQ1

RQ2

What types of inaccuracies occur in bibliographic data?
o

How can they be categorized?

o

How frequent is their incidence in bibliometric data sources?

o

Can patterns be identified?

What types of inaccuracies cause missed citations?
o

RQ3

How well do citation matching algorithms handle inaccurate data?

How can the number of non-matches in the citation matching process be
reduced?

The results are threefold. First, a taxonomy of bibliographic inaccuracies is developed which
helps to reveal whether inaccuracy patterns in bibliographic references can be identified that
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can be translated into machine-readable rules for data matching. Second, the analysis sheds
light on the inaccuracy categories that lead to missed citations in the bibliometric data source
WoS and then triangulates this result with the other five bibliometric data sources, Scopus, GS,
CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix, in order to obtain more valid results. Third, the dissertation
formulates proposals as to how the citation matching process could be improved. To establish
to what extent missed citations influence the result of bibliometric calculations is beyond the
scope of this research.
The unique contribution of this dissertation is the systematic investigation of inaccuracies in
citations, which is the first of its kind. Moreover, the citation matching algorithms of three
leading applied bibliometric research groups have never been published or compared with
each other. In this doctoral research we not only investigate the differences in the data of the
three main bibliometric data sources, which are available to every subscriber and researcher,
but we were in the privileged position of having access to matched citation data from all three
applied bibliometric research groups and were thus able to evaluate them. Therefore, all
bibliometric data sources investigated could benefit from this study, as it could trigger changes
in their customized matching algorithms. In particular, the applied bibliometric research
groups can benefit from the data corpus created during this research, consisting of manually
checked citations, i.e. both missed citations and false positives are verified, which provides an
ideal opportunity for them to use it for further experiments with their matching algorithms.
Hence, the dissertation not only theoretically contributes to the research of increasing the
transparency of results of citation analyses, but could have a direct, practical impact on the
bibliometric studies carried out by the three institutions (e.g. CWTS Leiden Ranking). In a
nutshell, this doctoral research provides unique findings that have the potential to influence the
entire bibliometric research community.
Moreover, laymen, i.e. scientists who are obliged to prepare their own citation or impact
profiles, or librarians, who are often employed to carry out citation analyses for universities or
research institutions, can also benefit from the results. They will receive an indication of how
reliably the citation matching in each data source works and how much manual effort has to be
invested when evaluating researchers and their citations. Additionally, it informs all scientific
authors about the parts of references that require special attention in order to provide an as
accurate a basis as possible for citation matching and analysis.
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1.3

Organization of the dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses important bibliometric
terminology used in citation analysis and bibliometric studies. In particular, the process of
citation matching and the concept of a missed citation are explained. The chapter also defines
the term bibliometric data source as used in this research. Chapter 3 specifies the context of
data accuracy within the data quality literature and justifies the focus of this research on data
values. It further elaborates on the characteristics of bibliographic data accuracy and reviews
how it has been assessed in previous studies. Data inaccuracy is defined as understood in this
research. Chapter 4 explains how data accuracy in bibliometric data sources can be defined
and presents the current state of research on inaccuracies in bibliographic data values. Chapter
5 discusses the methodology employed in this doctoral research. A qualitative content analysis
is applied, adapted to the characteristics of bibliographic data. The chapter also presents the
selection process of a multifaceted data sample and reports on the process of data collection.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the qualitative content analysis of inaccuracies, i.e. a coding
scheme for bibliographic inaccuracies, and organizes them into a taxonomy. Chapter 7
introduces the results of the quantitative analysis of bibliographic inaccuracies. The overall
occurrences of inaccuracies are discussed as well as specifics of the different facets of the data
sample. Chapter 8 focuses on the evaluation of missed citations. The distribution of missed
citations in WoS as well as the ability of the other data sources (Scopus, GS, CWTS, iFQ and
Science-Metrix) to match them are examined. Chapter 9 introduces proposals to improve
citation matching based on the empirical findings described in Chapters 6 to 8. Chapter 10
concludes this dissertation by giving an overview of its contribution as well as an outlook on
future work.
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The theoretical part of this dissertation begins with an overview of the bibliometric
terminology used in this research. First, the terms bibliometrics and citation analysis are
introduced. In citation analysis (section 2.2), we explain the concepts of cited and citing
articles, citation window, citation matching and missed citation. Bibliometric indicators are the
results of citation analysis and are presented in section 2.3. The concept of a bibliometric data
source as understood in this dissertation is defined in section 2.4. The chapter concludes with a
summary in section 2.5.

2.1

Bibliometrics

Library and information science (LIS) and related fields (e.g. Science and Technology Studies)
have developed sets of methodologies that allow the measurement of the production, use, reuse and dissemination of different kinds of information (Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2004).
These sets of methodologies developed into research subfields, which are illustrated in Figure
1. Informetrics is the superordinate term (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992). Bibliometrics and
scientometrics evolved from the same idea, which was to analyze citations. In the 1960s,
Eugene Garfield laid the foundation for citation analysis with his invention of the Science
Citation Index (SCI) (cf. section 2.4.2). Later, access to online citation databases opened up a
wide range of possibilities to study citations. In particular, the development of scientific
domains, including growth, specialization, collaboration, impact, and obsolescence of
literature and concepts, can be studied (Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2004). Scientometrics
denotes the investigation of a researcher’s publishing performance. In scientometrics, mainly
scientific publications and citations are quantitatively and statistically analyzed. In contrast,
bibliometrics is not limited to the study of scientific publications and is, therefore, used as a
superordinate concept. Bibliometrics includes the study of bibliometric distribution, citation
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analysis, library use, co-citation analysis, co-word analysis, and bibliographic coupling.
Cybermetrics and webometrics are additional research fields which evaluate output published
on the World Wide Web (WWW).

Figure 1: Relationships between the LIS fields of informetrics, bibliometrics, scientometrics,
cybermetrics and webometrics9 (Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2004)

In recent years the amount of scientific output has increased immensely (Priem, Taraborelli,
Groth & Neylon, 2010). With a shift in publication behavior towards the WWW, the
traditional means of conceiving and filtering out important research results, such as peer
review or citation analysis, are complemented by another form of metrics based on the impact
on the Social Web: altmetrics (Priem et al., 2010). Even though this new metric is an important
advancement to capture scientific output on the web, it is still in an early stage of development
and is compared with the results of citation analysis (e.g. Zahedi, Costas & Wouters, 2014).
For the time being, citation analysis is still the most important informetric element in research
evaluation (e.g. the CWTS Leiden ranking or the Shanghai ranking of universities worldwide).
Consequently, we focus on citation analysis and its components in this doctoral research.

2.2

Citation analysis

Citation analysis is one of the methods out of the bibliometric and scientometric toolbox
which investigates, inter alia, the number of publications, the number of citations received as
well as a number of bibliometric indicators that are calculated on the basis of these counts. In
9
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this section, we discuss the concepts of cited and citing articles, citation matching and missed
citation.

2.2.1

Cited and citing articles

A cited article is one that has been referenced by one or more articles. An article citing another
article is called a citing article and holds a reference to one or more cited articles. A reference
can also be referred to as a citation, citing reference or cited reference. Cited articles can also
be designated as target articles, because they are the target to which citing articles are matched.
Another term for citing articles, therefore, is source articles, as they are the source of the
citation matching process (Moed, 2005; van Raan, 2005). Buchanan (2006) uses the
definitions conversely and refers to cited articles as source articles and citing articles as targetsource articles. We think that this definition complicates the issue and, therefore, adhere to the
definition used by Moed (2005) and van Raan (2005). Figure 2 gives an example of target and
source articles that cite each other. The arrows show the citation direction from the source to
the target article. Two of these articles are at the same time target articles, i.e. cited, and source
articles, i.e. citing. The references cited in an article are available in citation indexes as cited
reference information (cf. section 2.2.4).

Figure 2: Target and source articles

2.2.2

Citation window

A citation window is the period of time allowed for publications to gather citations. A citation
window in a citation analysis can either be variable or fixed. A variable citation window
accumulates citations over the years, starting with the publication year of the document. Yet,
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the end of the citation window is the same for all documents investigated. An example of a
fixed citation window is a five-year citation window that would only consider citations
accumulated during the first five years following the publication of a document. Figure 3
illustrates both variants. In citation analyses, a variable citation window is usually used when a
large data sample is needed and the comparison of citation rates is not the focus. For instance,
it can be used to measure collaboration between researchers (Levitt & Thelwall, 2009). A fixed
citation window ensures that the citation rate has less variation (Katz, 1999), since on average
a document’s citation count increases and peaks in the third and fourth year after its
publication; afterwards, the citation rate decreases until it has received about 80% of the total
number of citations after about eight years after publication (Narin, 1976). Therefore, a fixed
citation window can be applied to compare citation rates of documents.

Figure 3: Variable vs. fixed citation window

2.2.3

Citation matching

Citation matching is the process that matches a citing reference in an article to its cited article.
Based on citation matching, indicators that measure the impact of an article can be calculated
(cf. section 2.3). The reliability of these indicators “strongly depends on the accuracy with
which citation links are identified” (Moed, 2005, p. 173). The accuracy of the citation links is
in turn influenced by the accuracy of the references in the citing articles and the accuracy with
which the bibliographic data is extracted and handled by citation indexes, such as WoS or
Scopus.
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The bibliographic data employed in citation matching was influenced, maybe even determined,
by the first available source of bibliographic and citation data: the Web of Science. At the
beginning of the SCI, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) decided to extract the
following information from the bibliography of an article to use in its citation matching
process and has not changed the originally selected fields since: first author, source title (=
publication name), year, volume number and starting page (Moed, 2005). Due to the high cost
of storage at that time, ISI had opted to only cover the first author from a citing reference and,
therefore, had been able to provide greater coverage of source titles (Garfield, 1990). Even
though mass storage has become cheaper in the past few decades, Thomson Reuters has not
changed its policy for extracting citing references. Nowadays, a database producer usually
obtains bibliographical data electronically, directly from the publisher, which is the case with
many journals processed by Thomson Reuters (Moed, 2005).
The actual process of citation matching involves so-called match keys, which consist of a
combination of the above-mentioned bibliographic fields to uniquely match citing references
to the correct cited articles. In this sense, citation matching processes are deterministic models
of record linkage, as they lead either to a match or non-match of target and source articles
(Synnestvedt, 2007). Match keys are varied in different steps of the matching process (Moed
& Vriens, 1989; Synnestvedt, 2007; Schmidt, 2012) and in each step unique matches are
extracted. The remaining unlinked articles form the input for the next step of the matching
process, which continues with a different match key, i.e. set of bibliographic fields
(Synnestvedt, 2007; Schmidt, 2012; P. Deschamps, personal communication, February 25,
2014).
The first reported “special search key”, which was intended to characterize each publication
uniquely in an evaluation of publishing performance and citation impact, consisted of “the first
four letters of the author name, the last two digits of the publication year, the first character of
journal title, journal volume and starting page number” (Braun, Glänzel & Schubert, 1985, pp.
406-407). Another study by Yannakoudakis, Ayres & Huggill (1990) matched citations from
seven different (at that time non-standardized) databases and employed a basic match key
consisting of author names and article titles to match the records. They used the eight least
frequent digits or letters from the original article title or the translation as well as the eight
least frequent from the first author’s surname or a corporate body that was identified as the
author. The main problems they encountered were due to transcribed and translated article
titles from other languages into English. However, 45% of the citations were linked precisely.
Apart from this, the rare occasions when researchers implicitly discussed the match keys they
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had employed are in studies of inaccuracies in citation indexes (cf. section 4.2). The only
documented citation matching algorithm was published by iFQ (Schmidt, 2012). It employs 40
different match keys, the Damerau-Levenshtein distance function and it allows for
combinations of up to four wrong bibliographic fields (Schmidt, 2012). This citation matching
algorithm is not yet used in the production process, but is still in development (M. Schmidt,
personal communication, August 10, 2014). Other applied bibliometric research groups refrain
from publishing the details of their citation matching algorithms to protect their competitive
advantage (cf. section 2.4.3).
Apart from the Damerau-Levenshtein distance function, other fuzzy string matching
methodologies can be employed in citation matching algorithms. For example, Abdulhayoglu
& Thijs (2013) present an approach to match publication lists to WoS and Scopus records.
They use n-grams based on the Levenshtein distance score for one entire record. They
calculate several similarity scores and use them as variables in a kernel discriminant analysis.
When adjusting the parameters they observed a trade-off between false positive and false
negative matches. Christen (2006) carried out experiments comparing pattern matching
algorithms for author names. The results revealed that there is no single best technique and
that similarity measure calculations can have dramatic effects on the matching quality
(Christen, 2006). He recommends data parsing (eliminating space characters and punctuation
marks) and if one knows that the data contains many nicknames, a dictionary-based, name
standardization should be applied before the matching process (Christen, 2006). Names that
were parsed into separate fields can best be assessed by the Jaro-Winkler string comparator,
which performs well for both given and last names. The longest common sub-string technique
is suitable for unparsed names which may contain swapped strings (Christen, 2006).
Performance-wise he reports that phonetic matching is a faster method (Christen, 2006). String
matching methodologies and algorithms that could potentially be applied in citation matching
are the following (Christen, 2006):
 Relative Levenshtein distance: relates the edit distance to the length of the assessed
value.
 Damerau-Levenshtein distance: counts a transposition of two characters as only one
edit.
 Bag distance: compares the single characters of each string in a pre-defined bag and
disregards the order. It is a good means to filter out candidate matches.
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 Smith-Waterman: this algorithm was developed for DNA matching. It works similar to
an edit distance, but allows for gaps and character-specific match scores (e.g. similar
sounding characters could be assigned a higher match score).
 Longest common substring: this algorithm finds, and repeatedly eliminates, the
longest common sub-string (up to a minimum length, which is usually 2 or 3) of two
strings that are to be matched. The resulting scores are used for calculating an edit
distance.
 n-grams or q-grams: are sub-strings of length q in longer strings. Commonly used ngrams are unigrams (n = 1), bigrams (n = 2, also called digrams) and trigrams (n = 3).
For example, ‘peter’ contains the bigrams ‘pe’, ‘et’, ‘te’ and ‘er’. A similarity is
calculated based on the overlap of the n-grams. n-grams are specifically useful in
detecting and correcting typographical errors in bibliographic databases (O’Neill &
Vizine-Goetz, 1988).
 Variations of the q-grams: positional q-grams (that also compare the position of the qgram in the string), skip-grams (that also compare q-grams made by skipping a
character in between).
 Sorted Winkler: if the value consists of more than one string, the strings are first
ordered alphabetically. Therefore, a jumbled order of strings in the article title or
author names (unless they only contain initials) would not be considered as a
discrepancy.
 Permuted Winkler: all kinds of possible permutations of words are performed and the
maximum of all similarity values calculated is returned.
These string matching methodologies are useful tools to overcome inaccuracies in data values
and match them despite the inaccuracies. Hence, these algorithms can be integrated into
citation matching algorithms. However, to know what kind of permutations the algorithms
need to perform, a deeper understanding of the inaccuracies occurring and their characteristics
is necessary.

2.2.4

Missed citation

A missed citation is one that could not be matched to its corresponding cited article and,
therefore, is not considered in bibliometric calculations. Jacsó (2008d) further distinguishes
between orphan and stray references. An orphan reference is one that has no master record in
the respective database, i.e. the cited article is not indexed by it. A stray reference has a master
record, but was not matched correctly to it, which is what we consider to be a missed citation
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in this doctoral research. Missed citations are also sometimes referred to as lost citations
(Moed, 2002). WoS provides a useful feature for identifying missed citations in its database:
the Cited Reference Search. The feature allows searching for variations of author name,
publication name, publication year, volume, issue, pages and title and provides a list of
citations that match the variations found in stray or orphan references. Therefore, one can
identify potential missed citations in the system, validate them manually and add them to one’s
citation analysis. Figure 4 shows an example of a missed citation in the cited reference
information of an article in WoS, which holds an incorrect page number, as opposed to Figure
5 which shows a citation to the same cited article that was correctly matched. In contrast to the
matched citation, the missed citation does not include the complete bibliographic information
and is not linked to the respective WoS record.

Figure 4: Example of a missed citation in the cited reference information of an article in WoS
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Figure 5: Example of a correctly matched citation in the cited reference information of an article
in WoS

The reasons why some citations are not matched to their corresponding target articles can be
author-induced errors in the references, e.g. errors in journal volume numbers or starting page
numbers, or flaws in the data-handling or matching process, or both. Particularly problematic
are references to publications written by consortia or by authors from non-English-speaking
countries, research papers published in journals with dual volume-numbering systems or
combined volumes, as well as journals applying different article numbering systems (van
Raan, 2005). The reasons are further discussed in section 4.2.
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2.3

Bibliometric indicators

Bibliometric indicators are the results of bibliometric studies. The objects of investigation are
commonly:
 quantity indicators: the number of publications that indicate research output (per
institution, field, researcher, etc.)
 impact indicators: the number of citations that these publications have received to
measure scientific impact or performance of the research output
 structural indicators: co-authorship to measure the extent of (international)
collaboration and intellectual linkages between researchers, institutions, countries, etc.
For these three categories, different indicators can be calculated. They can be as simple as the
quantitative indicators for the number of published papers or the number of cited papers.
However, the most commonly used ones are the performance (or impact) indicators Journal
Impact Factor (JIF) and the h-index. The JIF provides the average citation rate for one- and
two-year-old articles published in a particular journal and was invented by Garfield (1972) to
measure the frequency with which the average article in a journal has been cited. The h-index
is a bibliometric indicator that measures an individual's scientific research output. It “gives an
estimate of the importance, significance, and broad impact of a scientist’s cumulative research
contributions” (Hirsch, 2005, p. 16572). A researcher with an index of h has published h
papers, each of which has been cited at least h times and, therefore, provides a balance
between productivity and citedness. Structural indicators usually calculate co-citation maps
that indicate collaboration.
Research on bibliometric indicators is ongoing and indicators, such as the g-index (Egghe,
2006), the Eigenfactor (Bergstrom, 2007), the crown indicator (Leiden Ranking in 2007), the
new crown indicator (Waltman, van Eck, van Leeuwen, Visser & van Raan, 2011), etc., are
newly invented and critically investigated (Costas & Bordons, 2008; Davis, 2008; Franceschet,
2010b; Lundberg, 2007). We do not explain every bibliometric indicator in detail, as this goes
beyond the scope of this dissertation. In the context of this doctoral research, data accuracy is
a dominant factor for all types of bibliometric indicators, as accurate data ensure the correct
matching of articles and consequently the correct calculation of indicators. Hence, data
accuracy is even more important for indicators that employ citation analysis as they rely on the
correct matching of citing articles to their cited articles. However, some researchers argue that
relative bibliometric indicators, such as the h-index, should be robust enough to provide
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accurate results even though not all citations might be considered (Jacsó, 2009; Franceschini
& Maisano, 2011; Henzinger, Suñol & Weber, 2010). Yet again, this also depends on the level
of granularity of the study as well as the data sources used (Henzinger et al., 2010). A
researcher’s h-index could be more influenced by missing citations than the h-index of an
entire research unit, university or country.

2.4

Bibliometric data sources

Bibliometric data sources are the sources of bibliographic data used in citation analyses. In
this research, we distinguish between three kinds of bibliometric data sources: 1) bibliographic
references, which are the root of all citation analyses, 2) citation indexes, which process
publications and their references to provide basic bibliometric indicators and raw citation data,
and 3) applied bibliometric research groups which build on these citation indexes and apply
their own in-house methodologies to match the data provided.

2.4.1

Bibliographic references

Since part of the scientific communication process of publishing one’s research is citing other
researchers’ work and ideas, citations are a form of acknowledgement whereby the ideas are
either further evolved or sometimes refuted (Bornmann & Marx, 2013). The references to
other researchers’ publications are documented in the bibliographies of one’s own scientific
publications. Hence, reference lists are the raw material for carrying out citation analyses
(Garfield, 1972; MacRoberts & MacRoberts, 1989; Dinkel, 2011) and can be defined as the
first and most important bibliometric data source.

2.4.2

Citation indexes

With the establishment of the Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) in 1960 and the start of
collecting scientific publications in a bibliographic database, Eugene Garfield laid the
cornerstone of citation analysis. In this database not only the publication data, but also the
citing references were indexed. However, initially the database was built as a literature
retrieval database for journal articles (Hood & Wilson, 2003; Neuhaus & Daniel, 2008). The
use as a source for citation analyses was a subsequent development when, a few years later,
Garfield turned the index of references into an opportunity for tracking citations, and thus the
SCI was born. Today, this database is known as WoS and it has found potential competitors in
Scopus and GS. Besides these three main data sources, other domain-specific citation indexes
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exist and have been used in comparative bibliometric studies complementary to WoS, Scopus
and GS, e.g. Chemical Abstracts for chemical literature (e.g. Whitley, 2002; Neuhaus &
Daniel, 2008), PubMed for medical literature (e.g. Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis & Pappas,
2008), PsycINFO for literature in the behavioral sciences and mental health (e.g. Bauer &
Bakkalbasi, 2005; Jacsó, 2008a), CSA Illumina for SSH literature (e.g. Norris & Oppenheim,
2007) and CiteSeer for literature related to computer and information science (e.g. Bar-Ilan,
2006). However, in this research, we focus on the three main citation indexes, WoS, Scopus
and GS. Their characteristics are discussed in this section.
WoS is the web portal provided by Thomson Reuters for searching three different citation
indexes (Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE), Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), Arts
& Humanities Citation Index (AHCI)). As of January 2014, the former WoS, consisting of
these three citation indexes, has been renamed Web of Science Core Collection. We continue
to use the commonly known abbreviation WoS to refer to this Core Collection. The SCIE and
the SSCI both cover publications as well as citations from 1900 to the present, whereas the
AHCI covers publications back to 1975 and citations back to 1945 (Thomson Reuters, 2014b).
The counterpart to WoS is Elsevier’s Scopus, launched in 2004 as a reaction to the monopoly
held by Thomson Reuters. Scopus covers bibliographic records and abstracts back to 1966 and
citations back to 1996. In March 2014, Elsevier announced the launch of a project that will
add citing references (back to 1970) to pre-1996 content (Elsevier, 2014a). Both databases
offer functionalities for searching, browsing, sorting, saving and exporting records to citation
management software, as well as citation counts and basic citation analyses. They are both
subscription-based services. A cost-free alternative is GS, also launched in 2004. Contrary to
WoS and Scopus, Google does not provide clear information about the number of records,
indexed titles, document types, subject areas covered or the time span in its database, which
makes comparability and quality control even harder than with the two commercial ones.
Additionally, bibliographic records can only be downloaded manually.
Coverage. WoS and Scopus both cover a large variety of journals (Scopus: over 21,000
(Elsevier, 2014c); WoS: over 12,000 (Thomson Reuters, 2014a)), as well as an ever increasing
number of books and conference proceedings. However, WoS and Scopus do not always
provide constant coverage of indexed journals over time (Meho & Yang, 2007; Jacsó, 2008c)
and sometimes articles and even entire issues of indexed journals are missing (Meho & Rogers,
2008; Vieira & Gomes, 2009; cf. section 5.5). Some studies also criticize that their coverage is
still not large enough because they do not cover all scholarly literature (Harzing, 2008; Meho
& Yang, 2007). However, on account of mathematical laws, such as the laws of Lotka, Zipf
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and Bradford10, that have been studied in the context of bibliometrics (e.g. Naranan, 1970;
Rousseau, 1998; 2002; Egghe, 2005), Garfield (1972) argues that complete coverage is not
necessarily important to determine scientific impact. Furthermore, WoS is claimed to be biased
towards English-language publications and natural sciences (NS) (Kostoff, 2002; Meho &
Yang, 2007; Harzing, 2008). Other studies corroborate this by stating that Scopus and GS
provide better coverage of non-English-language publications (López-Illescas, de MoyaAnegón & Moed, 2008; Kousha & Thelwall, 2008) and also cover more social science
literature than WoS (Norris & Oppenheim, 2007; Harzing, 2013a). On the one hand, GS is
praised for covering a larger and more diverse amount of literature, such as more conference
proceedings and other modes of scholarly communication like preprints from arXiv as well as
publications from government and academic websites (Belew, 2005; Bauer & Bakkalbasi,
2005; Bakkalbasi, Bauer, Glover & Wang, 2006; Bar-Ilan, 2010). On the other hand, it is
criticized for also covering non-scholarly literature, such as presentations, master theses, etc.,
which inflate citation counts (Jacsó, 2006; Levine-Clark & Gil, 2009; Harzing, 2008).
However, some authors argue that the inclusion of non-scholarly citations as well as another
limitation of GS, namely a large number of duplicates, can be attenuated by robust citation
metrics, such as the h-index (Harzing & van der Wal, 2009; Meho &Yang, 2007; Vaughan &
Shaw, 2008).
Scientific subject category. Every database has its own scientific subject category system.
Therefore, the classification of journals according to WoS is not the same as that of Scopus.
While the WoS classification is based on information extracted from journal titles (Moed,
1996), Scopus’s way of classifying journal titles is not documented. GS, on the other hand,
does not provide any subject classification for its publications at all.
Document type. It depends on the field of the bibliometric study to decide which document
types should be included in an analysis. Yet, one needs to be aware that the classification of
document types can differ between data sources, such as WoS and Scopus, and that different
disciplines may employ different interpretations of document types (Archambault et al., 2009).
For instance, in Physics and Astronomy, letters can report truly original research findings,
whereas in other disciplines letters in journals are rather a means to comment on another
person’s work (Moed, 1996; Moed & van Leeuwen, 1995). In Scopus, the classification of
documents is not really clear and Harzing (2013b) reports on several attempts to obtain
10

These mathematical laws describe statistical effects which can be applied to bibliometric studies and
prove, for example, that only a small number of researchers publish the majority of publications. For a
detailed discussion of these laws and their relation to bibliometric studies, cf. for example Havemann
(2009).
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additional information from Elsevier which remained unanswered. WoS automatically
classifies any research article with more than 100 references as a review, which can cause
problems in social science disciplines where it is common to have original research articles
with more than 100 references and review articles are not acknowledged as original research
(Harzing, 2013b). Another interesting misclassification was observed in articles that included
a note like “part of this paper was presented at a conference” or even “this is based on a paper
previously presented at a conference”, which were then classified as proceedings papers
(Harzing, 2013b). In the meantime, WoS has canceled this rule.
Publication year. Before WoS had an online version, the CD-ROM versions left room for
interpretation of publication years. In that version, each record also had a database publication
year assigned, which marked the year when the document was added to the database (Jacsó,
1995 & 1997). In the online version, this discrepancy is no longer an issue. Yet, it is still
important to clearly define the publication years of the cited articles considered and not to
confuse them with the citation period, i.e. citation window, which corresponds to the
publication years of the citing articles (cf. section 2.2.2).
Comparison of databases. In an effort to determine which of the three main bibliometric data
sources (WoS, Scopus and GS) is the best fit for bibliometric analyses, studies have compared
these data sources with regard to coverage and overlap of publications and citation counts. In
terms of coverage, the majority of such works have juxtaposed the available formats, i.e.
publication and document types, temporal, i.e. publication years or citation windows, and
geospatial coverage, i.e. investigation of country-specific journals or languages, as well as the
extent to which the domains (NS vs. SSH) or specific disciplines are covered. Building on
these facets of coverage, studies have compared the overlap of publications and the
corresponding citation counts (e.g. Bauer & Bakkalbasi 2005; Cameron, 2005; Meho & Yang,
2007; Mingers & Lipitakis, 2010; Adriaanse & Rensleigh, 2013). Others have investigated and
compared rankings of research units according to bibliometric indicators based on citation data
from different data sources (e.g. Bar-Ilan, 2008; López-Illescas et al., 2008; Meho & Rogers,
2008; Sanderson, 2008; Jacsó, 2009; Franceschet, 2010a). Most of the studies report that the
overlap of citations is higher in the case of WoS and Scopus (between 58 to 70%) than when
these two data sources are compared with GS citations (Meho & Yang, 2007; Bar-Ilan, 2010;
Jaćimović, Petrović & Živković, 2010). The same is true for the results of bibliometric
calculations and rankings. Authors report highly correlated results for WoS and Scopus and
slightly different results for GS (Bauer & Bakkalbasi, 2005; Bar-Ilan, 2008; López-Illescas et
al., 2008; Archambault et al., 2009; Franceschet, 2010a).
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In general, the majority concludes that WoS and Scopus should be used complementarily in
bibliometric studies (Sanderson, 2008; Li, Burnham, Lemley & Britton, 2010) and that the
choice of database depends on the purpose of the study, the research field in question, the
types of documents to be investigated, the types of journals to be included (e.g. peer review,
open-access journals) and on whether pre-1996 citations are required (e.g. Frandsen &
Nicolaisen, 2008; Neuhaus & Daniel, 2008; Meho & Rogers, 2008; Bar-Ilan, 2008; Bar-Ilan,
2010; Mingers & Lipitakis, 2010; Adriaanse & Rensleigh, 2013). Moreover, scientific areas,
such as mathematics, engineering, economics and social sciences, arts and humanities, where
journals play a less central role as a scholarly communication system (Moed, 2005), will
require different data sources than WoS and Scopus. Norris & Oppenheim (2007) suggest that,
for studies of social science literature, WoS should be replaced by Scopus, while Kousha &
Thelwall (2007) are a bit more cautious and recommend GS for studying citations in the social
sciences, but they also admit to having found some exceptions and hint that replacing the
traditional data source WoS by GS citations would be problematic.

2.4.3

Applied bibliometric research groups

The third kind of bibliometric data source is applied bibliometric research groups that perform
bibliometric analyses mainly on behalf of organizations with a stake in science and
technology, such as national governments or national and international funding agencies.
Three of the most renowned applied bibliometric research groups are: Centre for Science and
Technology Studies in Leiden (CWTS), Institut für Forschungsqualität in Berlin (iFQ) and
Science-Metrix (SM) in Montreal. They provide bibliometric services and products closely
related to research evaluation, which are often based on citation analyses 11. CWTS, iFQ and
Science-Metrix use raw WoS data through a bibliometric production platform licensed by
Thomson Reuters. Depending on the scope of the study, Science-Metrix additionally employs
Scopus data, which also allows them to use the article title in the citation matching process (P.
Deschamps, personal communication, March 4, 2014). CWTS and Science-Metrix match the
citation data according to the matching algorithms they have developed. As mentioned in
section 2.2.3, iFQ’s matching algorithm is still under development. For the time being,

11

e.g. http://www.science-metrix.com/pdf/SM_INAC_Bibliometrics_Arctic_Research.pdf or
http://www.leidenranking.com/
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therefore, they rely on the data as matched by WoS, complemented by citations found through
the Cited Reference Search12.

2.5

Summary

In this chapter we have defined the fundamental bibliometric terminology used in this doctoral
research. Citation analysis is the most important informetric method in research evaluation
and, therefore, the focus of this dissertation. In the context of citation analysis, we explained
the importance of accurate linkage between target and source articles, which is accomplished
in citation matching processes. Citation matching usually employs a set of different match
keys and may also make use of string matching methodologies that can cope with possible
discrepancies in the references. A missed citation is a citation that could not be correctly
matched to its cited articles in this process. WoS provides a feature called Cited Reference
Search that allows searching for such missed citations in the system. Furthermore, we gave a
short overview of the commonly used bibliometric indicators and underlined their dependence
on data accuracy. Last, we defined the concept of a bibliometric data source not only as a
classic citation index, such as WoS, Scopus and GS, but widened the notion to include the
underlying raw material, namely bibliographic references, as well as the bibliometric services
of applied bibliometric research groups.

12

Appendix A lists information, acquired in personal communications, about the citation matching
algorithms insofar as the applied research groups allowed publication of this information for reasons
of competitive advantages.
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In order to define what data accuracy means for a bibliometric data source, we continue the
theoretical part of this doctoral research by exploring the existing definitions of data accuracy,
its generic concept, data quality, as well as its antonym, data inaccuracy. In sections 3.1 and
3.2, we summarize definitions of these three concepts and formulate our own definition of
what data inaccuracy comprises in this research in order to be able to assess data accuracy. In
sections 3.3 and 3.4 approaches to assess (bibliographic) data accuracy are discussed. Section
3.5 summarizes the chapter.

3.1

Data quality

As data accuracy is one specific aspect of data quality, this section commences by shedding
light on the term data quality. The origin of the word data is the Latin noun datum, meaning
something given. The Oxford English Dictionary (2013) defines data as “an item of
information” or “information in digital form”. The definition of quality in the ISO 9000
standard is “the totality of features and characteristics of a product, process or service that
bears on its ability to satisfy stated or implicit needs” (ISO 2005). In other words, data quality
can be defined as “fitness for the purpose of use” (Wang & Strong, 1996, p. 6; Maydanchik,
2007, p. 245) of an item of information.
In the context of a database, Data Quality (DQ) is a very complex concept to describe and
especially to measure. Redman (1996) developed a system-centered framework that defines
the dimensions of data quality according to three aspects of data: data modeling, data values
and data representation. He focuses on data per se and disregards other aspects of data quality,
such as storage and security. His framework can be applied to a variety of databases as it deals
with errors that can be measured formally and it provides the basis for the widely accepted and
used categorization of data value quality into the four dimensions accuracy, currency
(sometimes also referred to as timeliness), completeness and consistency (e.g. Wand & Wang,
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1996; Wang & Strong, 1996; Naumann, 2002; Jarke, Lenzerini, Vassiliou & Vassiliadis, 2003;
Bovee, Srivastava & Mak, 2003; Batini & Scannapieco, 2006). Although not all researchers
agree on the exact same definitions of quality dimensions of data values (accuracy, currency,
completeness and consistency), the essence of each is the same. The following paragraphs give
short explanations of the four dimensions, mainly based on Redman (1996) and complemented
by the above-mentioned literature.
Accuracy. Accuracy refers to whether data values are correct or not. It is not easy to
quantify data accuracy, as a standard or correct value to compare data with may not be
available. The suggested formula to calculate data accuracy (p) is to divide the number
of correct values by the number of total values: p = the number of correct values /
number of total values.
Currency. Data values can change over time. Currency refers to the degree to which
data is up-to-date. This means that data currency is a special case of data accuracy.
The concept of currency is, therefore, only applicable to changing entities in the
database, i.e. for bibliometric data sources this is, for example, the citation count in the
field Times cited.
Completeness. Attributes in a database can be mandatory, optional or inapplicable.
Therefore, null in an attribute can have different meanings, which needs to be
considered when assessing the completeness of data values.
Consistency. Overlapping data need to have consistent values. For instance, the name
of an institution must have the same string in every record. Furthermore, data values
also need to be consistent with other values: the name of an institution must match its
country and the city must match the country and the zip code.
In most databases, trade-offs between data dimensions have to be made (Batini &
Scannapieco, 2006). For example, if one decides in favor of accurate (or complete or
consistent) data this may adversely affect currency, as it takes time to check the accuracy of
data. Web applications often opt for current data and as a consequence neglect the other three
dimensions. The choices can differ in different domains and business contexts. However, most
studies have identified accuracy of data values as the key dimension of data quality (Wand &
Wang, 1996; Batini & Scannapieco, 2006) and as “one of the main intrinsic properties of data”
(Naumann, 2002, p. 30; Bovee et al., 2003; Wang & Strong, 1996). In bibliometric databases
(cf. section 2.4) and citation analysis (cf. section 2.2), all four dimensions of data value quality
are important: on the one hand, accurate and consistent data values ensure a correct citation
matching process (cf. section 2.2.3), which in turn contributes to a complete and up-to-date
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(currency) publications and citations count. Accurate data values of bibliographic references
are especially important for the syntactic matching of citations and are, therefore, the basis of a
successful citation matching process. Consistent values play a role in the semantic matching
process, e.g. author name disambiguation (cf. section 4.1), and are undoubtedly essential to the
process as well. In this research, we decided to focus on the dimension that first and foremost
impacts the citation matching process: the accuracy of bibliographic data values.

3.2

Data accuracy – data inaccuracy

In the literature, the terms error rate, correctness, reliability, integrity and precision are often
used as synonyms for data accuracy (Naumann, 2002). Data accuracy is defined as
“…the recorded value is in conformity with the actual value” (Ballou & Pazer, 1985,
p. 153).
“[…] the nearness of the value v to some value v’ in the attribute domain, which is
considered as the correct one […]” (Redman, 1996, p. 255).
“[…] the extent to which data values are in conformance with the actual or true
values” (Wang & Strong, 1996, p. 18).
“[…] the avoidance of errors in all stages of creating an information unit: (a) in
document analysis; (b) during entry in the data fields; and (c) orthographical errors”
(Rittberger & Rittberger, 1997, p. 27)
“[…] the extent to which data is correct and reliable” (Kahn, Strong & Wang, 2002, p.
187).
“[…] the quotient of the number of correct values in a source and the overall number
of values in the source. A value is an instance of an attribute” (Naumann, 2002, p. 30).
“[…] information being true or error free with respect to some known, designated, or
measured value” (Bovee et al., 2003, p. 59).
“[…] the closeness of the value in our database to the true value” (Dasu & Johnson,
2003, p. 105).
“[…] the validity of the data with respect to the real-world values” (Jarke et al., 2003,
p. 155).
“[…] the closeness between a value v and a value v’, considered as the correct
representation of the real-life phenomenon that v’ aims to represent” (Batini &
Scannapieco, 2006, p. 20).
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“[…] the correctness of data items, compared to a baseline” (Even &
Shankaranarayanan, 2007, p. 83).
What these definitions have in common is that they define data accuracy as the extent to which
values are correct and the correctness of the values should ideally correspond to the real-world
values. For example, Table 1 represents correct, i.e. real-world, values of a dissertation
database. This means that, in the real world, i.e. in the paper or electronic versions of these
dissertations, the titles of the dissertations and the author names correspond to the values in
this database. Batini & Scannapieco (2006) further distinguish between syntactic and semantic
data accuracy. According to their definition, DQ methodologies usually consider syntactic
accuracy and define it as the closeness of a value v to the elements of the corresponding
definition in domain D. Syntactic accuracy is not necessarily interested in comparing v with its
real-world value v’, but checks whether v is any of the values in D, or how close it is to values
in D. On the other hand, semantic accuracy relates to the concept of correctness (Batini &
Scannapieco, 2006).
Table 1: Example of a dissertation database

ID
1
2
3

Title of dissertation
Country and Language Level Differences in
Multilingual Digital Libraries.
Data Accuracy in Bibliometric Data Sources and its
Impact on Citation Matching.
From Curation to Collaboration. A Framework for
Interactions in Cultural Heritage Information Systems.

Author name
Maria Gäde
Marlies Olensky
Juliane Stiller

If the author names in tuples 1 and 2 of our dissertation database (Table 1) were switched, a
semantic error would occur. Yet, the author names would still be syntactically correct as both
author names are admissible in the domain of authors of dissertations. A syntactic error would
occur if, for example, the author name in tuple 1 was spelled Maria Gede instead of Maria
Gäde. Hence, syntactic accuracy is measured by distance functions; semantic accuracy should
be measured by domains like <yes, no> or <correct, incorrect> (Batini & Scannapieco (2006).
Few authors have formulated individual definitions of what actually constitutes data
inaccuracy, even though it is necessary to know what qualifies data as accurate or inaccurate
in order to measure data accuracy. Wand & Wang (1996, p. 93) define inaccuracy as “a result
of a garbled mapping into a wrong state of the information system”. Batini & Pernici (2006, p.
52) adopted their definition and added “[…] where it is possible to infer a valid state of the
real world though not the correct one”. Jacsó (1995, p. 150) describes inaccuracy as “a
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euphemism for erroneous, wrong data”. Moed, one of the few researchers who have actually
studied inaccuracies in bibliometric data sources, uses the term discrepancy “to indicate […]
differences or variations between a target article intentionally cited in a reference and the
citing reference itself” (Moed, 2005, pp. 173-174).
We do not agree with Jacsó’s definition because, as Moed points out, a difference between two
bibliographic data records does not necessarily need to be an error, but could be due to
technical coding differences or different transliterations, punctuation, etc. Hence, we inferred a
definition for data inaccuracy for this research from the definitions of data accuracy and
inaccuracy in the literature (mainly based on Redman, 1996; Moed, 2005; Batini &
Scannapieco, 2006):
Data inaccuracy describes a discrepancy between the correct value v’ and the
assessed value v, i.e. any non-conformity between these two values is recorded.
The term data inaccuracy is used synonymously with discrepancy. A data
inaccuracy is not necessarily an error.

3.3

Data accuracy assessment

The literature provides a variety of techniques to assess DQ in databases and summarizes them
in different DQ assessment frameworks (e.g. Batini, Cabitza, Cappiello & Francalanci, 2008;
Even & Shankaranarayanan, 2007; Lee, Strong, Kahn & Wang, 2002; Su & Jin, 2004;
Scannapieco, Virgillito, Marchetti, Mecella & Baldoni, 2004; Wang, 1998). These frameworks
mostly describe how enterprises can maintain quality in their databases by employing record
linkage, business process rules and similarity measures (Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci &
Maurino, 2009).
The measurement of data accuracy in these frameworks is basically defined as the ratio of
correct to incorrect values and can be expressed in different ways (cf. Table 2). The definition
of what a data unit consists of depends on the individual assessment process. It could be a data
field, data record or even an entire dataset. Rittberger & Rittberger (1997, pp. 33-34) have
taken a slightly different approach and suggested measuring the error rate in bibliographic
online database production as the “number of errors per 1,000 entered symbols or number of
errors in a specific data field”. However, before one can express data accuracy as a metric, one
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needs to define what the correct value is. Therefore, the more important questions are: what
qualifies as an incorrect data value? How can incorrect values be identified?
Table 2: Data accuracy measurement

Definition

Formula

Accuracy
Free-of-error
dimension
Free-of-error rating
Accuracy score
Syntactic accuracy

Source
Loshin (2001)
Pipino, Lee & Wang (2002)
Lee, Pipino, Funk & Wang
(2006)
Maydanchik (2007)
Batini et al. (2009)

As the answer to the first question can vary for each database depending on its content, the
literature cannot provide any universal answers. The correct values for data accuracy
assessment must, therefore, be determined case by case13 . Assuming we have defined the
correct values, against which the data will be assessed, and follow the definition of data
inaccuracy from the previous section 3.2, incorrect or discrepant data values can be identified
by distance or similarity functions (e.g. Redman, 1996; Batini & Scannapieco; 2006). For
example, the Levenshtein distance function is a widely used method to measure the distance
between two strings, i.e. it measures the number of edits the function has to perform to
transform a string s into string s’ (Levenshtein, 1966). In contrast, the Jaro-Winkler string
comparator (Winkler, 1995) measures the similarity of two strings, i.e. how many characters
two strings have in common. Other, more sophisticated edit-distance functions or algorithms
used in fuzzy string matching methodologies were listed in section 2.2.3 on citation matching,
since they go beyond a mere assessment of data values but apply certain permutations of data
values to match them despite possible inaccuracies.

3.4

Bibliographic data accuracy assessment

This doctoral thesis investigates the accuracy of references, i.e. bibliographic data. Therefore,
we looked for accuracy assessment methodologies in the literature that have been applied to
13

For this doctoral research, they are defined in section 5.1.
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bibliographic data values. The accuracy of references in research articles and databases has
been studied before, but not by employing any of the above-mentioned frameworks from the
data quality literature. Therefore, we compiled a complete list of these studies (98 studies in
total) and analyzed them to ascertain whether there is a standardized and/or automated way to
assess and categorize inaccuracies in references (Olensky, 2012). The main aspects of
evaluation were: main goal of study; subject area; data sources; number of journals
investigated; number, publication type and year of citing articles; number and publication type
of cited articles; selection of the data sample; assessment method; error categories. The studies
were mainly conducted by researchers in their own field to call attention to inaccuracies and
negligent references that would impede fellow researchers from retracing their research
process and sources. Furthermore, a few studies (e.g. Moed & Vriens, 1989; Moed, 2005;
García-Pérez, 2010) in this evaluation assessed data accuracy of citation indexes.
The results revealed that, in most cases, bibliographic data is measured by the accuracy of the
following fields: author name(s), journal title, volume, year and pagination (Table 3). The
majority of the studies used the original publication as the gold standard for verification, i.e.
as the correct (real-world) values v’. Even the database studies consulted the original articles
in most cases, except for two of the studies which employed match keys, as used in citation
matching processes, to identify inaccurate records. If we not only wish to identify
inaccuracies, but also need to determine whether the mistakes were made by the author or
introduced by the database, it is necessary to check the references from the original citing
articles against the existing data. Therefore, it depends on the intended aim of the assessment
whether the original needs to be consulted or not.
The study also showed there is no standardized way of categorizing bibliographic data errors
and the granularity of categories varies. Half of the studies divided the errors into the groups
major and minor; some added an intermediate category (Olensky, 2012). However, the studies
do not fully agree on what qualifies as a major, intermediate or minor error. Other studies,
including the studies investigating the accuracy in citation indexes, listed the errors describing
in which field they occurred and partially describing the nature of the discrepancy (e.g. page
number missing, small variation in author name (Moed, 2005); wrong cited year, swapping of
digits (Larsen et al., 2007)).
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Table 3: Aspects of bibliographic data accuracy (Olensky, 2012)

Bibliographic field
author name(s)
author initials
author number
author order
article titles
journal title
volume
issue
year
pagination

% of studies
100%
76%
54%
39%
97%
100%
100%
17%
98%
100%

Apart from the above-mentioned match-key studies, bibliographic data accuracy has not been
assessed in an automated way before (Olensky, 2012). Since match keys can identify
inaccurate records, but do not provide information about how inaccurate data is, we tested the
Levenshtein distance function (LDF) as an accuracy assessment method for bibliographic data
in a pilot study (Olensky, 2013). The LDF measures the distance between two data values and
indicates the number of edits to transform one value into the other (in contrast to the
aforementioned Jaro-Winkler string comparator), which correlates with the widely used
definitions of accuracy scores in the DQ literature. The study investigated whether the
automated assessment method, as described in the DQ literature, can be applied to
bibliographic data. The main result is that the Levenshtein distance function is a good means
to determine whether a data record contains discrepancies, but the score does not provide a
true picture of how inaccurate a bibliographic data value is unless additional rules are applied.
For example, the LDF produces high scores for article titles whenever the subtitle is missing in
the reference or when the titles are translations of each other, yet, this does not necessarily
indicate a major inaccuracy. To counterbalance certain shortcomings of the LDF, we evolved a
set of rules during a manual assessment process that takes into account characteristics of
bibliographic data and their sources. The rules spelled out in the manual assessment method
reflect most of the required adjustments to be made to an automatic assessment method. They
mirror specific characteristics of bibliographic data (Olensky, 2013):


different presentation of data (e.g. one-page articles in Scopus have no ending
page)



abbreviated publication names



translated article titles
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punctuation



special characters (e.g. German Umlaut)



non-alphanumeric characters (e.g. α)



domain-specific abbreviations (e.g. Ag // Silver)



different weighting of inaccuracies (omitted // inaccurate // incomplete)

Even though the findings of this study are a first step towards an automated accuracy
assessment of bibliographic data, the data sample investigated was too small to present a
comprehensive list of data manipulation rules that need to be considered in an automated
assessment process. Thus, we identified the need for an in-depth analysis of bibliographic data,
its characteristics and the inaccuracies occurring therein.

3.5

Summary

The literature provides different definitions of data accuracy metrics, but their essence is the
same: once a way has been found to identify inaccurate data values, the data accuracy of a
database can be defined as the ratio of the inaccurate data values to the accurate data values.
Optionally, to measure how (in)accurate values are, a distance or similarity function, such as
the Levenshtein or Jaro-Winkler function, can be used. The bibliographic data accuracy of
references in research articles is assessed by consulting the original article the reference cites
and investigating the bibliographic fields author name(s), journal title, volume, year and
pagination. Hence, these findings as well as our definition of what data inaccuracy comprises
influence the methodological considerations of this doctoral research.
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Chapter 2 explained the concept of a bibliometric data source as understood in this research,
and data accuracy and inaccuracy as well as cases of bibliographic data accuracy assessment
were discussed in chapter 3. This chapter explains how the accuracy of a bibliometric data
source can be understood and discusses the current state of research on inaccuracies of
bibliographic data values. Section 4.1 draws a general picture of what influences accuracy or,
more specifically, data accuracy in a bibliometric data source and justifies the focus of our
data analysis described in chapter 5. Section 4.2 discusses inaccuracies in bibliographic data
fields which have been the subject of previous studies and play a primary role in the citation
matching process. The different sources of inaccuracies as well as the predominant types of
inaccuracies are discussed. Section 4.3 concludes this chapter.

4.1

(Data) accuracy in bibliometric data sources

In personal communication with fellow researchers and established bibliometricians (e.g.
Frank Havemann, Paul Wouters, Stefan Hornbostel), it becomes apparent that the data
accuracy of bibliometric data sources is first and foremost understood as the correctness of the
citation counts in databases like WoS or Scopus. However, citation counts are the result of
bibliographic data values extracted from references and of the process applied to match these
values to the respective target articles. This section explains the existing relations between the
three bibliometric data sources defined in section 2.4 and explains why the focus of this
dissertation targets the data accuracy of bibliographic references.
As the producer and user of a bibliometric study, one must be able to answer a few crucial
questions about the data used in the calculation of citation counts, such as how the publication
data was collected and how citations were matched to their target articles (Moed, 2002).
However, aside from the few match-key studies discussed in sections 2.2.3 and 4.2, not one
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comprehensive study provides information on the accuracy of citation matching in the
different citation indexes available. Hence, the citation matching process is an immanent
characteristic of the database and does not usually influence the choice of which citation index
is used in a bibliometric study. The case is, of course, different for the applied bibliometric
research groups, which match the data according to their algorithms developed in-house.
Nevertheless, the user of a bibliometric statistic compiled by one of the research groups does
not receive any information about the citation matching process applied either, but simply has
to rely on its accuracy.
The citation matching process is in turn impacted by the accuracy of data values in the
database, i.e. bibliographic data of the articles and citations (Moed, 2002; 2005). Figure 6
gives an overview of how the three bibliometric data sources, as defined in section 2.4, are
related to and influence each other. Starting at the bottom of the figure, the bibliographic data
in a publication consists of the main bibliographic data, such as article title, author name(s),
institutional affiliation, address, and journal-specific data, e.g. journal title, volume number,
and the data of the bibliographic references, which are then reflected in the cited reference
information of the respective database. In the data ingestion process these values are extracted
and assumably subjected to data cleaning and harmonization processes (cf. section 4.2). While
parts of the main bibliographic data, such as author name(s) and journal title, are used in the
citation matching process, the article title serves retrieval purposes only. Institutional
affiliations and addresses in articles can be used to select a specific set of publications in
bibliometric studies. For example, an analysis of the collaboration of two research institutions
(or countries or authors) may use the institutional affiliations and addresses to disambiguate
and uniquely attribute publications in the data sample used. The data accuracy of a
bibliometric data source, therefore, ultimately hinges on the accuracy of the bibliographic
references in a publication or in its database.
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Figure 6: The relations of the three bibliometric data sources: bibliographic references, citation
indexes, applied bibliometric research groups

In our analysis, the citation matching process is carried out by WoS, Scopus, GS and by the
third kind of bibliometric data source, namely the applied bibliometric research groups. In
WoS and Scopus the algorithms are reported to be more conservative than in GS (Larsen et al.,
2007), but more sophisticated in the case of the applied bibliometric research groups (Neuhaus
& Daniel, 2008). Section 2.2.3 explained that, in the citation matching process, typically the
bibliographic data fields of first author (last name, first and second initial), publication name,
publication year, volume number and starting page are employed. Hence, in section 4.2, we
discuss inaccuracies related to the values in bibliographic data fields which have a primary
impact on the citation matching process. Most of them are of a technical nature (e.g.
typographical errors, spelling variations); others are more semantic in nature (e.g. incorrect
interpretation of author names).
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Semantic challenges in bibliometric data sources, that is in citation indexes and in the applied
bibliometric research groups, are related to distinguishing publications, publication names,
authors and their affiliations uniquely and identifying duplicate records. Another complex
question concerns what defines a duplicate record. Do translations or pre-prints count as
duplicates? How can they be identified? Furthermore, multiple manifestations, as defined in
FRBR14, of the same work or idea are quite a common phenomenon in computer science (BarIlan, 2006). This does not refer to multiple entries in a database that fail to point to the same
publication, but to ideas which are first published, for example, in conference proceedings and
later in a journal. Sometimes, the publication may also contain slight changes, which makes it
even more difficult to distinguish between different manifestations and expressions in the
sense of FRBR. A work-around, which does not really solve this problem, is reported in a
study by Meho & Rogers (2008) who declared that, if two works had the exact same title and
were published within one year, they would treat the two publications as one.
Due to time and resource restrictions in the present research, we only address semantic
challenges of citation analysis insofar as they concern the data values of the aforementioned
bibliographic fields typically used in the citation matching process. Synonymic author names
are discussed in section 4.2.1 with respect to incorrect interpretations of author names or
incorrect first initials due to the use of a nickname instead of the correct first given name.
However, the topic of author name disambiguation, which deals with homonymic author
names as well as synonyms caused by changes in marital status or for religious or legal
reasons (Bennett & Williams, 2006) or publications citing the name of a consortium rather
than the actual author names (Moed, 2005), goes beyond the scope of this research. For
discussions of homonymic author names cf. Aksnes (2008); for different solutions to
disambiguate author names cf. the works of, inter alia, Companjen (2013) on probabilistic
author name matching; Levin, Krawczyk, Bethard & Jurafsky (2012) on self-citation analysis;
On, Lee, Kang & Mitra (2005), Huang, Ertekin & Giles (2006), Strotmann, Zhao & Bubela
(2009) and Velden, Haque & Lagoze (2011) on co-author analysis and distance metrics;
D’Angelo et al. (2011) on clustering approaches by institutional affiliations and WoS subject
categories; Han, Giles, Zha, Li & Tsioutsiouliklis (2004) on supervised learning approaches by
paper titles and publication venue titles.

14

FRBR stands for Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records and helps distinguish “products
of intellectual or artistic endeavor (e.g., publications)” in “the work, a distinct intellectual or artistic
creation; the expression, the intellectual or artistic realization of a work; the manifestation, the
physical embodiment of an expression of a work; the item, a single exemplar of a manifestation.”
(IFLA, 1998)
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4.2

Inaccuracies in bibliographic data values with a primary
impact on the citation matching process

Errors, variations and inconsistencies in author name, journal title, publication year, volume
and starting page are the most commonly reported inaccuracies in the references of individual
papers (Moed & Vriens, 1989; Jacsó, 2005c; Galvez & de Moya-Anegón; 2006; Galvez & de
Moya-Anegón, 2007; Neuhaus & Daniel, 2008; Adriaanse & Rensleigh, 2013; Chang,
McAleer & Oxley, 2011). More specifically, inaccuracies can be related to publications written
by consortia, i.e. large groups of authors, (Moed, 2002; van Raan, 2005), journals with dual
volume-numbering systems or combined volumes, and journals applying different article
numbering systems (Moed, 2002; van Raan, 2005; Tunger, Haustein, Ruppert, Luca &
Unterhalt, 2010). Problems caused by a misunderstanding of foreign languages (Sweetland,
1989) or author names from non-English speaking countries (van Raan, 2005) as well as citing
and cited authors with different linguistic backgrounds (Moed, 2005) can also be sources of
inaccuracies in citing references. Different studies present differing results on which the most
inaccurate bibliographic fields are: article title, author name and publication year (Meho &
Rogers, 2008); volume and page number (Jacsó, 2004); page number, author names and year
(Hildebrandt & Larsen, 2008); volume number, followed by a double error in volume number
and starting page, and with the fewest records only having a wrong starting page (Liang,
Zhong & Rousseau, 2014). Table 4 gives an overview of the identified problem areas of
inaccuracies in references.
Inaccuracies in bibliographic data can be induced either by the author (e.g. provides
inconsistent versions of his institutional affiliation), the citing author (e.g. jumbles the order of
the cited author names) or by the database (e.g. interprets the issue number as the volume
number) (Moed & Vriens, 1989; Buchanan, 2006; Hildebrandt & Larsen, 2008). All can result
in a non-link between cited and citing article. Buchanan (2006) attributes errors in names and
publication titles to being author-induced and lists transcription errors and cited articles
omitted from the list of citing references as examples of database mapping errors. Inaccuracies
introduced by the citing author in the citing references may or may not be corrected by copy
editors of the journal publisher (Meyer, 2008). Any remaining inaccuracies will, therefore, find
their way into the actual publication, be it the paper version or an online version. When the
metadata of a new publication is indexed in a citation index, such as WoS, Scopus and GS, the
delivery as well as the data extraction process may introduce additional inaccuracies, or
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inaccuracies may be corrected in the data cleaning and harmonization process 15 . With the
transition to online availability of most publications, publishers provide the metadata records
electronically, directly extracted from the source document (Meyer, 2008; Moed, 2005), which
should result in more accurate data. Even though, in recent years the share of electronic
metadata records should have increased, not all of the data is recorded in that way. A
considerable number of journal articles is still scanned by OCR software which extracts the
bibliographic data. The scanning process as such is error-prone, but different citation styles
can also cause inaccurate data values (Meyer, 2008). Together with articles from older
publications, for which no electronic data was available at indexing time, the metadata from
scanned documents still seems to represent the majority in citation indexes (Moed, 2005).
Additionally, inaccuracies can be passed on from one bibliography to the next (Simkin &
Roychowdhury, 2003; Cameron, 2005; Wallin, 2005; Liang et al. 2014) because the authors do
not even read and retrieve the original article, they read the article, but still copy the reference
from another author’s reference list, or they fail to retrieve the original article and still want to
cite it and, therefore, copy the reference (Wallin, 2005). Even though Simkin &
Roychowdhury (2003) applied a mathematical model to prove that authors copy references
from each other, if two references contain the same discrepancy there was no empirical
evidence that these references were copied (Moed, 2005). However, a recent study by Liang et
al. (2014) found three routes that reference errors take in citing articles: “Route 1. Citing a
paper and copying its reference; Route 2: Copying a reference from another paper but without
citing this paper; Route 3: Copying references from an earlier paper published by the author
himself (herself) without rechecking the accuracy of the reference”.
The term error rate is inconsistently used in studies of errors in citation indexes. In some cases
the error rate refers to errors found in the citing references, i.e. in the references of the original
article or in the cited reference information of the citation index (e.g. Larsen et al., 2007;
Moed, 2005), others to the actual bibliographic data record, i.e. the cited article in the citation
index (e.g. De, Jones, Brazier, Jones & Fenton, 2001) and others to the number of references
that were missed because of errors in the references (e.g. Chang et al., 2011).

15

Our attempts to obtain information from Thomson Reuters, Elsevier and GS on their data ingestion
processes remained unanswered. We can only quote E. Garfield in an interview with P. Jacsó (2004):
the data cleaning process in WoS “is not a trivial one”.
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Table 4: Bibliographic inaccuracies (Garfield, 1981; Hood & Wilson, 2003; Moed, 2005; Meho &
Yang, 2007; Harzing, 2008; Jacsó, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2008d; Larsen et al., 2007; Tunger et al.,
2010)

Area of concern

Inconsistent and erroneous
spelling of author names

Lack of journal title
standardization

Problem description

Example from the data
analysis / literature

Author names with special
characters or diacritics

Suñol or Stalnioniené

Double middle initials with
or without punctuation

Weng, C-H vs.
Weng, C.H. vs.
Weng, CH

Names with adjacent
consonants or ligatures
because of OCR errors

Gornis vs. Gomis

Compounded names (with
prefix, suffix or two or more
parts)

van Hooland, S
Padma Malar, EJ
Zhang, Hongbao is indexed
as Zhang, HB, instead of
Zhang, H

Transliteration of (Asian,
Cyrillic, etc.) names

Hsin vs. Sin vs. Xin

Various abbreviations and
punctuation styles in journal
titles

Heteroatom Chemistry vs.
Heteroat. Chem. vs.
Heteroatom Chem

Transposed digits

p. 564 vs. p. 654

Plus or minus one digit

1997 vs. 1998

Numeric bibliographic
fields (publication year,
volume number, pagination)

Error rates, defined as citing references with discrepancies which resulted in a non-match in
WoS, are reported to be 6.2% (Larsen et al., 2007), 7% (Tunger et al., 2010), 9.4% (Moed &
Vriens, 1989) and 12% (Hildebrandt & Larsen, 2008). Moed (2005) carried out the most
comprehensive study on the accuracy of citing references in WoS. He investigated 22 million
citing references by employing different match keys in order to match the references to their
18 million target articles. He found 7.7% discrepant references, which resulted in a non-match
in WoS, i.e. a missed citation. However, as discussed in section 3.4, the definitions of an error,
discrepancy and inaccuracy differ in all these studies. The error rates are, therefore, not strictly
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comparable, but still permit an estimate that the average missed citation rate (MCR) in WoS
may range between 6 and 12%.

4.2.1

Author names

Author names and their variations, different spellings and inconsistencies constitute the most
frequently discussed aspects in previous research. On the one hand, the problem areas deal
with technical differences on a typographical level, such as names with diacritics or special
characters, due to the fact that such formats are not supported in WoS and GS16 because the
values are decoded in ASCII, double middle initials with or without punctuation, and
misspelled author names with adjacent consonants or ligatures on account of OCR errors
(Harzing, 2008; Meho & Yang, 2007; Tunger et al., 2010). On the other hand, some of the
variations have a stronger semantic influence, as they could also stand for two different
authors. We can differentiate between two types of semantic variations: one is compounded
names, which can be prefixed with a foreign article, hyphenated or consist of several parts.
Typical examples of multiple-part last names are found in Spanish, Portuguese, Indian and
Asian names (Garfield, 1981; Hood & Wilson, 2003; Meho & Yang, 2007). The other type is
transliterated names from a non-Latin alphabet, such as the Cyrillic or Arabic alphabet
(Garfield, 1990). Additionally, incorrect first initials caused by the use of nick names are
another semantic challenge in the correct matching of author names.

4.2.2

Publication names

Bibliographic references contain different kinds of journal variations and abbreviations (Hood
& Wilson, 2003; Jacsó, 2008d). Ideally, citing authors would use the full publication name or
the ISO abbreviation for an easier match in the bibliometric database, but this is not always the
case. Hence, it is the task of the bibliometric data source to detect and consolidate different
variations of the same journal title. While Reedijk (1998) and Harzing (2008) criticize WoS
for its poor aggregation of minor journal variations, Jacsó (2006) and Franceschet (2010a)
report that journal title normalization in Scopus and GS works less well than in WoS. A short
contribution on the SIGMETRICS mailing list 17 (August 8, 2013) entitled “Problems with
Web of Science” also discussed the lack of journal standardization in WoS and the resulting
missed citations. Two well-known researchers in the field of bibliometrics, namely Y. Gingras
16

Scopus can deal with accented and special characters in its search and retrieves results containing
both variants. It also matches Greek characters and finds common American/British English variant
spellings. (Elsevier B.V., 2014b)
17
http://listserv.utk.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=sigmetrics;h0YNGQ;20130808093255-0400
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and L. Leydesdorff, commented on the question resignedly that the lack of journal title
normalization could be obviated given an appropriate search strategy.

4.2.3

Numeric bibliographic fields

Inaccuracies in numeric bibliographic fields have been described as either missing or wrong
volume numbers and starting pages. More specifically, the digits in one field or the values of
entire numeric fields may have been swapped or may differ in only one or two digits (Larsen
et al., 2007). Incorrect volume numbers may be related to dual-volume numbers or combined
volumes (Moed, 2005). Differing page numbers can occur in the electronic and paper-copy
versions of the same articles (Moed, 2005), but can also be related to a starting page number
bearing the cited page number (Larsen et al., 2007). For example, in US law journals it is
“normal” to cite the page number of the quote instead of the first page number (Moed, 2005).
This phenomenon is, in general, more common in the SSH than in the NS. Analogously to the
other inaccuracies described in this section, inaccuracies can derive from an author’s
inattention, from the editorial conventions of a journal or a required citation style, as well as
from data capturing and formatting procedures at WoS.

4.3

Summary

This chapter discussed data accuracy and inaccuracies in bibliometric data sources. We
illustrated how the accuracy of one bibliometric data source, i.e. the bibliographic references
of a publication, can influence the accuracy of the other two, i.e. the citation indexes and the
databases of the applied bibliometric research groups. While other aspects, such as the choice
of bibliometric indicators, the inclusion of certain document types, the choice of citation
windows, etc., impact the results of bibliometric studies in general, the very foundation of
accuracy is the data values of bibliographic references. The accuracy of these data values is
also influenced by the processes of data extraction, cleaning and harmonization as well as by
the citation matching process, which may either correct existing inaccuracies or introduce
additional ones.
In our data analysis, we concentrate on inaccuracies in references in the fields defining
bibliographic data accuracy, as described in section 3.4. Additionally, they coincide with the
bibliographic fields typically used in citation matching: first author name, publication year,
publication name, volume number and starting page. The problem areas of these bibliographic
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fields, such as errors, variations and inconsistencies in author names, publication names and
numeric bibliographic fields, discussed in section 4.2, impacted the set-up of the coding
scheme in chapter 6. Due to time and resource restrictions, semantic challenges, such as author
name disambiguation and the differentiation of publications in the sense of FRBR, are not
further analyzed in this research.
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Several issues relevant to the methodology of this research have been discussed in the
previous sections on Citation matching (section 2.2.3), Bibliometric data sources (section 2.4),
Data accuracy assessment (section 3.3), Bibliographic data accuracy assessment (section 3.4)
and Inaccuracies in bibliographic data values with a primary impact on the citation matching
process (section 4.2). This chapter presents the methodology eventually applied to answer the
research questions posed in this doctoral research. We first give an overview of the
terminology used in the evaluation (section 5.1), discuss the research methodology (sections
5.2 and 5.3), explain the data sampling process (sections 5.4 and 5.5) and conclude by
describing the data collection process (section 5.6). Section 5.7 summarizes the chapter.
WoS was chosen as the baseline for the evaluation in this research because it offers the Cited
Reference Search feature, which enables one to search for missed citations that could not be
matched automatically by the WoS citation matching algorithm (cf. section 2.2.4). Neither
Scopus nor GS provides this functionality. We used the web versions of all three databases, as
they are the typical entry points available to most users (Ball & Tunger, 2006).

5.1

Definition of terminology for the evaluation

As bibliometricians differentiate between cited or target articles and citing or source articles
(cf. section 2.2.1 on Cited and citing articles), this wording has been adopted and interpreted
for the evaluation in this dissertation. Table 5 summarizes the terminology: the WoS records of
cited articles are assessed against the bibliographic data from the original articles (PDF or
paper version). Both are referred to as target articles (cf. first two rows in the target articles
section). Next, the references from the citing articles (PDF or paper version) are assessed
against the bibliographic data from the WoS records and the original cited articles 18. The citing
18

Due to cost-efficiency reasons, original cited and citing articles have not been used in citation
matching processes in previous research. However, this thesis aims to cover all possible sources of
inaccuracy and, therefore, the effort was made to manually collect all original cited and citing articles.
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articles are referred to as source articles. Consequently, all bibliographic fields from the target
articles are referred to as target data fields and those from the source articles as source data
fields (cf. first two rows in the source articles section). Likewise, instances of data fields are
called data values and can either be target data values (from the original article or WoS record)
or source data values (from the reference of the citing article). A data record consists of
different data fields that each holds one or more data values. One data record holds
information about one cited article. Last, the cited reference information from all missed
citations in WoS and Scopus (cf. second two rows in the source articles section) is assessed
against the cited reference information from a correctly matched citation for the respective
cited article (cf. second two rows in the target articles section). They are referred to as
CitRefmatch target records, holding the correct cited reference information, and as CitRefmiss
source records, holding cited reference information from a missed citation.
Table 5: Terminology of the data assessment process

Target
article

Source
article

Origin of data

Data record

Data field

Data value

Original article (PDF,
paper version)

Original target
record

Original target
data field

Original target data
value

WoS record

WoS target record

WoS target data
field

WoS target data
value

Citing reference in
WoS - matched

CitRefmatchCitRefmatch-WoS
WoS target data
target record
field

CitRefmatch-WoS
target data value

Citing reference in
Scopus - matched

CitRefmatch-Sco CitRefmatch-Sco
target record
target data field

CitRefmatch-Sco
target data value

Reference in citing
article (PDF, paper
version)

Source record

Source data field

Source data value

Citing reference in
WoS - missed

CitRefmiss-WoS
source record

CitRefmiss-WoS
source data field

CitRefmiss-WoS
source data value

Citing reference in
Scopus - missed

CitRefmiss-Sco
source record

CitRefmiss-Sco
source data field

CitRefmiss-Sco
source data value

According to the findings of the pre-study of bibliographic data accuracy (Olensky, 2012), the
following bibliographic data fields are assessed in this doctoral research: author names, first
and second initials of their first and second given names, article title, publication name,
volume number, publication year as well as starting and ending page. The issue number was
not part of the accuracy assessment. On the one hand, only a small number of studies
investigated the issue number in the context of bibliographic data accuracy (cf. Table 3); on
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the other hand, historically, the issue number was not made (and is still not) part of the coding
in the cited reference information in WoS. For the bibliographic field author name, the
assessment was divided into three data fields in order to obtain more accurate results: author
last name, first initial and second initial. The subfields can contain more than one instance per
record, since an article can have more than one author (cf. Figure 7). Therefore, the number of
assessed author data values varies from record to record.

Figure 7: Levels and instances of the bibliographic field author name

5.2

Qualitative content analysis

This dissertation aims to convey a full understanding of the characteristics, patterns and causes
of inaccurate bibliographic data that can influence the citation matching process. This was
achieved by conducting an assessment of the data accuracy of citing references. On the one
hand, such data quality assessment processes are carried out automatically in database
management systems by different string matching methodologies (cf. section 2.2.3 and 3.3).
The Levenshtein distance function, tested for the purpose of this research (Olensky, 2013; cf.
section 3.4), does not reflect the severity of inaccuracies in bibliographic data, but it can be
used to detect them. On the other hand, the accuracy of references in bibliometric databases
has been investigated by applying match keys analogously to the citation matching process (cf.
section 2.2.3). This method does allow a larger number of records to be investigated, but it
does not pinpoint which inaccuracies the algorithm was able to handle. In our research
question RQ1, we ask what types of inaccuracies occur in a bibliometric data source and how
they can be categorized. In other words, we aimed to acquire an in-depth understanding of the
characteristics of inaccurate bibliographic data, which neither of the automatic assessment
methods is able to provide. Thus, we explored qualitative research methods that would support
this aim. To the best of our knowledge, the only qualitative research method that allows a
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categorization of “recorded information sources” (Beck & Manuel, 2008, p. 18) is content
analysis, a method which, therefore, was used in this doctoral research.
Content analysis is a “research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts
(or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use” (Krippendorff, 2004, p. 18). Hence,
content analysis is a method that not only works for text analysis, but can also be applied to
any “identifiable message or message component”, i.e. they “can be words, characters, themes
[…]” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 71). It has been applied to various contexts, both scholarly and
commercial (Neuendorf, 2002). The most commonly known examples of applications are the
analysis of interviews containing open-ended responses, of media content (e.g. violence on TV
or specific topics on the news) or of larger numbers of texts in linguistics to study the syntax,
semantics or style (Neuendorf, 2002). As the subject of our investigation is bibliographic data
records, i.e. “objets trouvés, ready-made material existing to hand”, these “records […] can be
subjected to content analysis” (Slater, 1990, p. 122). Typically, content analysis of pre-existing,
structured material (as opposed to data material gathered in interviews or observational studies
and then subjected to content analysis) is a qualitative research method in historical research
(Slater, 1990), but it has been applied in the field of library and information science as well:
Cronin (1982), Lynch & Smith (2001) and Croneis & Henderson (2002) have all analyzed job
advertisements; Haas & Grams (2000) have analyzed web pages and links contained therein;
Turner & Beck (2002) have applied content analysis to code repair strategies of users
searching online catalogues; and Marsh & White (2003) have developed a thesaurus of imagetext relationships.
The method seeks to derive generalizable conclusions from the units of analysis. It employs a
coding form to extract information about pre-defined variables from the message units and a
codebook to categorize the extracted messages (Neuendorf, 2002). Content analysis can be
used qualitatively, if the establishment of the coding scheme is part of the process, or
quantitatively, if the analysis requires an a priori design, i.e. the codebook and the coding form
must be constructed in advance (Neuendorf, 2002; Schreier, 2012). To the best of our
knowledge, content analysis has not been applied to bibliographic data before, therefore, we
developed a methodological framework that supports the specific requirements of analyzing
bibliographic data and employs qualitative content analysis (Figure 8). We conduct an
automatic assessment of the data (Part A) which prepares the units of analysis, i.e. data values
from the different bibliographic fields, for the qualitative content analysis (Part B). The
complementary quantitative analysis (Part C) evaluates the frequency of inaccuracies. Part D
describes the evaluation of missed citations. In this evaluation, the abilities of matching
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algorithms of five other data sources were compared by means of the WoS missed citations.
Moreover, we investigated which inaccuracies caused the non-match in WoS and triangulated
the data with the results of the other bibliometric data sources.

Figure 8: Qualitative content analysis adapted to bibliographic data assessment

First, we automatically assessed the data with the Levenshtein distance function (Figure 8,
Part A) to detect data values containing discrepancies (Olensky, 2013; cf. section 3.4). Part B
continued by intellectually assessing the discrepant values. The intellectual assessment
represents the qualitative content analysis and followed the steps defined by Neuendorf (2002)
by establishing a codebook, a coding form and the coding of the inaccuracies (cf. chapter 6).
The goal was to record in detail the requirements of converting a discrepant value into the
correct one that could eventually be implemented as rules in citation matching algorithms. The
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intellectual assessment consisted of three steps. In the first step, the bibliographic data of the
original target article was assessed against the bibliographic records from WoS by scrutinizing
each discrepancy found, identifying, if possible, the cause of the inaccuracy and setting up a
basic coding scheme of inaccuracies (e.g. B = spelling error, O = incorrect order of authors).
In the second step, the bibliographic data from the source articles was assessed against the
original target records as well as the WoS target records to assign the codes to the inaccuracies
and further edit and expand the coding scheme. Moreover, the cited reference information of
the missed citations identified was assessed against the cited reference information of correctly
matched citations (for WoS and Scopus). The third step entailed two intellectual assessment
iterations in which all four assessment processes were repeated. The first iteration checked the
data values and the assigned inaccuracy codes (IACs) for consistency. The coding scheme was
further edited and streamlined. The second iteration resulted in the final assignment of the
inaccuracy codes. The assessment results are coded as depicted in Part C of Figure 8:


WoS records against original articles: assessment result Orig-WoS



References (source records) against original articles: assessment result OrigRef



References (source records) against WoS records: assessment result WoS-Ref



Cited reference information of missed and matched citations in WoS:
assessment result CitedRef-WoS



Cited reference information of missed and matched citations in Scopus:
assessment result CitedRef-Sco

We carried out the content analysis ourselves and, therefore, took some validity and reliability
measures (Gibbs, 2007, p. 96f.):


Data was checked several times for completeness and consistency.



It was ensured that there was no shift in the meaning of the codes during the
process of coding by allowing several weeks to elapse between the assessment
cycles and the consistency checks. The coding process strictly followed the
coding procedure and codebook explained in chapter 6.



The codebook was peer reviewed by colleagues.



Inaccuracies were constantly compared with each other to check the
consistency and accuracy of the codes and their application.



Codes were cross-checked twice (two final assessment iterations in Part BStep 3; cf. Figure 8).
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On completion of the qualitative assessment, a quantitative analysis of inaccuracy codes was
conducted, providing a statistical distribution of inaccuracies in the references of the citing
articles over the different facets of the data sample (Part C). The facets used for evaluation are:
domain of the cited articles, discipline of the cited articles, language of the cited articles,
language of the citing articles, publication year of the citing articles (summarized into three
five-year citation windows) and document type of the citing articles. The results of Part C are
discussed in chapter 7 for the three assessment results Orig-WoS, Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref. The
assessment results CitedRef-WoS and CitedRef-Sco are discussed in Chapter 8.
Finally, Part D entailed the evaluation and comparison of citations missed in WoS as processed
in the five other bibliometric data sources. On the one hand, we compared how many of the
citations missed in WoS were covered and matched by the citation indexes, Scopus and GS, as
well as by three applied bibliometric research groups, CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix. On the
other hand, to answer RQ3, we triangulated the results of what types of inaccuracies caused
missed citations in all six bibliometric data sources. Triangulation renders results more
accurate and credible by applying different approaches to the research problem (Patton, 1999).
One can triangulate data (from different sources), investigators, theories or methodologies to
“situationally check the accuracy and repeatability of the specimens and emerging causal
proposition” (Denzin, 1989, p. 93). As the subject of our investigation is data accuracy in
bibliometric data sources, it was logical to triangulate different data sources. Data
triangulation allows us to determine what kinds of inaccuracies impact the citation matching
process with greater confidence. As explained in section 2.4.3, only the data from the research
group CWTS is used exactly as-is in citation analyses for research assessment. Science-Metrix
uses Scopus raw citation data complementarily and iFQ’s algorithm is not in production yet.
Hence, missed citations in the CWTS database are more significant than the missed citations
in the other data sources.

5.3

Assessment of variants

Two of the bibliographic data fields, publication name and article title, were evaluated using
two different variants in the assessment processes of source records against original articles
(Orig-Ref) and WoS records (WoS-Ref). In this section we explain the specifics of these
processes. Figure 9 illustrates the assessment process for the bibliographic field publication
name. The publication names from the source records were assessed against the full
publication name (the corresponding data field in WoS is SO, Publication Name) as well as the
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ISO abbreviation of journal titles as recorded by WoS (the corresponding data field in WoS is
JI, ISO Source Abbreviation), which resulted in two variants of the assessment result WoS-Ref.
These variants were consolidated into one assessment result prior to the quantitative analysis.
Section 7.9 discusses the consolidation and evaluation of the variants in more detail. The
original target articles did not contain any variants of the publication name.

Figure 9: Assessment process for the variant publication name

The bibliographic field article title had an optional variant stemming from the references:
Translated article title (cf. Figure 10). Some of the source records (from the German dataset)
gave an additional translation of the article title in brackets, which was spotted during the data
entry process and turned into an additional opportunity for analysis. Interestingly, the English
translations could either be found in brackets after the original German article title or they
were cited as if they were the original article title and the original German article title was
given in brackets. The two parts were separated from each other in the data parsing process in
order to assess which part of the title was the translation and which provided the most accurate
results. The two variants of the article title were then assessed against the target values and
resulted in two assessment results for the bibliographic field article title in both assessment
results. Analogously to the above described consolidation of the publication name, the two
variants were consolidated into one prior to the quantitative analysis.
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Figure 10: Assessment process for the variant article title

5.4

Stratified purposeful sampling

Since the total number of records in WoS exceeds 46 million, it was not possible to carry out a
statistically representative quantitative or qualitative study of the accuracy of references with
the resources given in this doctoral research. Most inaccuracy studies (e.g. Moed, 2005;
Franceschini, Maisano & Mastrogiacomo, 2013a, 2013b) state that the distribution of errors in
references is highly skewed and does not follow any specific patterns. Therefore, this research
aims to cover a data sample that represents a sub-universe of typical characteristics of
publications and bibliometric data sources, such as different languages, document types or
scientific disciplines, which can influence the calculation of bibliometric indicators (Moed,
1996). In the context of bibliometric analyses, data sources are often discussed and compared
with others in terms of their different facets of coverage: format, temporal and geospatial
coverage as well as domain and discipline (e.g. Bakkalbasi et al., 2006; Falagas et al., 2008;
Meho & Yang, 2007; cf. section 2.4.2). Thus, we interpreted these five facets (domain,
discipline, document type, language and publication year) as the baseline for selecting the
cited articles in our data sample. From the experience of previous studies (Larsen et al., 2007;
Hildebrandt & Larsen, 2008), we aimed for a sample that would cite typical cases of
publications in WoS and would be of a size around 3,500 to 4,000 citations that could be
handled with the given resources.
Typical cases of a population can be selected by applying a stratified purposeful sampling
approach (Patton, 2002). Purposeful sampling allows one to select information-rich cases,
stratifying the sample means selecting different samples from a larger population according to
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different characteristics; samples can be nested (Patton, 2002). We combined two types of
purposeful sampling as described by Patton (2002): on the one hand, we selected cases typical
of the total population, i.e. publications in WoS, as our starting points (the cited articles); on
the other hand, we opted for homogeneous data samples describing particular sub-groups indepth, i.e. citations which cite these typical cases (e.g. all citations within a specific citation
window or all citations citing an English article). The citing articles were not subject to any
restrictions and were summarized into homogeneous groups for the quantitative analysis.
In the stratified purposeful sampling process the following decisions were taken to determine
the different strata of the cited articles, i.e. target articles.
Domain. WoS indexes journals in the NS as well as in the SSH. Both domains should be
represented as typical cases of publications in WoS.
Discipline. Following the study of Larsen et al. (2007), we determined that three different
disciplines within the two domains, NS and SSH, should be represented. How these six
disciplines were selected will be explained in section 5.5.
Language. The next selection criterion was the language of the cited articles: English, since
the majority of articles in WoS are in English and they represent the majority of typical cases
in WoS, and German, the author’s mother tongue and a language that contains typical sources
of inaccuracy (e.g. German Umlaut; cf. section 4.2), were chosen.
Document type. Due to the different classifications of documents in data sources (as described
in section 2.4.2), we elected only to work with articles, as classified by WoS, even though this
might mean missing a few misclassified documents with potentially higher citation counts.
Yet, the selection was purposely made to further narrow down the data sample and to
investigate a typical document type in WoS, which would also typically be used in citation
analysis. The inclusion of the citing articles in the data sample was not restricted to any
specific document type.
Publication year. 2003 was selected as the first publication year, giving the articles a 10-year
citation window from the current year (2012) to accumulate a reasonable number of citations.
1998, i.e. 5 years earlier, was chosen as the second publication year in order to study whether
the inaccuracy patterns change over time. Furthermore, it allows one to investigate whether
the citation matching algorithms have changed over time, i.e. whether they have kept pace
with technological advances.
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The domain, discipline and language of the cited articles were used as facets in the
quantitative evaluation (cf. sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5), whereas the other two facets, document
type and publication year of the cited article, were merely used to extract typical cases from
the total population and limit the size of the data sample.

5.5

Data sample

The actual data selection process (Figure 11) commenced by identifying German-language
journals indexed in WoS with the help of the Journal Citation Report 2011 19 . In general,
German-language articles do not have high citation rates in WoS; that is why we decided to
work with the top 10 cited articles from each German-language journal from each publication
year (1998 and 2003). All journals from the JCR Science Edition 2011 that were classified
under the countries Germany, Austria and Switzerland were selected to determine the three
journals in the NS. A total of 257 Austrian, German and Swiss Journals is listed in the JCR
Science 2011, of which 165 gave Multi as their language, 89 German, 2 English and 1 French.
Journals with mixed languages were excluded and, of the remaining 87 journals 20, all top 10
cited articles were searched for the years 1998, 2003.

Figure 11: Selection process of the data sample
19

The Journal Citation Report 2011 (JCR) had to be used because, at the time of starting the data sample
selection, the JCR 2012 was not yet available.
20
Two German-language journals actually only contained English articles and were therefore excluded.
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All journals that did not provide coverage of at least 10 articles in 1998 and 2003 were
excluded. Additionally, journals that were not covered in Scopus were excluded as well. Of the
remaining 15 journals, three journals were selected that provided a balance between a
“sufficiently high” and “still manually manageable” number of citations. The threshold was
defined as below 600, but above 300 for each journal. For the German data sample this meant
simply selecting the three journals with the highest citation counts for the two publication
years. Since, of the last 15 journals, 10 were classified as medical journals, we chose two
medical journals, but opted for two different medical fields: Der Orthopäde (WoS subject
category: Orthopedics); Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift (WoS subject category: General
& Internal Medicine), and one chemical journal: Chemie in unserer Zeit (WoS subject
category: Multidisciplinary Chemistry and Chemical Engineering) 21.
To select three journals from the SSH, the same selection procedure was employed. All
journals from the JCR Social Science Edition 2011 that were listed under the countries
Germany, Austria and Switzerland were retrieved. The total number of Austrian, German and
Swiss Journals in the JCR Social Science 2011 is 152, of which 25 gave Multi as their
language, 75 English, 50 German and 2 French. We excluded any journals that did not provide
the required coverage of articles in 1998 and 2003 (at least 10 per year). Then the journals
were ranked, based on the total citation count of the top 10 cited articles in 1998 and 2003.
The number of citations of articles in German-language SSH journals was even lower than in
NS journals. The highest citation rates of typical SSH disciplines 22 were found for the
following three journals, thus eliminating the need for further selection: Berliner Journal für
Soziologie (WoS subject category: Sociology); Politische Vierteljahresschrift (WoS subject
category: Political Science); Zeitschrift für Pädagogik (WoS subject category: Education &
Educational Research). In total, the top 10 cited articles from these three journals were only
cited by 371 references in 1998 and 2003. For this reason, an additional publication year (2008)
was included to stock up the data sample, increasing the total number of source articles to 520.
Since the disciplines in the NS and SSH had already been predefined by the German-language
journals, all English-language journals in those six disciplines were selected (as defined in the

21

We are aware that the WoS subject categories are a controversial subject of discussion and not
suitable for comparison with other data sources. However, for the purpose of selecting the initial 300
target articles, we regarded the subject categorization as sufficient.
22
Psychology and Psychiatry were excluded from the selection. Both WoS and Scopus consider them as
part of the social sciences, but usually they tend to be associated with Medicine and are, therefore, not
considered as typical social sciences.
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JCR 2011 23 ). English-language journals were defined as those that gave English as their
language and were assigned to one of the following countries: Australia, Canada, England,
Ireland, New Zealand, Scotland, USA and Wales. Journals that either did not match the
coverage criteria of at least 10 articles or were not covered in Scopus were excluded. For the
remaining journals, the citation counts of the top 10 cited articles for 1998 and 2003 were
retrieved. This process was repeated for all six disciplines, and for the SSH disciplines the
citation numbers for 2008 were also recorded.
18 out of 154 journals in the subject category Multidisciplinary Chemistry matched these
criteria, as did 7 out of 65 Orthopedics journals, 11 out of 155 General & Internal Medicine
journals, 35 out of 206 Education & Educational Research journals, 19 out of 149 Political
Science journals and 15 out of 138 Sociology journals. Since more than one journal per
discipline met the criterion of having a manually manageable number of citations (below 600,
more than 300), we chose the journals with the most similar total citation counts compared to
their German counterparts to compile a data sample as balanced and homogeneous as possible.
For two disciplines (Sociology and Education & Educational Research) in which more
journals met this criterion, a random choice was made. Finally, the following six journals were
added to the data sample: Hand Clinics (WoS subject category: Orthopedics); Journal of
Travel Medicine (WoS subject category: General & Internal Medicine); Heteroatom Chemistry
(WoS subject category: Multidisciplinary Chemistry), Sociological Inquiry (WoS subject
category: Sociology); Political Theory (WoS subject category: Political Science); Journal of
Curriculum Studies (WoS subject category: Education & Educational Research).
The resulting data sample consists of 300 cited articles24 from 12 different journals covering
six different disciplines from three different publication years plus their corresponding citing
articles within three variable five-year citation windows (1998-2002, 2003-2007 and 20082012). The citing articles are not subject to any further restrictions. Thus, in the quantitative
analysis of bibliographic inaccuracies (chapter 7), we evaluated the inaccuracies based on the
domains, disciplines and languages of the cited articles as well as the document types,
languages and publication years (i.e. citation windows) of the citing articles. The strata
covered in the data sample for the cited articles overlap; therefore, sampling units can belong
to more than one stratum, as the illustration in Figure 12 shows. The cited articles cover the
NS and the SSH; within each domain three different disciplines are represented. For each
23

We are aware that subject categories may vary in different years and different JCRs, respectively. We
relied on the subject category information from the year 2011.
24
The list of all cited articles is given in Appendix B.
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discipline we selected two journals, one in English and one in German. Each journal provides
the top 10 cited articles from two (three for the SSH) publication years. Since only the
inaccuracies in the citations to the cited articles are compared, the additional publication year
for SSH cited articles allows those articles to accumulate more references and, therefore,
reflects a more complete picture of occurring inaccuracies.

Figure 12: Strata of the data sample (cited articles)

5.6

Data collection

The data collection started with conducting a Cited Reference Search for all 12 datasets. One
dataset consists of all cited articles from one journal (20 in the NS and 30 in the SSH) and
their corresponding citing articles. As the Cited Reference Search allows searching for
permutations of author names, journal titles and publication years to identify missed citations,
we combined these bibliographic fields with each other in different ways and made use of
wildcards. For example, the cited article Leitbild ist nicht mehr der erwerbstätige, sondern der
tätige Mensch by Bernd Zymek in the journal Zeitschrift für Pädagogik (publication year: 1998;
volume number: 44) was searched by combining different spellings of the author’s last name
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with different spellings of the journal as well as different publication years (cf. Table 6)25. As
soon as we found a potential missed citation, we downloaded the information of the citing
article and added it as possible citation to the dataset. The verification, whether the citing
article truly contained a citation to the cited article, was carried out in the data entry.
Table 6: Example of combinations in the Cited Reference Search
Journal
z* pa*
z* pad*
z* paed*
z* ped*
*journal variation* plus
in press
inpress
in druck
indruck

Author name
Z*mek
C*mek
Zim*k
Zym*k
C*mek
Cim*k
Cy*k
Zy*k
Zy*

Publication year
1998
199*
189*
198*

The full bibliographic records of all articles (cited and citing articles, including those from the
Cited Reference Search) for all 12 journals were downloaded from WoS between February
2013 and August 2013. A total number of 3,992 citing references was found for the 300 citing
articles in WoS. The records were stored as MS Excel files as well as in a MySQL database.
Each cited and citing article was given a unique ID, which was an important identification tool
for the data entry process and the data analysis. The articles were retrieved from the university
libraries of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin and National Taiwan University, either online or
as a scan of the paper version of the journal. Publications that were not available were ordered
via interlibrary loan at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. The data collection of the articles
started in February 2013 and ended in January 2014. We identified 4 duplicate records and 33
false positives (2 of the latter being corrections, that are listed as citations in WoS), which we
excluded from the analysis. False positives are citing articles which were matched to an
incorrect cited article by WoS and, therefore, inflate its citation count. 26 citing articles (one of
them a citing article with a missed citation) were not obtainable, therefore, we also had to
exclude them from the analysis. In total, the data sample covers 3,929 verifiable references
from 3,735 citing articles.
The comparative search for missed citations and the download of the respective data in Scopus
and GS were completed between December 8 and 19, 2013. Each cited article containing
citations missed by WoS was searched in Scopus and GS and the bibliographic data of cited
and citing articles were downloaded. The records of the citing articles that were also not
25

Please refer to Appendix C for a detailed description of the search strategy in the Cited Reference
Search.
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matched by Scopus and GS (compared to the total number of 219 missed WoS citations), but
were covered in the database, were also downloaded. As already reported by other studies (e.g.
Meho & Yang, 2007), the search and download in GS took significantly longer than in Scopus,
since GS does not provide an interface for downloading records. Additionally, GS complicated
the download by assuming we were an automatic program that was illicitly downloading
records. Hence, we had to switch country sites (http://scholar.google.de, .fr, .es, .com) and
reset the browser settings several times. Even though Publish or Perish is a software tool that
helps with searching, organizing and de-duplicating citation counts in GS (Harzing, 2008), one
cannot access and download the citing articles with this tool to further analyze the citations.
However, in this research, access to the citing articles was crucial to determine whether
references had been covered and correctly matched by GS. For this reason, the GS web access
was used.
We received the data from the three applied bibliometric research groups between February
and April 2014. We provided them the bibliographic data of the 300 cited articles and asked
them to run these through their databases, applying their citation matching algorithms.
Additionally, they checked whether the missed WoS citations were indexed in their databases
in order to exclude non-matches, due to lack of coverage, from the analysis.
Data entry. Data entry of the bibliographic data from the original articles (cited and citing) as
well as the manual extraction of the cited reference information from the bibliographic source
records (CitRefmatch/miss from WoS and Scopus) was handled by two student assistants who
worked independently of each other on the same datasets. The datasets were compiled
according to the journals and consisted of a Microsoft Excel file for data entry, the articles as
PDF files and the bibliographic records of the missed citing articles (txt files). The first task of
the student assistants was to collect, and enter into the first sheet, the bibliographic data of the
cited article: author’s last name, first initial, second initial, article title, publication name,
volume number, starting and ending page as well as the language of the article. As mentioned
in section 5.1, the issue number was not collected. Second, they went through the citing
articles, looked for the reference of the corresponding cited article and entered the data in the
Excel file exactly as given in the articles’ bibliographies including existing discrepancies,
punctuation and information that might not be directly attributable to one of the bibliographic
data fields. During this task, potential missed citations were verified. Last, they recorded the
cited reference information to the cited, but not-matched, articles as well as an example of
cited reference information from a correctly matched reference for both, WoS and Scopus. (cf.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 for an example from WoS). For the evaluation of the inaccuracies in
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citations missed by GS, the assessment results of the original reference (Orig-Ref) were used,
since we assumed that GS scans the indexed documents and extracts citation data directly
from the original document. For the evaluation of the inaccuracies in citations missed by the
applied bibliometric research groups, the assessment results of the CitedRef-WoS sample were
used.
Data handling. The bibliographic data gathered by the student assistants was first matched
against each other to guarantee that the correct data had been recorded. If the data contained
any discrepancies, recourse was made to the original records to examine their accuracy.
During this process, the records were also checked for, and marked as, false positives (cf.
section 7.10) and duplicate records. Afterwards, the data records were checked for
completeness.
For the automatic accuracy assessment of the target and source articles, all punctuation (cf.
Appendix D, Table 38) was replaced by space characters and multiple neighboring space
characters were eliminated. We also cropped any full first or second given names and only
recorded the initials. For the cited reference information, we left the data exactly as-is, since
we could not exclude the possibility that, for instance, differing punctuation might determine a
match or non-match. As the Levenshtein distance function is not a standard MySQL
functionality, it was programmed and added manually (cf. Appendix D). Only inaccuracies
that the Levenshtein distance function can detect on a technical level were considered. This
excludes capitalization as well as 22 out of 91 tested special characters that are part of the
subset Latin1-Supplement in Microsoft Office Word: e.g. é, è, ñ (all tested characters are listed
in Appendix D, Table 39, the special characters which the LDF cannot detect are listed in
Table 40). The intellectual assessment, i.e. qualitative content analysis, is described in chapter
6.

5.7

Summary

In this chapter we have introduced the methodology applied in this doctoral research. We
adapted the research method content analysis to the specific requirements of analyzing
bibliographic data by combining an automated assessment with a qualitative content analysis.
We chose a stratified purposeful sampling approach to select a data sample according to
characteristics typical of publications in WoS, which allows us to compare the results of
homogeneous subgroups in the quantitative analysis (e.g. all inaccuracies in references to
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English articles). Furthermore, we described the data collection process in WoS (including the
Cited Reference Search), Scopus, GS and the applied bibliometric research groups as well as
the data entry and handling procedures.
The methodology applied in this research answers different parts of the research questions: the
combination of the automatic and the intellectual assessment (Part A and B), applied to
identify and categorize bibliographic inaccuracies, answers RQ1. The results of the qualitative
content analysis answer the first subquestion of RQ1, by organizing them into a taxonomy (cf.
chapter 6). The quantitative analysis of the inaccuracy categories (Part C) answers the second
and third subquestions of RQ1 concerning the frequency of occurrences and whether
inaccuracies can be specifically related to one of the strata in the data sample. This part of the
evaluation is discussed in chapter 7. The evaluation of the sampling units that were identified
through the Cited Reference Search, i.e. missed citations, and the triangulation of multiple data
sources (Part D) answer RQ2 as to whether specific categories of inaccuracies automatically
lead to a missed citation. Chapter 8 discusses the results of the missed citation evaluation.
RQ3 is answered by taking into account the answers to the previous research questions and
inferring the type of data manipulation rules that need to be considered to further improve
citation matching processes. Chapter 9 elaborates potential improvements to citation matching.
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This chapter describes the construction of the coding scheme for bibliographic inaccuracies
which was set up in Part B of the analysis process and refers to the qualitative content analysis
(Figure 8, p. 46). First, this chapter discusses the coding procedure (section 6.1) which
describes a set of guidelines followed during the establishment of the codebook and the actual
coding of the inaccuracies. The rules of the coding procedure ensured the objectivity and
reliability of the results. Second, the codebook, listing all inaccuracy codes, is described
(section 6.2). Section 6.3 organizes these inaccuracy codes into a taxonomy of inaccuracies in
bibliographic references. The chapter concludes with a summary in section 6.4.

6.1

Coding procedure

This section describes the guidelines we followed in order to analyze the data objectively. The
guidelines are based on the results of our study on the accuracy of references (Olensky, 2012)
and of our pilot study on the assessment of bibliographic data accuracy (Olensky, 2013) as
well as the theoretical chapters of this research. Logically, the assessment follows the
definition of data inaccuracy from Chapter 3.2:
Data inaccuracy describes a discrepancy between the correct value v’ and the
assessed value v, i.e. any non-conformity between these two values is recorded.
The term data inaccuracy is used synonymously with discrepancy. A data
inaccuracy is not necessarily an error.
The assessment direction. The assessment direction is graphically represented by the arrows
in Figure 8 on p. 46. On the one hand, the WoS records were assessed against the original
article records. In this case, the correct value v’ refers to the target values from the original
cited article and the assessed value v refers to the data values from the WoS records. On the
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other hand, the source data values were assessed against the two datasets of target data values,
i.e. the original (= cited) article and the WoS record. In that case, the correct value v’ refers to
the target data values from the cited article or the WoS record, whereas the value v refers to the
source data value from the references in the citing articles. In the assessment process of the
cited reference information from WoS and Scopus (CitedRef-WoS, CitedRef-Sco), the correct
value v’ refers to values from correctly matched citations and the value v to values from
missed citations. Furthermore, even when the assessor knew that the target data value was
incorrect (this was true for a few WoS records; cf. Appendix H), the assessment direction did
not change. Hence, inaccuracy codes were also assigned to correct references.
Categorization of inaccuracies – coding form and codebook. During the assessment
iterations, the codebook was established. The coding form was an Excel file used for the
coding, providing a field for each assessed value. This allowed a description of each
discrepant value individually, based on the error categorizations found in the study on the
accuracy of references (Olensky, 2012). First, we identified whether the value was discrepant
or missing and then described the nature of the discrepancy, such as two letters switched,
different spelling, a missing digit, a number with only one incorrect digit, etc. After the first
assessment cycle (Step 1 in Part B, cf. Figure 8) these broad categories were grouped together
by identifying recurring patterns across bibliographic fields and clustering the inaccuracies.
Based on these clusters, the inaccuracy codes were developed. We used a nominal scale
consisting of letters, which had no meaning other than to label the categories. The coding
scheme was set up with the technical implementation of data-handling rules in mind. When an
inaccuracy was detected by the Levenshtein distance function, the goal of the qualitative
content analysis was to find a way to convert the inaccurate value v into the correct value v’.
The inaccuracy codes reflect discrepancies, ranging from fairly minor to more severe ones, for
which no technical data manipulation rule could be identified.
Assignment of inaccuracy codes (IACs). The coding scheme consists of inaccuracy codes
(IACs) labelled with capital letters and, for one IAC, with a combination of capital letters and
numbers to track a specific aspect of the inaccuracy (cf. IAC G). If a data value contained
different categories of inaccuracies, more than one category was assigned. Yet, if a value
contained more inaccuracies of the same category, the inaccuracy did not multiply (Olensky,
2012). For instance, an IAC could be simply an A which translates into a spelling variation or
could also be a combination of A K which translates into a Typographical variation A and a
Space character discrepancy K. IACs in the data analysis were capitalized, listed in
alphabetical order and had a space character in-between them. IACs were recorded in the
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respective bibliographic data fields in five separate excel files for each assessment set (OrigWoS, Orig-Ref, WoS-Ref, CitedRef-WoS, CitedRef-Sco).
Field independency. The goal of the assessment was to identify inaccuracy patterns that can
be translated into machine-readable rules for data matching. Therefore, the identification,
categorization and assignment of IACs relied as little as possible on the coder’s background
knowledge, but primarily endeavored to come up with IACs that could be translated into
technically feasible rules. For instance, in Table 9 the publication name in the source data
value is Deutscher Medizinwochenschrift. Even though we knew that the correct publication
name was Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift, we assessed the values one by one and only
compared the two data values in question. Consequently, the inaccuracies in the publication
name of the source data value could only be detected in assessment no. 2 where v’ is Deutsche
Medizinische Wochenschrift, but not in assessment no. 1 (v’ = Dtsch med Wschr) nor in
assessment no. 3 (v’ = Dtsch Med Wochenschr). However, we had to make a few exceptions.
For example, to identify the correct citation of compounded names, we checked the author’s
own references to see how they cited themselves, assuming they would cite their own names
correctly. Additionally, to detect a jumbled order of author names, it was necessary to consider
other data values in the assessment of one particular data value.

6.2

The codebook

The final codebook consists of 32 different IACs with 25 main IACs and seven additional subIACs (G1-G7). The sub-IACs track which fields were interchanged with each other. Table 7
gives an overview of all IACs and indicates the main category of inaccuracies they belong to:
Type 1 summarizes all IACs that decode data fields that contain a correct value, but do not
exactly match the entire correct value; Type 2 refers to IACs that decode data fields that
contain part(s) of a correct value; Type 3 lists all IACs that decode data fields that do not
contain a correct value. These three categories were used for the development of the taxonomy
described in the following section 6.3. The IACs are listed and described in alphabetical order.
For easier reference, the codebook can also be found in Appendix E (p. 204).
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Table 7: The codebook
Inaccuracy
code

Name

Type 1:
contains a
correct value

Type 2: contains
part of a correct
value
x

Type 3: does not
contain a correct
value

A

Typographical variation

B

Spelling error

C

Different language

x

D

Completely incorrect

x

E

Omitted

x

F

Cropped

G

Interchanged fields

x

G1

holds issue no

x

G2

holds starting page

x

G3

holds ending page

x

G4

holds volume no

x

G5

holds last name

x

G6

holds first initial

x

G7

holds second initial

x

H

Jumbled value

x

I

Abbreviation

x

J

Partially incorrect

x

K

Space

x

L

Informational letter

x

M

Incorrect interpretation
of author names

N

Additional information

x

O

Incorrect order of
authors

x

P

No author name

Q

Special character

R

Punctuation

x

S

Padded

x

T

Plus/Minus

U

Full first name

X

Incorrect interpretation
of additional
information
Stop word

Y

Word stem

Z

Not available

V

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Table 8: Overview of assessed data fields

Data field
Author last name
Author first initial
Author second initial
Article title
Translation of Article
title
Publication name
ISO abbrev.
Publication name
Volume number
Publication year
Starting page
Ending page

Abbreviation used in
the example tables

Type

AuthorName26

String

ArticleTit

String

ArticleTitTrans

String

PubName

String

AbbrPubName

String

Vol
PubY
SPage
EPage

String or Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical

Before we discuss all IACs in the codebook, it is first necessary to explain the tables
containing assessment examples in this section. Table 8 lists the assessed bibliographic fields
and the corresponding abbreviations used in the example tables. With the help of Table 9,
which gives an assessment example, this paragraph describes how to read them. The first row
indicates the source data field (first column) and value (second column, in bold) from the
citing article. This is the value that was assessed against the target data fields. For the example
in Table 9, the data field is PubName_Ref (PubName = Publication Name; _Ref = from the
reference of a citing article) and the value is Deutscher Medizinwochenschrift. The second row
Assessment no. denotes an ID that was given to all assessments just for the sake of easier
reference from the text to the assessment tables. The third row Data field indicates which
bibliographic field is assessed, e.g. the author’s last name, first or second initial, the article
title, the publication name, etc. (as listed in Table 8) as well as the data source it comes from
(_Orig = original article, _WoS = WoS record). The fourth row gives the actual target data
value. Taking assessment no. 1 in Table 9 as an example, the data value v’ for the data field
PubName_Orig is Dtsch med Wschr. This means that one of the original articles held, as the
publication name, the journal abbreviation Dtsch med Wschr, which is the target data value
against which the source data values was assessed. Assessment no. 2 gives the target data
value from WoS, which is the full publication name Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift, and
assessment no. 3 gives the ISO abbreviated version of the publication name Dtsch Med
Wochenschr (cf. section 5.3) decoded as AbbrPubName_WoS (AbbrPubName = abbreviated
Publication Name; _WoS = from the WoS target record). The fifth row indicates the

26

For reasons of clarity, the full author name is given in all examples. The actual data analysis
distinguished between the fields last name, first initial and second initial.
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assessment results, i.e. the inaccuracy codes (IACs) obtained by assessing the source data
value v (i.e. Assessment nos. 1-3: Deutscher Medizinwochenschrift) against the target data
values v’ (i.e. Assessment no. 1: Dtsch med Wschr, assessment no. 2: Deutsche Medizinische
Wochenschrift and assessment no. 3: Dtsch Med Wochenschr). The last row in the table is
called Explanation which gives individual explanations to clarify the specific examples.
Table 9: General example table containing three assessment results
PubName_Ref

Deutscher Medizinwochenschrift

Assessment no.

1

2

3

Data field

PubName_Orig

PubName_WoS

AbbrPubName_WoS

Data value

Dtsch med Wschr

Deutsche Medizinische
Wochenschrift

Dtsch Med Wochenschr

Assessment
result

I

BKY

I

The only valid result
from comparing the
value of the reference to
the original value was
that the reference does
not give the same
abbreviated title as the
original article and was,
therefore, assessed as I
for Abbreviation.

A comparison of these
two values allowed the
detection of a Spelling
error (IAC B: Deutscher
vs. Deutsche);
furthermore,
Medizinwochenschrift
and Medizinische
Wochenschrift contain
the same Word stem and
were identified as the
same journal. Hence, the
assessment was IAC Y
(Word stem). There is
also a space character
missing between
Medizin and
wochenschrift which
was marked as IAC K
Space.

The only valid
conclusion from
comparing these values
was that the reference
does not give the same
abbreviated title as the
WoS target record and
therefore was assessed as
I for Abbreviation.

Explanation

The IAC A refers to a Typographical variation. Typographical variations detected in this
dataset include: spelling alternatives in American and British English (e.g.: behavior vs.
behaviour or analyze vs. analyse, or Fungaemia vs. Fungemia), Latin vs. German spelling
variations of medical terms (e.g. Metacarpophalangealgelenkes vs. Metakarpophalangealgelenkes) and spelling variations from other languages (e.g. Cusco vs. Cuzco). The inaccuracy
category is not limited to the variations detected, but could be expanded in future work. The
IAC A assesses string data values. It occurs as an assessment result in the following data field:
article title.
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The IAC B refers to a Spelling error that does not exceed the manipulation of two characters
(on one string) in order to convert it into the correct value v’. Table 10 illustrates an example
of an inaccurate article title where both assessments (against original and WoS target records)
resulted in the IAC B. Another example is the following article title: MACHIAVELLI
AGAINST REPUBLICANISM. On the Cambridge Schools Guicciardinian Moments vs.
Machiavelli against Republicanism. On the Cambridge Schools Guicciardinian Momemt,
where the second article title comes from a reference and actually contains two Spelling errors
in one string (Momemt instead of Moments). Yet, the data manipulation does not exceed the
exchange of two characters. In contrast, assessment no. 6 in Table 11 shows an article title that
was assessed as IAC J (Partially incorrect) because the number of character edits exceeds two.
The IAC B assesses string data values. It occurs as an assessment result in the following data
fields: author name, article title, publication name.
Table 10: Example of IAC B Spelling error
ArticleTit_Ref
Assessment no.
Data field
Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

Knowledge atitudes and practices of business travelers regarding
malaria risk and prevention
4
5
ArticleTit_Orig
Knowledge attitudes and
practices of business travelers
regarding malaria risk and
prevention
B
The string atitudes in the article
title of the reference contains one
Spelling error when assessed
against the original article title.
One character edit (adding the
missing t) is necessary to translate
the value into the correct value.
Hence, a B was assigned.

ArticleTit_WoS
Knowledge attitude and
practices of business travelers
regarding malaria risk and
prevention
B
The string atitudes in the article
title of the reference contains two
Spelling errors when compared to
the WoS target value. Two
character edits (adding the missing
t and removing the s) are
necessary to translate the value
into the correct value. Hence, a B
was assigned.

The IAC C stands for Different language which means that the two assessed data values are
not in the same language. It was not further analyzed whether the source data value is a correct
translation of the target data value. However, machine translation could be employed in the
assessment process for this purpose. In assessment no. 7 in Table 11 the German article title
from the source article is assessed against the English article title from the WoS target record.
The IAC C for Different language was assigned. The IAC C assesses string data values. It
occurs as an assessment result in the following data field: article title.
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Table 11: Example of IAC C Different language, IAC J Partially incorrect
ArticleTit_Ref

Industriesoziologie als Wirklichkeitssoziologie

Assessment no.
Data field
Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

6

7

ArticleTit_Orig
Industriesoziologie als
Wirklichkeitswissenschaft
J
It takes more than two character
edits to transform
Wirklichkeitssoziologie into
Wirklichkeitswissenschaft,
therefore this value was assessed
as J.

ArticleTit_WoS
Industrial sociology as science of
reality
C
The IAC C stands for a Different
language and, therefore, no further
assessment could be carried out.

The IAC D denotes Completely incorrect. Any data value that was present, but where the
original data value was no longer recognizable, was assessed as IAC D. Completely incorrect
data values represent cases of semantic inaccuracy (cf. section 3.2). Table 12 gives an example
in which a string data value is Completely incorrect; Table 13 illustrates an example in which a
numerical data value is Completely incorrect. The IAC D assesses string data and numerical
values. It occurs as an assessment result in all data fields.
Table 12: Example of IAC D Completely incorrect – string value
PubName_Ref
Assessment no.

8

Studies in Higher Education
9

10

Data field

PubName_Orig

PubName_WoS

AbbrPubName_WoS

Data value

Journal of Curriculum
Studies

Journal of Curriculum
Studies

J Curric Stud

Assessment
result

D

D

D

The source data value
does not match the target
data value except for the
word “studies”,
therefore, the assessment
resulted in D
(Completely incorrect).

The source data value
does not match the target
data value except for the
word “studies”,
therefore, the assessment
resulted in D
(Completely incorrect).

The source data value
does not match the target
data value. It can be
assumed that “Stud”
could stand for “studies”,
otherwise the values do
not match at all.
Therefore, the
assessment resulted in D
(Completely incorrect).

Explanation
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Table 13: Example of IAC D Completely incorrect – numerical value
EPage_Ref

16

Assessment no.

11

12

Data field

EPage_Orig

EPage_WoS

Data value

538

538

D
The data value from the reference
is Completely incorrect and,
therefore, the assessment result
was D.

D
The data value from the reference
is Completely incorrect and,
therefore, the assessment result
was D.

Assessment result
Explanation

The IAC E refers to a completely Omitted data value. Note that a missing target data value is
not assessed as IAC E, but as Z Not available, since the rule of the assessment direction
dictates that source data values must be assessed against target data values. The IAC E
assesses string data and numerical fields. It occurs as an assessment result in all data fields,
except publication name.
The IAC F stands for Cropped which means that the data value is incomplete. Either the value
is Cropped at the beginning, at the end, or both, but not in-between. The concept Cropped
implies that the source data value as such is a correct part of the target data value, but one or
more words are missing. In the case of author names, the IAC F indicates the use of et al., i.e.
the rest of the author names are not given due to the citation style in the reference. In article
titles, the IAC F mostly stands for missing subtitles. Since the bibliographic fields in this data
sample do not distinguish between main title and subtitle, an article title with a missing
subtitle is assessed as Cropped (IAC F) and no separate inaccuracy category was established.
Table 14 illustrates an example of a Cropped article title, Table 15 an example of a Cropped
publication name, and Table 16 shows an example of a Cropped ending page. The IAC F
assesses string data and numerical values. It occurs as an assessment result in the following
data fields: author name, author first and second initial, article title, publication name, volume
number, and ending page.
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Table 14: Example of IAC F Cropped (article title), IAC C Different language
ArticleTit_Ref

Reproduktion als Praxis

Assessment no.

13

Data field

ArticleTit_Orig
Reproduktion als Praxis Zum
Vermittlungszusammenhang von
Arbeits und Lebenskraft
F
The subtitle Zum
Vermittlungszusammenhang von
Arbeits und Lebenskraft is missing
and, therefore, the assessment
resulted in F.

Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

14
ArticleTit_WoS
Reproduction as individual
action The interdependency of
workstrength and lifestrength
C
The title is not in the same
language and therefore was
assessed as C for Different
language.

Table 15: Example of IAC F Cropped (publication name)
PubName_Ref

Heteroatom

Assessment no.

15

16

17

Data field

PubName_Orig

PubName_WoS

AbbrPubName_WoS

Data value

Heteroatom Chemistry

Heteroatom Chemistry

Heteroatom Chem

Assessment
result

F

F

F

Compared to the target
data value, the
publication name in the
reference lacks the
second part, Chemistry,
and, therefore, an F for
Cropped was assigned.

Compared to the data
value from the WoS
target record, the
publication name in the
reference lacks the
second part, Chemistry,
and, therefore, an F for
Cropped was assigned.

Compared to the
abbreviated publication
name from the WoS
target record, the
publication name in the
reference lacks the
second part, Chem, and,
therefore, an F for
Cropped was assigned.

Explanation

Table 16: Example of IAC F Cropped (ending page)
EPage_Ref

43

Assessment no.

18

19

Data field

EPage_Orig

EPage_WoS

Data value

543

543

F
In references, the format of
pagination is often 540-43 or 5403, which means that, compared to
the original data value, the value
from the reference is Cropped.
Therefore, the IAC F for Cropped
was assigned.

F
In references, the format of
pagination is often 540-43 or 5403, which means that, compared to
the data value from the WoS target
record, the value from the
reference is Cropped. Therefore,
the IAC F for Cropped was
assigned.

Assessment result

Explanation
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The IAC G denotes Interchanged fields. This IAC is assigned whenever the target data values
from different fields are exchanged within the same data record. One possible example is the
interchange of any of the numerical fields, e.g. volume and issue numbers are switched or the
starting page and ending page are interchanged. Since the issue number was not recorded from
the original target record in the data collection process, the WoS target record of the cited
article was consulted to verify whether a confusion with the issue number was the reason for
the inaccurate source data values. Table 17 shows an example where the starting page is
interchanged with the issue number. The IAC G is also assigned for switched first and second
initials of the same author name. When the initials of two different authors from the same
record are confused, a different IAC was applied (O for Incorrect order of authors). Table 18
illustrates an example of switched first and second initials. To keep track of which of the fields
were interchanged, numbers were assigned additionally:


IAC G1: this data field contains the issue number



IAC G2: this data field contains the starting page



IAC G3: this data field contains the ending page



IAC G4: this data field contains the volume number



IAC G5: this data field contains the last name



IAC G6: this data field contains the first initial



IAC G7: this data field contains the second initial

The IAC G assesses string data and numerical values. It occurs as an assessment result in the
following data fields: author last name, first and second initial, volume number, starting and
ending page.
Table 17: Example of IAC G Interchanged fields (starting page / issue number)
SPage_Ref

2

Assessment no.

20

21

Data field

SPage_Orig

SPage_WoS

Data value

189

189

G1
The starting page given in the
reference actually refers to the
issue number of the cited article
which was manually checked with
the WoS target record as the issue
number was not part of the data
collection from the cited articles.
Therefore, the IAC G1 was
assigned.

G1
The starting page given in the
reference actually refers to the
issue number of the cited article.
Therefore, the IAC G1 was
assigned.

Assessment result

Explanation
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Table 18: Example of IAC G Interchanged fields (first and second initial)
AuthorName_Ref

Crans, CD

Assessment no.

22

23

Data field

AuthorName_Orig

AuthorName_WoS

Data value

Crans, DC

Crans, DC

G7 / G6
For the sake of clarity, the full
author name is provided. Yet, the
assessment result G was only
assigned to the two data fields first
(G7) and second initial (G6) and
not to the author’s last name.

G7 / G6
For the sake of clarity, the full
author name is provided. Yet, the
assessment result G was only
assigned to the two data fields first
(G7) and second initial (G6) and
not to the author’s last name.

Assessment result

Explanation

The IAC H decodes a Jumbled (data) value. The data field contains the correct value, but the
order within the field is jumbled. Numerical data fields may hold transposed digits (e.g.
starting page 564 vs. 654). In string data fields, the order of the strings is jumbled (e.g. main
and subtitle: Die molekulare Welt des Lebensmittelgenusses. Auf den Geschmack gekommen
vs. Auf den Geschmack gekommen. Die molekulare Welt des Lebensmittelgenusses), but each
string value within the field is correct. The transposition of letters in a string falls into the
category IAC B Spelling error. The IAC H assesses string data and numerical values. It occurs
as an assessment result in the following data fields: author name, article title, publication name
as well as starting and ending page.
The IAC I stands for Abbreviation, i.e. for any kind of abbreviation contained in a data field. It
was mainly assigned to publication names. Many references in the citing articles use different
Abbreviations of the publication name, which do not necessarily correspond to the ISO
standard abbreviation for journal titles. A data value was assessed as IAC I whenever the
source data value contained an abbreviated version of the publication name and the target
value gave the full name (assessment nos. 27 and 28, Table 20) or vice versa (assessment nos.
24 and 26, Table 19). If the Abbreviations of the publication names from the target and source
data values did not match, clearly referred to the same journal but did not conform to the ISO
abbreviation, the IAC I was still assigned (assessment no. 29, Table 20). An example of a
publication name corresponding to the ISO abbreviation of the journal name can be found in
assessment no. 32, Table 21. The IAC I was also assigned to article titles that contained
Abbreviations when compared to the original article title (e.g. Deutschsprachige Fassung und
Validierung der Edinburgh postnatal depression scale vs. Deutschsprachige Fassung und
Validierung der EPDS). A possible further development of this IAC category could include
chemical elements (in the pilot study (Olensky, 2013) article titles contained either the full
name of a chemical element or the abbreviation from the periodic table). The IAC I assesses
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string data values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: article title and
publication name.
Table 19: Example of IAC I Abbreviation – full publication name in source data value
PubName_Ref

Chemie in unserer Zeit

Assessment no.

24

25

26

Data field

PubName_Orig

PubName_WoS

AbbrPubName_WoS

Data value

Chem Unserer Zeit

Chemie in unserer Zeit

Chem Unserer Zeit

Assessment
result

I

0

I

The data value is correct
and, therefore, the
assessment result was 0.

Explanation

The cited article only
provides the abbreviated
publication name and as
the reference in the
citing article contained
the full publication
name, the IAC I for
Abbreviation was
assigned.

Compared to the ISO
abbreviated publication
name from WoS, the
IAC I was assigned for
the same reason as in
assessment no. 24.

Table 20: Example of IAC I Abbreviation – abbreviated publication name in source data value
PubName_Ref

Soc Inquiry

Assessment no.

27

28

29

Data field

PubName_Orig

PubName_WoS

AbbrPubName_WoS

Data value

Sociological Inquiry

Sociological Inquiry

Sociol Inq

Assessment
result

I

I

I

The reference from the
citing article only
provides an abbreviated
publication name. In
view of the cited article
containing the full
publication name, the
IAC I for Abbreviation
was assigned.

The reference from the
citing article only
provides an abbreviated
publication name. In
view of the data field
from the WoS target
record containing the full
publication name, the
IAC I for Abbreviation
was assigned.

Even though the data
values could be
identified as a variation
of the abbreviated
publication name of the
same publication, the
source data value does
not conform to the ISO
abbreviation and,
therefore, the IAC I for
Abbreviation was
assigned.

Explanation
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Table 21: Example of IAC I Abbreviation – ISO abbreviated publication name in source data value
PubName_Ref

J Travel Med

Assessment no.

30

31

32

Data field

PubName_Orig

PubName_WoS

AbbrPubName_WoS

Data value

Journal of Travel
Medicine

Journal of Travel
Medicine

J Travel Med

Assessment
result

I

I

0

The reference from the
citing article only
provides an abbreviated
publication name. In
view of the cited article
containing the full
publication name, the
IAC I for Abbreviation
was assigned.

The reference from the
citing article only
provides an abbreviated
publication name. In
view of the data field
from the WoS target
record containing the full
publication name, the
IAC I for Abbreviation
was assigned.

The reference contains
the correct ISO
abbreviation of the
publication name and,
therefore, does not
contain any inaccuracies.

Explanation

The IAC J denotes Partially incorrect data values. If a data value does not qualify as a
Spelling error B (data manipulation threshold of two character edits), but the correct value is
still recognizable, the data value was assessed as IAC J Partially incorrect. This definition
excludes any stop words (cf. IAC X Stop word) as well as strings that have the same Word stem
(cf. IAC Y). In contrast to the IAC F for Cropped, the IAC J for Partially incorrect decodes
article titles in which parts of the article title were missing in-between, but not at the beginning
or end of the article title. Assessment no. 6 in Table 11 shows an example where only a part of
one string within the source value is inaccurate. Assessment no. 33 in Table 22 shows an
example where two strings are missing in the source value. The IAC J assesses string data
values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: article title and publication name.
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Table 22: Example of IAC J Partially incorrect (article title), IAC B Spelling error
ArticleTit_Ref

Metaphysics in the Dark A Response to Rorty and Laclau

Assessment no.

33

34

Data field

ArticleTit_Orig
Metaphysics in the Dark A
Response to Richard Rorty and
Ernesto Laclau
J
The target value lacks two strings,
namely the first names Richard
and Ernesto, therefore the
assessment result was J for
Partially incorrect.

ArticleTit_WoS
Metaphysics in the dark A
response to Richard Rorty and
Ernesto Ladau
BJ
Compared to the WoS target
record, the source data value lacks
two strings, namely the first names
Richard and Ernesto, therefore the
assessment result was J for
Partially incorrect. Additionally,
the name Laclau contains a
Spelling error which was assessed
as IAC B.

Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

The IAC K refers to a Space character discrepancy. It is a minor inaccuracy that can easily be
handled in the data parsing process. Again, multiple missing or additional Space characters
were not counted as multiple inaccuracies. Assessment nos. 35 and 36 in Table 23 illustrate
examples. The IAC K assesses string data values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data
fields: author name, article title and publication name.
Table 23: Example for IAC K Space (article title)
ArticleTit_Ref
Assessment no.
Data field
Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

Imported schistosomiasis in Europe sentinel surveillance data from
Trop Net Europ
35
36
ArticleTit_Orig
Imported Schistosomiasis in
Europe Sentinel Surveillance
Data from TropNetEurop
K
The string “TropNet Europ” is
spelled with additional space
characters in the reference.
Therefore, the data field was
assessed as IAC K Space.

ArticleTit_WoS
Imported schistosomiasis in
Europe Sentinel surveillance
data from TropNetEurop
K
The string “TropNet Europ” is
spelled with additional space
characters in the reference.
Therefore, the data field was
assessed as IAC K Space.

The IAC L stands for Informational letter. It refers to letters that serve an informational
purpose in numerical data fields in citations. They are part of a citation style mainly used in
the SSH. Different publications by the same author in the same publication year are marked
with additional letters (e.g.: 2003a, 2003b, 2003c, etc.), which facilitates a reference to the
correct publication within the text. Figure 13 illustrates an example. References can also
contain additional letters in their pagination (e.g. 61ff.). The IAC L assesses numerical data
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values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: publication year as well as starting
and ending page.

Figure 13: Example of IAC L Informational letter.

The IAC M denotes an Incorrect interpretation of author names. This could refer to
interpreting parts of the last name as the middle name, i.e. second initial, or to interpreting the
first name as the last name and vice versa. It mostly refers to last names consisting of multiple
parts that are then interpreted incorrectly. In contrast to the IAC G, which marks Interchanged
fields, the field values marked as IAC M cannot simply be switched. Assessment no. 37 in
Table 24 gives an example of an incorrect interpretation of one part of the author’s last name.
In addition, this example illustrates how different the assessment results can be, depending on
the target data values, since the assessment based on the WoS target record (assessment no. 38)
does not show a discrepancy between the source and the target data value. Another example
involves the incorrect interpretation of name prefixes such as von, van or de as first or middle
names. The IAC M assesses string data values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data
fields: authors’ last name as well as first and second initial.
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Table 24: Example of IAC M Incorrect interpretation of author names (first and second initial).
AuthorName_Ref
Assessment no.

Malar, EJP
37

38

Data field

AuthorName_Orig

AuthorName_WoS

Data value

Padma Malar, EJ

Malar, EJP

M
For the sake of clarity, the full
author name is provided. Yet, the
assessment result M was only
assigned to the two data fields: last
name and second initial.

0
For the sake of clarity, the full
author name is provided.
Comparing the reference to the
values from the WoS target record
the values are correct and,
therefore, the assessment result for
all three data fields (last name,
first initial and second initial) was
0.

Assessment result

Explanation

The IAC N refers to Additional information that is correct as such and in many cases useful for
the reader, but is not actually part of the correct data value. Examples include: in press, Review,
in German, Suppl, Forthcoming or a translation of the publication name (e.g. Zeitschrift für
Pädagogik Journal of Pedagogy). Another example is the abbreviation OPED which was
found as part of the data field article title. OPED stands for opposite editorial page, hence it
provides Additional information for the reader, but is not part of the correct title. Often this
Additional information can be detected during the data parsing process by looking for strings
in round or square brackets. The IAC N assesses string data values. It occurs in the data fields:
author second initial, article title and publication name.
The IAC O stands for an Incorrect order of authors. This assessment code was applied if the
data values of different authors were switched. It could apply to all three of the author name
fields or just to one of them. As mentioned in the description of IAC G, if the initials of one
author were jumbled, the assessment result was G for Interchanged fields instead of O for
Incorrect order of authors. Figure 14 illustrates an example of an Incorrect order of authors,
where the authors in positions 3, 4 and 6 were jumbled. Analogously to the IAC D Completely
incorrect, the IAC O is another example of a semantic inaccuracy. The IAC O assesses string
data values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: author name, first and second
initial.
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Figure 14: Example of IAC O Incorrect order of authors

The IAC P decodes a No author name inaccuracy. It describes a phenomenon mainly known
in the SSH where one author is cited in two subsequent citations with two or more different
publications. Since the author name has already been given in the preceding citation, the
author name is not repeated in the succeeding one. Different citation styles express the
repetition of the preceding author name: e.g. ders. [in German], idem., ---------, ibid. Figure 15
illustrates two examples of authors who were cited in footnotes, each with two different
publications in subsequent references. The IAC P assesses string data values. It occurs as an
assessment result in the data fields: author name, first and second initial.

Figure 15: Example of IAC P No author name

The IAC Q stands for the assessment of Special characters and their spelling variations.
Special characters detected in this dataset include: Germanic umlauts: Köster vs Koster,
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Gjørup vs. Gjorup; other Special characters27 from different alphabets like the German ß vs. ss
or the Slavic ğ, and Roman numerals. Yet, this inaccuracy category is not limited to these
characters and could be further expanded in future work. In contrast to the IAC A
Typographical variation, which refers to linguistic spelling variations, the IAC Q denotes the
technical representation of variants for special characters. Table 25 gives an example of a
volume number in Roman numerals. The IAC Q assesses string data and numerical values. It
occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: author name, second initial, article title,
publication name, and volume number.
Table 25: Example of IAC Q Special character (Roman Numerals)
Vol_Ref

XXXI

Assessment no.

39

40

Data field

Vol_Orig

Vol_WoS

Data value

31

31

Q
The volume number given in the
reference is the Roman numeral
equivalent to the Arabic number
31, which is the volume number
given in the cited article.
Therefore, the IAC Q for Special
character was assigned.

Q
The volume number given in the
reference is the Roman numeral
equivalent to the Arabic number
31, which is the volume number
given in the WoS target record.
Therefore, the IAC Q for Special
character was assigned.

Assessment result

Explanation

Table 26: Example of IAC S Padded (article title), IAC C Different language
ArticleTit_Ref
Assessment no.
Data field
Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

Das Berner Konzept Die Reorientierung der dysplastischen
Hüftpfanne durch die Berner periazetabuläre Osteotomie nach Ganz
41
42
ArticleTit_Orig
Berner periazetabuläre
Osteotomie
S
For the sake of clarity, the correct
value that is contained in the
reference of the citing article was
italicized. This Padded version of
the article title was therefore
assessed as IAC S.

ArticleTit_WoS
The Bernese periacetabular
osteotomy
C
The title is not in the same
language and therefore a C was
assigned which stands for
Different language.

The IAC R Punctuation denotes differing punctuation used in a data value. It was only
assigned in the CitedRef assessment processes, since, for the other processes, all punctuation

27

For a list of non-identifiable special characters by the Levenshtein distance function, cf. Table 40, in
Appendix D.
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was eliminated in the data parsing process. The IAC R assesses string data values. It occurs as
an assessment result in the data fields: author names and first initial.
The IAC S decodes a Padded data value. The source data field contains the correct value, but
also contains additional values that are identified as incorrect and are of no additional value to
the reader (in contrast to IAC N Additional information). In most cases, the origin of these
added data values is not reproducible. For instance, if the correct ending page number is 193
and the corresponding target value is 5193, the assessment result is the IAC S. In contrast to
the IAC J Partially incorrect, a data value that was assessed as S contains the complete correct
value plus additional incorrect strings or numbers. The IAC J on the other hand does not
contain the complete correct value. Assessment no. 41 in Table 26 gives an example of a
Padded article title. The IAC S assesses string data and numerical values. It occurs as an
assessment result in the data fields: second initial, article title, publication name, volume
number as well as starting and ending page.
The IAC T Plus/Minus denotes a data value that is correct if the number 1 or 2 is added to, or
subtracted from, the data value. The calculation can either be made on the total number or just
on one of the digits. In contrast to transposed digits (covered by IAC H), the data manipulation
includes a mathematical operation instead of just switching two digits. For example, if the
target data value of the ending page number is 169 and the source data value is 167. By adding
2 to 167 one gets 169, which coincides with the target data value. Therefore, this data value
was assessed as T for Plus/Minus. Moreover, if the reference in the value is 269, the
calculation can be performed on the first digit only and will result in the source value
(subtracting 1 from the first digit: 2 minus 1 = 1; which converts the number 269 into 169).
This inaccuracy pattern also occurs in publication years: e.g. 1998 vs. 1988 or 1998 vs. 1999.
In both cases the correct publication year could be calculated. The IAC T assesses numerical
values. It occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: publication year, volume number as
well as starting and ending page.
The IAC U Full first name denotes a value in the first initial field where the full first author
name is given instead of the initial. This was again a special case in the assessment of the cited
reference information (CitedRef). The IAC U assesses string data values. It occurs as an
assessment result in the data field first initial.
The IAC V stands for an Incorrect interpretation of additional information. It is related to the
IAC M Incorrect interpretation of author names and to the IAC N Additional Information. In
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contrast to the IAC M, the IAC V decodes any kind of information that was interpreted
incorrectly. The IAC M only designates author-related information interpreted incorrectly. In
contrast to the IAC N Additional Information, the IAC V refers to data values in data fields
that were interpreted as (part of) valid values for one of the assessed bibliographic fields, but
have no informational value for the reader. They may originate from an automatic data
collection process. Figure 16 provides an example in which the affiliation “Stephen F. Austin
State University” of the actual author “Jerry Williams” is separated by a comma from the
author name, which can be seen in the lower part of the figure. The comma separation usually
indicates the next author. Apparently, the automatic data extraction process interpreted the
affiliation as an additional author, which is shown screenshot from WoS in the background.
Therefore, this author name was assessed as IAC V. The IAC V Incorrect interpretation of
additional information was also assigned if additional information from the authors was
interpreted as part of the article title: Travelers Knowledge Attitudes and Practices on
Prevention of Infectious Diseases Results from a Pilot Study vs. European Travel Health
Advisory Board Travelers knowledge attitudes and practices on prevention of infectious
diseases results from a pilot study. The IAC V assesses string data values. It occurs as an
assessment result in the data fields: author name, first and second initial and article title.

Figure 16: Example of IAC V Incorrect interpretation of additional information

The IAC X Stop word decodes small inaccuracies like the omission, addition or jumbling as
well as spelling mistakes in, and of, stop words (e.g. in, on, of, the, and28) in string data values.

28

A list of all stop words that were identified in the assessment process can be found in Appendix D.
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It occurs as an assessment result in the data fields: author last name (e.g. Fachkommission
Diabetes in Sachsen vs. Fachkommission Diabetes Sachsen), article title and publication name.
The IAC Y Word stem is located between the IAC B Spelling error and the IAC J Partially
incorrect. It decodes assessments where the Word stem of a string is the same but the ending is
not. Furthermore, it exceeds the two-character edit limit (which is the criterion for inaccuracies
to be decoded as B Spelling error). Both Table 9, assessment no. 2 and Table 27 show
examples of Word stem inaccuracies. The IAC Y assesses string data values. It occurs as an
assessment result in the data fields: article title and publication name.
Table 27: Example of IAC Y Word stem (article title)
ArticleTit_Ref
Assessment no.
Data field
Data value
Assessment result

Explanation

Its your most precious thing worstcase thinking trust and parental
decision making about vaccines
43
44
ArticleTit_Orig
Its Your Most Precious Thing
WorstCase Thinking Trust and
Parental Decision Making about
Vaccinations
Y
The words vaccines and
vaccinations are not the same data
values but have the same Word
stem. Therefore, the assessment
result was Y Word stem.

ArticleTit_WoS
Its Your Most Precious Thing
Worstcase thinking trust and
parental decision making about
vaccinations
Y
The words vaccines and
vaccinations are not the same data
values but have the same Word
stem. Therefore, the assessment
result was Y Word stem.

The IAC Z decodes an assessment result that is Not available. It assesses missing data values
in the target data fields. Assessment no. 46 in Table 28 gives an example of a Z assessment.
The IAC Z assesses string data and numerical values. It occurs as an assessment result in the
data fields: volume number and ending page.
Table 28: Example of IAC Z Not available
EPage_Ref

238

Assessment no.

45

46

Data field

EPage_Orig

EPage_WoS

Data value

238

+

0
The data value is correct and
therefore the assessment result was
0.

Z
The ending page in WoS is
missing and the field only
contained the value +. Therefore,
it is not possible to assess the
value in the reference and the
assessment result was IAC Z (Not
available).

Assessment result

Explanation
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6.3

Taxonomy of inaccuracies in bibliographic references

The final codebook consists of 25 main IACs that were grouped into a taxonomy, which
reflects a conceptual hierarchy. In contrast to a decision tree, the different groups are not valid
values of the analysis (Krippendorff, 2004), but only serve to build a conceptual organization.
First, the IACs were grouped according to the required level of sophistication of data
manipulation rules, i.e. how elaborate data manipulation or the matching logic must be in
order to match data values correctly. This impact was determined by whether the assessed data
field actually contained a correct value (simple), contained part of a correct value (moderate)
or did not contain a correct value (complex). So far, the categorization in reference error
studies of minor, intermediate and major errors has been based on how severe the author
perceived the error to be or if it impeded immediate retrieval (e.g. Goldberg et al., 1993;
Oermann, Cummings & Wilmes, 2001). This taxonomy, on the other hand, is based on the
degree of data accuracy and inaccuracy respectively.
The IACs in the three main groups (or categories) were clustered according to specific
characteristics of the inaccuracy (e.g. disarranged data values or spelling variations), which
constitute the middle-level categories. We will refer to them as subgroups or subcategories.
Figure 17 illustrates the resulting taxonomy of bibliographic inaccuracies.
Starting in the first main group (simple), Added data values summarize all IACs that mark data
values where values were added to the correct data value: K Space, L Informational letter, N
Additional information, R Punctuation, U Full first name and S Padded. Disarranged data
values include all IACs where data values were, in principle, correct, but their order had been
jumbled within the data fields: G Interchanged fields, H Jumbled value and O Incorrect order
of authors. Since the data fields of both subcategories contain the correct values, with the right
data parsing rules, such as excluding space characters from the matching procedure or
excluding letters from numeric fields (e.g. publication year), it should be possible to identify
and match the correct value.
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Figure 17: Taxonomy of bibliographic inaccuracies

Moving on to the second main group (moderate), Incorrect interpretation of data values
summarizes the IACs M Incorrect interpretation of author names and V Incorrect
interpretation of additional information. In contrast to Disarranged data values, these data
values cannot be corrected by simply switching fields or the order within a field, but require
more sophisticated data manipulation. For example, if part of an author’s last name is
interpreted as the given name, only the initial will be saved in the data record. Hence, it is
more difficult to find, identify and correct these inaccuracies. Spelling variations are grouped
together in another subcategory, covering: A Typographical variation, B Spelling error, Q
Special character and Y Word stem. All of these variations entail data manipulation rules that
would need to employ additional resources like dictionaries or thesauri. The subcategory
Abbreviated data values, summarizes the IACs F Cropped and I Abbreviation. They both mark
data values that have not been fully spelled out and require other resources (e.g. list of ISO
abbreviations of journal names) in the data manipulation process. Other variations include
data values that also entail more sophisticated data manipulation rules in order to convert an
inaccurate value into a correct one or to match it. The IACs in this subgroup are: J Partially
incorrect, T Plus/Minus, X Stop word. All subcategories could also employ mechanisms able to
recognize that the present data values are part of the correct value (e.g. calculation of n-grams
or longest common substring, cf. section 2.2.3).
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In the third main group (complex), the subgroup Not assessable summarizes IACs that mark
data values as impossible to further assess and, therefore, match. This includes data values that
are in a Different language (IAC C) or Not available (IAC Z) in the target record. Even though
elaborate tools, such as automatic language detection and machine translation, could make
data values marked as IAC C assessable, these methods seem to bear no relation to the
expected outcome, especially if we consider that the IAC C only occurs in article titles, which
are seldom used in the citation matching process. The IAC E Omitted (IAC E), denoting any
missing data values, and the IAC P, denoting an author name replaced by a place holder
specific to a citation style, are grouped together as Missing data values. Last, the IAC D
Completely incorrect forms its own subgroup, as no other inaccuracies are similar to this
specific case. In all three subgroups, it will be hard to find suitable data manipulation rules in
order to use the data values for citation matching.

6.4

Summary

This chapter set out to answer the research question how data accuracy in a bibliometric data
source can be assessed and how the identified bibliographic inaccuracies can be categorized.
To this end, we combined the automatic assessment process with a qualitative content analysis
(Parts A and B), explained in section 5.2. The coding procedure defines a set of measures that
were taken in order to guarantee validity, objectivity and reliability of the analysis. In three
assessment iterations (Steps 1 and 2 plus one iteration from Step 3), the codebook was
established, pinpointing the inaccuracies found in the citing references. The final assessment
iteration of Step 3 assigned the IACs to the data values. The organization of the IACs into a
taxonomy of three main groups and nine subgroups further summarizes the inaccuracies
according to common attributes, such as Spelling variations or Missing data values. The
taxonomy is the basis for the quantitative analysis of inaccuracies in chapter 7 and chapter 8. It
also impacts the proposals on how citation matching processes could be improved (cf. chapter
9).
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This chapter discusses the quantitative results of the qualitative content analysis. Section 7.1
reports on the results of the evaluation of the WoS against the original target records (OrigWoS). Section 7.2 summarizes the occurrences of inaccuracies in the two assessment samples,
where the source records were assessed against both target datasets (Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref).
The frequencies of all IACs are discussed in detail and reasons for differences in the results
are given. Furthermore, the inaccuracies occurring in the different bibliographic fields are
explained. In the following sections 7.3-7.8 the results are analyzed according to the different
strata of the data sample: domain, discipline and language of the cited article as well as
document type, language and citation window of the citing article. They highlight differences
and distinctions within the facets (e.g. NS vs. SSH in the facet domain). The inaccuracies are
analyzed according to the subcategories from the taxonomy presented in section 6.3: Added
data values, Disarranged data values, Incorrect interpretation of data values, Spelling
variations, Abbreviated data values, Other variations, Not assessable, Missing data values and
Completely incorrect. Detailed result tables are given in Appendix F. Section 7.9 discusses the
consolidation of the two assessment variants into one result set. The Orig-Ref sample
contained a variant of the bibliographic field article title for some records; the WoS-Ref
sample contained two variants for some records: one of the bibliographic field article title and
one of the bibliographic field publication name (cf. section 5.3 for a detailed description of the
variants). Section 7.10 discusses the occurrences of false positives. Section 7.11 summarizes
the findings of this chapter.
Since the goal of the analysis was to fully grasp the structure of bibliographic data in
references and the related inaccuracies, but not to determine an overall accuracy rate of the
records or databases, we analyzed the occurrences of the IACs based on all data values and did
not summarize them per record. The number of inaccuracies was normalized by the number of
assessed data values present in each evaluated instance of a facet. For example, in the facet
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document type, we found 6,139 inaccuracies distributed over 42,075 data values in Articles
and 90 inaccuracies distributed over 534 data values in Book Chapter / Book (figures are from
the Orig-Ref result set). To compare the shares of inaccuracy subcategories by source data
values, the number of inaccuracies in each subcategory (e.g. Added data values, Disarranged
data values, etc.) was normalized by the number of IACs present in each category, as shown in
Table 29.
Table 29: Number of IACs per inaccuracy category

Inaccuracy category

Number of IACs

simple
Added data values
Disarranged data values
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
Spelling variations
Abbreviated data values
Other variations
complex
Not assessable
Missing data values
Completely incorrect

4 (6)29
3
2
4
2
3
2
2
1

During the analysis, a few irregularities 30 were discovered in the data: two out of the 300 cited
articles as well as 20 citing articles had an incorrect article language assigned in WoS. As the
language of the cited and citing articles was documented during the data entry process, we
could verify the language provided by WoS. The articles were categorized according to the
corrected languages for the evaluation in sections 7.5 and 7.7.

7.1

Evaluation of original article vs. WoS record

This section discusses the results of the assessment of the WoS target records against the
original target records (Orig-WoS) of the 300 cited articles. Table 42 in Appendix F contains
the results of the overall frequency of IACs in the Orig-WoS result set. 90% of all WoS data
values do not contain a discrepancy, i.e. are completely accurate, when compared to the
29

Since the IACs R Punctuation and U Full first name only occurred in the CitedRef-WoS and the
CitedRef-Sco result, the number of IACs in the subcategory Added data values was 6 instead of 4.
30
All irregular WoS records are documented in Appendix H. They were also reported to Thomson
Reuters for correction.
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bibliographic data of the original article. Logically, all inaccuracies are reflected in the
assessment results of the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref datasets. Depending on the reference, the
assessment result may conform to the data given in the original article or in the WoS record.
The WoS records contain completely accurate publication years, volume numbers and starting
pages. Inaccuracies found in the ending pages are primarily related to missing data values
(IAC E Omitted) and also to a few transposed values (IAC T Plus/Minus). The missing ending
page number resulted in Not assessable data values in the WoS-Ref result (IAC Z Not
available). Inaccuracies in the publication name are caused by abbreviations different from
those used in the original article (IAC I Abbreviation and IAC X Stop word). That way, we
discovered that the abbreviations of two German journals in the original article did not
correspond to the correct ISO abbreviation. The predominant discrepancy, however, in
publication names as well as in authors’ last names is the IAC Q Special character, which is
caused by the different handling of German umlauts in WoS. A few Special characters also
occur in article titles. The prevailing IAC in article titles is C Different language, which
denotes the article titles from the German dataset that had been translated into English in WoS.
Hence, in the WoS-Ref result the correct German article title in a reference, if not translated,
resulted in C Different language. One article title is Cropped (IAC F), one contains Additional
information (IAC N) and two contain a Spelling error (IAC B). However, the majority of
Spelling errors occurs in authors’ last names. Other IACs that occur in small quantities in the
authors’ names are the following: the IAC M Incorrect interpretation of author names (2 WoS
records), where compounded names were interpreted differently; IAC O Incorrect order of
authors (1 WoS record); IAC V Incorrect interpretation of additional information (1 WoS
record), where OPED was interpreted as part of the article title when it actually stands for
opposite the editorial page; and one case in which a last and a first name were switched and
another where a first and a second initial were switched (IAC G Interchanged fields).
Additionally, a few records lack the first or second initials of author names (IAC E Omitted) or
the first or second initials contain Completely incorrect data values (IAC D). The IACs A
Typographical variation, H Jumbled value, J Partially incorrect, K Space, L Informational
letter, P No author name, Y Word stem do not occur at all.
To summarize, all IACs from the Orig-WoS result were reflected in the result sets Orig-Ref
and WoS-Ref. In the WoS-Ref result, correct data values in the references were assessed as
inaccurate because of incorrect WoS data values. Incorrect data values in the references, if
conforming to the incorrect WoS data values, resulted in a correct assessment in the WoS-Ref
result, but multiplied the IAC from the Orig-WoS in the Orig-Ref result. Therefore, the data
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from the two sets of target articles provides differing results for the assessment of the
references. These differences are discussed in the following section 7.2.

7.2

Evaluation of overall occurrences of IACs

This section describes the overall distribution of inaccuracies in the two result sets (Orig-Ref
and WoS-Ref). The total number of citing references assessed (including the missed citations
identified in the Cited Reference Search), i.e. source records, is 3,929 which come from 3,735
different citing articles 31. In the Orig-Ref result, we found slightly fewer inaccuracies than in
the WoS-Ref sample, while the number of assessed data values is approximately the same.
85% of all data values do not contain a discrepancy in either dataset, yet only 18% (Orig-Ref)
and 15% (WoS-Ref) of all source records are discrepancy-free. In the WoS-Ref sample, the
number of records with one or two inaccuracies accounts for more than half of the records,
whereas in the Orig-Ref sample the share is below 50%. We investigated the occurrences of
IACs within the subcategories defined in the taxonomy of bibliographic inaccuracies (cf.
section 7.2.1) as well as their occurrences in the different bibliographic fields (cf. section
7.2.2).

7.2.1

Discussion of IACs

This subsection ranks the inaccuracy subcategories according to the size of their shares within
each assessment result and discusses differences between the two result sets Orig-Ref and
WoS-Ref (Figure 18). Within each subcategory, the absolute numbers of IAC occurrences (cf.
Table 43, Appendix F) are additionally compared, as they reveal more information about the
structure of data in WoS, the original articles and the references.
Inaccuracies are more evenly distributed in the WoS-Ref result set than in the Orig-Ref result
set, which shows two distinctive peaks in the Abbreviated data values and the Missing data
values subcategories. We found most inaccuracies in the category complex for the WoS-Ref
result (54%), but in the category moderate for the Orig-Ref result (57%). The group moderate
contains 39% of all inaccuracies in the WoS-Ref result; whereas complex inaccuracies account

31

91% of the citing articles contained only one reference to one of the 300 investigated cited articles,
7% of the citing articles contained two relevant references, 1% contained three references and there
were 12 articles with four references to cited articles as well as five articles with five references to
cited articles.
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for 39% in the Orig-Ref result. The fewest inaccuracies were detected in the category simple
(Orig-Ref: 4%; WoS-Ref: 7%).

Figure 18: Overall shares of inaccuracy subcategories (source data value level)32

Abbreviated data values are the most frequent in the Orig-Ref result set, followed by Missing
data values. In the WoS-Ref result the shares of these two categories is almost the same.
Within the subcategory Abbreviated data values the distribution between the two IACs F
Cropped and I Abbreviation is reversed for the two result sets: the IAC F is more frequent in
the WoS-Ref result, whereas in the Orig-Ref result the IAC I is more frequent. Both IACs
show a decrease in absolute numbers in the WoS-Ref result compared to the Orig-Ref result.
The occurrences of the IAC F Cropped decrease less drastically and can be explained by
references that translated German article titles into English and could only be fully assessed in
the WoS-Ref assessment process. The large decrease in occurrences of the IAC I Abbreviation
is due to the fact that, in the WoS-Ref assessment process, the publication name was assessed
against the full publication name and the ISO abbreviated version and the most accurate result
was recorded (cf. 7.9.2 Evaluation of publication names and their abbreviations). In contrast,
the correctness of abbreviated publication names could not be checked in the Orig-Ref result.
Hence, they were assessed with the IAC I Abbreviation. The Missing data values subcategory
is dominated by the IAC E Omitted in both assessment results. The IAC P No author name
only occurs in 8 records and traces back to a specific citation style for citing a previously
mentioned author. Some of the author-related Missing data values stem from incorrectly added
32

Data labels of percentages are displayed in the figures if the shares are 3% or higher.
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author names in the WoS target record. The absolute numbers for the IACs E Omitted and P
No author name are (almost) the same in both result sets.
The third most frequent subcategory in both result sets is Not assessable. Within this, the IAC
C Different language is the most frequent one. It shows an increase in occurrences from the
Orig-Ref to the WoS-Ref result set, which means that more citing references use the original
German article title than a translated English version. The IAC Z Not available occurs more
often in the WoS-Ref result than in the Orig-Ref result because it stands for different target
data values that were Not available for the assessment. As described in section 7.1, in the WoS
target records they represent a missing ending page; in the Orig-Ref result they stand for
volume numbers not printed in the original article title.
The subcategory Completely incorrect, consisting only of one IAC (D Completely incorrect),
comes fourth in the ranking in the Orig-Ref result, whereas in the WoS-Ref result, this
category ties with Spelling variations at 9% each. The share and the absolute number of the
IAC D are higher in the WoS-Ref result, which can mainly be attributed to German articles
that were cited with Completely incorrect English translations of their titles and Omitted
second initials in the WoS target records. Therefore, second initials, that are in fact correct,
were assessed as Completely incorrect.
In the Orig-Ref result, the fifth most frequent subcategory is Spelling variations. The most
common IAC in this category is Q Special character, followed by B Spelling error in both
result sets. In the Orig-Ref result Typographical variations (IAC A) rank third, followed by Y
Word stem. In the WoS-Ref result the ranking of these two IACs is reversed. Fairly small
differences can be found between the absolute numbers of the two result sets of the IACs A
Typographical variation and B Spelling errors. More interesting are the IACs Q Special
character and Y Word stem, where the increase in the absolute numbers of the two result sets is
more than 100% from the Orig-Ref to the WoS-Ref sample. Since WoS does not handle
special characters consistently (e.g. the German umlaut ä is transliterated either as a or ae), the
number of IAC Q is higher in the WoS-Ref than in the Orig-Ref result, which also means that
references tend to use the accurate spelling of special characters as given in the original article.
The marked difference in the occurrences of IAC Y Word stem can be explained by references
where German article titles had been translated into English. Hence, they could not be further
assessed in the Orig-Ref assessment process (IAC C Different language).
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Next in the ranking of the subcategories comes Disarranged data values in the Orig-Ref result,
whereas in the WoS-Ref result this category ties again with another subcategory, Other
variations, at 4% each. The IAC O Incorrect order of authors occurs the most often, followed
by G Interchanged fields and H Jumbled value in both assessment results. The two result sets
provide similar absolute numbers for the IACs G Interchanged fields and H Jumbled value.
The Jumbled values primarily trace back to one author name occurring in two cited articles
with the German prefix von. The author was cited as Ferber von, L instead of von Ferber, L.
However, this different way of citing the name may have been induced by the required citation
style. On looking further into the detailed results of the Interchanged fields (IAC G), a similar
distribution is revealed in both sets: in half of the cases, the inaccuracies are interchanges of
author-related fields (Orig-Ref: 50%; WoS-Ref: 45%), whereas issue numbers that are
mistaken for the volume number or the starting page are a little less frequent in the Orig-Ref
result (43%) than in the WoS-Ref result (48%). The starting page number, mistakenly entered
as the volume number or the ending page number, accounts for 5% in the Orig-Ref and 4% in
the WoS-Ref sample. The ending page number occurring in the field of the starting page
number is the least frequent (2% for both sets). The highest difference in absolute occurrences
is found in the IAC O Incorrect order of authors, where the result of the WoS-Ref sample
accounts for more occurrences than that of the Orig-Ref sample. This divergence can be
explained by one cited article, where the author order is disarranged in the WoS target record
as a consequence of interpreting the first author as two separate ones 33. Hence, references
citing the correct author order were assessed as discrepant, even though the order was actually
correct.
In the Orig-Ref result, the seventh most frequent subcategory is Other variations, in which the
IAC T Plus/Minus occurs the most, followed by the IAC J Partially incorrect. In the WoS-Ref
result set the ranking of these two IACs is reversed. The IAC X Stop word occurs the least in
both assessment results. The IAC T Plus/Minus shows a small decrease in absolute numbers in
the WoS-Ref result compared to the Orig-Ref one, caused by Omitted ending page numbers in
the WoS target record, which impeded any further assessment of some references. In contrast,
the absolute occurrences of the other two IACs increase significantly in the WoS-Ref result set.
Analogously to the IAC Y Word stem, both increases result from references where German
article titles had been translated into English which were assessed as IAC C Different
language in the Orig-Ref assessment process, but could be assessed in more detail in the WoSRef assessment process.
33

The first author named Ngoc Hoa Tran Huy was interpreted as Hoa, N. and Huy, T (cf. Appendix H,
Table 82).
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The last two subcategories rank differently in the two result sets: in the Orig-Ref result the
share of Incorrect interpretation of data values is larger than that of Added data values. In the
WoS-Ref set, the subcategories swap places. Within the Incorrect interpretation of data values
the IAC M Incorrect interpretation of author names occurs more often than the IAC V
Incorrect interpretation of additional information. The different absolute numbers of IAC M
Incorrect interpretation of author names can again be explained by discrepancies in the WoS
target records. In particular, parts of some authors’ last and given names in five cited articles
are interpreted differently than given in the original article (cf. Table 83, Appendix H). As the
absolute number is almost doubled compared to the Orig-Ref result, more citations follow the
interpretation of names in the original article than that used by WoS. In the two assessment
samples, the IAC V Incorrect interpretation of additional information only occurs in article
titles, where names of consortia were added to article titles when they should actually be part
of the author information (two cited articles had a consortium in their author information). The
slight difference in the absolute numbers of the two samples traces back to German article
titles that could only be assessed as IAC C Different language in the WoS-Ref assessment.
Hence, the IAC V assessment results from the Orig-WoS result did not multiply in the WoSRef result, but resulted in Missing data values for the additional author.
The IACs within the subcategory Added data values also rank differently for the two result
sets, except for the IAC K Space, which occurs the least in both result sets. In the Orig-Ref
result, the IAC S Padded is the most frequent IAC, followed by the IAC L Informational letter
and N Additional information. In the WoS-Ref result set, the IAC N Additional information
leads the ranking, followed by the other two IACs. However, no big differences in the absolute
numbers of the two result sets can be observed for the two IACs K Space and L Informational
letter. The IAC K Space predominantly occurs in article titles with a few exceptional
occurrences in authors’ last names. The IAC L Informational letter describes a specific
citation style for publication years and starting page numbers. The discrepancy in the results
for the IAC N Additional information (for the reader) is interesting. Compared to the Orig-Ref
result, the significantly higher number of data values assessed with IAC N in the WoS-Ref set
can be explained by one article by Arduengo, AJ III and Krafczyk, R. In the original article, the
suffix III is counted as part of the field second initial, and many references cited the author
correspondingly. Yet, the WoS target record does not contain the suffix and, therefore, these
data values were assessed with the IAC N Additional information 34 . Other Additional

34

It could be argued that, as the additional value consists of Roman numerals, it could be interpreted as
IAC Q Special character. However, the IAC Q was only used when the source record also contained
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information mainly refers to additions, such as in press or in German in the field publication
name. The difference in the result for the IAC S Padded (increase of 87% in the WoS-Ref
result over the Orig-Ref set) can be explained by assessments of non-translated English article
titles (resulting in IAC C Different language in the Orig-Ref assessment) and abbreviated
publication names (resulting in IAC I Abbreviation in the Orig-Ref assessment). The IACs R
Punctuation and U Full first name only occur in the CitedRef result sets (cf. section 8.3).

7.2.2

Discussion of IACs in bibliographic fields

While section 7.2.1 has already related most of the inaccuracy subcategories to the
bibliographic field in which they occur most frequently, this subsection describes the
categories occurring in each bibliographic field (cf. Figure 19; Table 44 and Table 45 in
Appendix F). The findings specifically influence the proposals in chapter 9, since they reveal
the nature of inaccuracies that need to be dealt with in the citation matching in each
bibliographic field. In particular, the results of the bibliographic fields not typically used in
citation matching processes will shed light on what a change of policy could imply in terms of
data matching rules due to additional inaccuracies.
In the first author fields, the most inaccuracies were found in Missing data values in the OrigRef result and in Spelling variations in the WoS-Ref result, but Missing data values rank
second. Missing data values were mainly detected in first and second initials and a few author
names were missing altogether (IAC P No author name). The difference in the share of
Spelling variations again reflects the different handling of Special characters (IAC Q) in WoS.
Abbreviated data values in the Orig-Ref result and Added data values in the WoS-Ref result
represent the different ways of citing the suffix 3rd to one author’s last name (see previous
section: Arduengo example). The Incorrect interpretation of author names has a larger share in
the WoS-Ref than in the Orig-Ref set, which can be explained by some discrepant WoS target
records compared to the original article. Disarranged data values as well as Completely
incorrect data values have an almost equal share in both result sets. Completely incorrect
values occur predominantly in second initials, followed by first initials. Disarranged data
values denote author names which have been cited in an incorrect order (IAC O) or where first
and second initial have been interchanged (IAC G).

the Special character, but with an orthographic variation, e.g. 3rd instead of III, which was only the
case for the original source record, but not for the WoS target record.
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Figure 19: Shares of inaccuracy subcategories per bibliographic field (source data value level)

In the other author-related fields (authors 2-23), the distribution is similar. The high percentage
of Abbreviated data values in both result sets can be attributed to the use of et al. in the
bibliographic references. Completely incorrect occurs slightly more often in the WoS-Ref
result due to second initials cited in the references which were not present in the WoS target
records. Apart from that, Missing data values, Spelling variations, Disarranged data values
and Incorrect interpretation of author names also occur and their causes do not deviate from
those described for the first author fields.
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The article title has large shares of inaccuracies assessed as Not assessable and Missing data
values. Missing data values are caused by the citation style, dominating in the NS (cf. section
7.3) where it is common not to cite the article title at all. Not assessable can be ascribed to the
language differences and translations of article titles in the German dataset (IAC C Different
language). Other inaccuracies reflect the characteristics of an article title consisting of a long
string: Abbreviated data values (omission of subtitle), Other variations and Spelling variations
(caused by Spelling errors, differences in American and British English spellings, special
characters and Partially incorrect parts of the title) and Added data values (imaginative citing
authors adding non-existent subtitles). As mentioned in section 7.2.1, the small percentage of
Completely incorrect data values traces back to German articles which were cited with
Completely incorrect English translations of their titles and could only be assessed in the WoSRef assessment process.
The most inaccuracies in publication names are caused by the different Abbreviations used in
bibliographic references (Abbreviated data values), specifically in the Orig-Ref result.
However, in the WoS-Ref result, these inaccuracies also amount to almost half of all
inaccuracies, which means that a considerable number of references uses a different
abbreviation of the publication name than the ISO one. Other variations refer to discrepancies
due to Stop word (IAC X), where the values may also be a type of Abbreviation. Added data
values can be explained by added information for the reader (IAC N), such as in German or in
press. Again, Spelling variations have a larger share in the WoS-Ref result than in the OrigRef result, as they refer to German umlauts occurring in German publication names (e.g.
Berliner Journal für Soziologie). The publication name is Completely incorrect in only one
reference.
For the publication year, the shares of all inaccuracy subcategories are the same in both result
sets. Added data values have the largest share, which is explained by the IAC L Informational
letter and originates from the citation style. Other variations are related to publication years
deviating by one or two years from the original publication year (IAC T Plus/Minus). 0.25% of
publication years are cited Completely incorrect and in even fewer records, which are related
to references to forthcoming publications, the year is Omitted all together (IAC E).
Since volume numbers are missing in some of the original articles (IAC Z Not available), the
shares of inaccuracies according to the WoS-Ref data represent a more accurate assessment
result and, therefore, are discussed here. The largest share of inaccuracies in volume numbers
is attributed to Disarranged data values, stemming mainly from issue numbers that were
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mistaken for the volume number. The second biggest problem is Completely incorrect volume
numbers, followed by Other variations, i.e. numbers that could be calculated correctly (IAC T)
and Missing data values, which are not only related to references to forthcoming publications,
but are also simply omitted from the reference. The fewest inaccuracies in volume numbers
are attributed to Abbreviated data values, i.e. Cropped numbers (IAC F), Spelling variations,
i.e. Roman numerals instead of Arabic numerals (IAC Q Special character) and Added data
values, i.e. added values that are not part of the correct volume number and are also not related
to any other numerical field (IAC S Padded).
For the starting page number, the shares of all inaccuracy subcategories are the same in both
result sets. The most inaccuracies are caused by Completely incorrect data values, which
implies that a data manipulation rule to convert incorrect into correct values will be almost
impossible to find. However, in the evaluation of missed citations (cf. chapter 8) we discuss
the share of cited page numbers in these Completely incorrect data values, which may provide
a solution to parts of the incorrect values. An Omitted starting page (IAC E) or a starting page
which only differs by one or two digits (Other variations, IAC T Plus/Minus) are other major
issues. The remaining inaccuracies in starting page numbers are evenly distributed over
Disarranged and Added data values. Disarranged data values mainly stem from issue
numbers (and a few ending page numbers, i.e. IAC G3) mistakenly entered in the starting page
number (IAC G1) as well as a few transposed digits (IAC H Jumbled value). Added data
values originate, on the one hand, from the citation style as IAC L Informational letter (e.g. pp.
44-52); on the other hand, analogously to the volume number, they are related to randomly
added values (IAC S Padded).
Since ending page numbers are missing in some of the WoS target records, the shares of
inaccuracies of the Orig-Ref data represent a more accurate assessment result and, therefore,
are discussed here. Abbreviated data values have the largest share of inaccuracies, which
originate from the citation style only citing the last or last two digits of the ending page (e.g.
536-8 or 678-90), closely followed by Omitted ending pages. 7% of the inaccuracies are
attributed to Other variations, i.e. the correct data value could be calculated (IAC T
Plus/Minus). Very few ending page numbers are Completely incorrect.
To compare how strong the influence of inaccuracies in the different bibliographic fields on
the records is, we evaluated how many records did not contain a discrepancy in the first author
name (last name, first and second initial), all author names, article title, publication name,
publication year, volume number and starting and ending page (cf. Table 30). 97% of the
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source records contained a correct publication year and starting page (not necessarily in the
same records). In 95% (Orig-Ref) and 97% (WoS-Ref) of all records the volume number is
completely accurate. The difference between the two result sets is caused by Not available
(IAC Z) volume numbers in original target articles in the Orig-Ref assessment sample. A high
number of records also had a completely accurate first author (Orig-Ref: 90%; WoS-Ref:
86%), while all authors were absolutely correct for 74% of all records in the Orig-Ref result
set and for 70% in the WoS-Ref result set. Around half of all records had no discrepancy in
their article title. Even though this seems a low percentage in comparison to the other fields, it
has to be borne in mind that the article title contains the longest data values and, therefore, the
risk of containing inaccuracies is greater. The ending page is another bibliographic data field
which is subject to an increased quantity of discrepancies, which can be partly explained by
citation styles only requiring the last or last two digits of the ending page (e.g. 536-8 or 67890). Only 43% of the records in the Orig-Ref result contained a completely accurate
publication name, while the publication names in the WoS-Ref result with 76% discrepancyfree records in that field are more accurate. This difference can be ascribed to the fact that
some references cite the full publication names and some the abbreviated ones. In the WoSRef result both variants could be assessed, whereas in the Orig-Ref result only one variant
could be assessed, which, therefore, in many cases led to the IAC I Abbreviation.
Table 30: Share of 100% accurate bibliographic fields (source record level)

% of records without
discrepancy
Orig-Ref
WoS-Ref
90%
86%
74%
70%
56%
46%
43%
76%
97%
97%
95%
97%
97%
97%
61%
51%

in the bibliographic field
First author-related fields
All author-related fields
Article title
Publication name
Publication year
Volume number
Starting page
Ending page

A comparison of the bibliographic fields typically used in the citation matching process (first
author name, publication name, publication year, volume number and starting page), reveals
that not all IACs occur. The IACs A Typographical variation, V Incorrect interpretation of
additional information and C Different language do not occur at all in bibliographic fields,
since they are all specific to the article title field. Additionally, over 90% of occurrences of the
IACs F Cropped and Y Word stem are attributed to fields not used in the citation matching
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process. For the IAC F Cropped, this mainly refers to author-related fields (use of et al.) and
the article title (omission of sub-title). The IAC Y Word stem primarily occurs in the article title.
In contrast, IACs which occur only in fields that are used for citation matching are the IAC Z
Not available in the Orig-Ref result set because it denotes missing volume numbers in the
target articles, the IAC I Abbreviation in both results in the publication name and the IAC L
Informational letter in both results in the publication year and starting page (even though there
are a few additional occurrences in the ending page in the Orig-Ref result).

7.3

Evaluation per domain of the cited article

This section discusses the two result sets based on the domain of the cited article 35 (cf.
Appendix F, Table 45-Table 47). 64% of all references cite an article related to the NS, while
36% of the references cite an article from the SSH, which corroborates the finding of other
studies that the NS are better covered in WoS than the SSH (e.g. Norris & Oppenheim, 2007;
Harzing, 2013a). References to SSH articles are more accurate than those to NS articles: in the
Orig-Ref result set, 67% of all inaccuracies were detected in the NS and 33% in the SSH,
whereas the difference between the domains in the WoS-Ref result is lower: NS: 53% and SSH:
47%. 43% (Orig-Ref) and 32% (WoS-Ref) of all source records in the SSH do not contain a
discrepancy. Only 3% of the source records in the NS are discrepancy-free in the Orig-Ref
result, and 6% in the WoS-Ref result. In the Orig-Ref result set, 54% of all source records in
the SSH contain 1-3 inaccuracies per record, whereas this is true for 77% of the source records
in the NS. Similarly in the WoS-Ref result set, 76% of all source records in the NS contain 1-3
inaccuracies, and this applies to 63% of all source records in the SSH.
Figure 20 illustrates the distribution of inaccuracies in the two domains NS and SSH for both
result sets. Abbreviated data values occur more often in the NS than in the SSH in both
datasets. In the Orig-Ref sample, this subcategory even constitutes 47% of all inaccuracies in
the NS. This corroborates the observation that, in the NS, authors tend to use an abbreviated
publication name in the reference, as well as crop the list of cited authors by using et al. Not
assessable data values have a higher share in the NS than in the SSH in the Orig-Ref result set,
which means that in contrast to references to SSH target articles, references to NS target
records tend to contain translated foreign article titles. The WoS-Ref corroborates this with a
35

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, for the evaluation of each facet, the number of
inaccuracies was not only normalized by the number of IACs in each subcategory, but also by the
number of assessed data values present in the evaluated instance of the facet.
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reversed distribution of shares between NS and SSH. It also reflects missing ending page
numbers in WoS. Missing data values are more frequent in the NS than in the SSH in both
data samples, which can be explained by the prevailing citation style in the NS of not citing
the article title and/or the ending page.

Figure 20: Inaccuracy subcategories per domain of the cited article (source data value level)

In both data samples, Completely incorrect data values, which are primarily found in starting
and ending pages, have a larger share in the SSH than in the NS. Other variations are more
frequent in the SSH than in the NS in the Orig-Ref sample, while in the WoS-Ref sample their
shares are almost equal in both domains. Both results emphasize the commonly employed
citation style in the SSH of merely providing the cited page number instead of the entire
pagination. In the both results, the subcategory Spelling variations has a higher share in the
SSH than in the NS, but the absolute numbers and shares are larger in the WoS-Ref result set.
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Hence, SSH tend to cite Special characters correctly according to the original article. In the
Orig-Ref result set, the SSH have a higher share of Added data values than the NS; the WoSRef result set presents a reversed picture. In the categories Disarranged data values and
Incorrect interpretation of data values, both result sets provide similarly small shares, which
occur more often in the NS than in the SSH.
The results reveal that citing authors in the SSH tend to follow the exact bibliographic data
from the original article, whereas in the NS the WoS target records seem to be a more accurate
match. Furthermore, they also reflect the different citation styles of the NS and SSH: in the NS
the tendency is to shorten the bibliographic data, whereas in the SSH all the bibliographic data
is reproduced more accurately according to the original bibliographic data. Although
references to SSH target articles contain fewer inaccuracies, they have a higher share of
Completely incorrect data values than the NS.

7.4

Evaluation per discipline of the cited article

This section summarizes the results of the quantitative analysis of inaccuracies according to
the discipline of the cited article (cf. Appendix F, Table 48-Table 54). The different disciplines
represented in the data sample are Multidisciplinary Chemistry (Chem), Orthopedics (Ortho),
Internal & General Medicine (GenMed), Education & Educational Research (Edu), Political
Science (PolSci) and Sociology (Sociol). Figure 21 depicts the shares of source records, i.e.
citing references, which were assessed per discipline. As mentioned in the data selection
process (section 5.5), the majority of references come from the NS disciplines, as they are
better covered in the WoS than the SSH disciplines. However, the distribution is still fairly
equal for all six disciplines, which reflects a balanced data sample and speaks for the
comparability of the results.
On comparing the shares of inaccuracies (cf. Figure 32, Appendix F), the largest is found in
Multidisciplinary Chemistry (Orig-Ref: 25%; WoS-Ref: 23%). In the Orig-Ref dataset,
Internal & General Medicine and Orthopedics take second place with 20% each. The least
inaccuracies are found in the SSH disciplines Sociology (14%), Political Science (12%) and
Education & Educational Research (8%). The distribution of shares in the WoS-Ref dataset is
different and less distinct. The second largest shares of inaccuracies are found in Political
Science and Orthopedics (17%), followed by Internal & General Medicine tying with
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Sociology at 15% each. The most accurate discipline is also Education & Educational
Research with 13%.

Figure 21: Shares of source records per discipline

Figure 22 summarizes the shares of inaccuracies per inaccuracy subcategory for each
discipline. In general, the results of the evaluation per discipline reflect the overall differences
between the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref assessment process. If the results are the same in both
assessment results, they characterize the citation style or specific inaccuracy patterns in each
discipline. Differences in the results trace back to peculiarities in the target data values
discussed in sections 7.1 and 7.2.
In Multidisciplinary Chemistry a rare use of article titles and citation of the ending page can be
observed, which is reflected by a large share of Missing data values (IAC E Omitted) and a
low share of Not assessable (IAC C Different language) in both result sets. The extensive use
of et al. in the citations also contributes to the large share of Missing data values. The low
share of Abbreviated data values in the WoS-Ref result reveals that, if a publication name is
cited as an abbreviation, it tends to follow the ISO abbreviation. The highest share of Incorrect
interpretation of data values is evidence that WoS target records assessed as IAC M or V
Incorrect interpretation of information in the Orig-WoS assessment process originate from
Multidisciplinary Chemistry and, therefore, passed the assessment result on to correct
references. In Orthopedics, the relatively large share of Spelling variations in the WoS-Ref
result is explained by the German dataset, which included a publication name with a German
umlaut: Der Orthopäde. Since the share of Abbreviated data values in Orthopedics is larger
than in Multidisciplinary Chemistry, we infer that citing authors of orthopedic articles do not
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tend to use the full or the correct ISO abbreviated publication name as often. The large share
of Not assessable data values shows that, in Orthopedics, article titles are cited in the reference
more often than in Multidisciplinary Chemistry and, if so, they are primarily cited with their
original article title and not translated. Additionally, the majority of non-assessable ending
pages occurred in Orthopedics in the WoS target records. The rather low share of Missing data
values indicates that references to orthopedic cited articles are in most cases complete and do
not tend to omit bibliographic data. In Internal & General Medicine, Abbreviated data values
have the largest share in the WoS-Ref result. This reflects, on the one hand, a higher tendency
of citing authors to abbreviate the cited article titles compared to other disciplines. On the
other hand, it suggests that citing authors use different abbreviations of publication names than
the ISO one. In contrast to Orthopedics, citing authors tend to translate German article titles
into English when citing them, which is expressed by the number of Not assessable data
values. The proportionally large share of Missing data values can be traced to one cited article
with 23 authors, which were not fully cited by all references and, therefore, resulted in a large
number of Missing data values.
The largest share of Spelling variations in the WoS-Ref result is found in Education &
Educational Research. Analogously to Orthopedics, this is explained by the German
publication name containing two umlauts: Zeitschrift für Pädagogik. Education & Educational
Research is the discipline with the most accurate citations of publication names and the least
Cropped article titles (Abbreviated data values). The large share of Other variations stems
from one cited article that was repeatedly cited with a transposed publication year as well as
from references citing the cited page number instead of the entire pagination. The difference in
the share of Missing data values for the two result sets reflects Omitted second initials in the
references which were present in the original article, but not in the WoS target record. The
large share of Completely incorrect data values in the WoS-Ref result is caused by one WoS
target record with one Completely incorrect author name, which resulted in IAC D Completely
incorrect for correct references. In Political Science, none of the German article titles were
translated into English (cf. non-existent share of Not assessable in the Orig-Ref result). The
rather high shares of Missing data values and Completely incorrect are a result of the frequent
use of citing page numbers in references to cited articles in Political Science. No author name
or other information was interpreted incorrectly in the Political Science references (Incorrect
interpretation of data values). In addition to the fact that no compounded name occurred in
Political Science, which is most probably a coincidence and not related to the discipline, it is
the discipline with the second lowest number of author names per article. Hence, the
probability to encounter a compounded name is lower than in other disciplines. Political
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Science and Sociology are both SSH disciplines which tend to use different abbreviations for
the publication names than the ISO abbreviation or the full publication names, as opposed to
the other SSH discipline Education & Educational Research. The number of Not assessable
data values in Sociology is not related to translated German article titles, but to original
articles from which the volume number could not be extracted and was, therefore, not assessed
in the references. The higher share of Spelling variations in the WoS-Ref result traces back to
the German publication name containing one umlaut.

Figure 22: Inaccuracy subcategories per discipline of the cited article (source data values)

Disarranged data values have relatively even shares in all disciplines. Hence, they are not
specifically influenced by the discipline or the citation style. In contrast, Other variations and
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Completely incorrect data values occur more often in the SSH disciplines, which reflects the
citation behavior of citing the cited page number rather than the entire pagination. While
Spelling variations due to Special characters (IAC Q) are influenced by umlauts in the
publication name of German-language journals and, therefore, multiply for each reference,
other IACs in this category, such as IAC A Typographical variation or B Spelling error cannot
be attributed to a specific discipline. In all three SSH disciplines, citing authors used the
original article title in over 90% of the references, which is mirrored in the relatively large
shares of Not assessable data values in the WoS-Ref result.

7.5

Evaluation per language of the cited article

This section documents the results of the evaluation based on the language of the cited article
(Appendix F, Table 55-Table 57). 57% of all references cited an English article and 43% cited
a German one. In both result sets, more than half of the inaccuracies are attributed to
references to German cited articles, i.e. references to English cited articles are more accurate.
References to German cited articles also have a lower share of records without any
discrepancy in either result set.
Figure 23 summarizes the shares of inaccuracies per subcategory for the two languages of
cited articles, English and German. The subcategories Abbreviated data values and
Disarranged data values are slightly more frequent in references to English cited articles in
the Orig-Ref result, whereas in the WoS-Ref result the difference between the two languages is
more distinct. The Incorrect interpretation of data values category has a larger share in the
English than in the German set which is caused by the IAC M Incorrect interpretation of
author names in both result sets. This means that, in our data sample, compounded names
which can lead to an incorrect interpretation, only occur in the references of the English
subset. However, we doubt that this describes a general characteristic of references to English
target articles. Additionally, the higher share of Added data values in the German subset of the
WoS-Ref result only reflects one specific case of an author name discrepancy, described in
section 7.2 as the Arduengo example, but not a pattern of references to German target articles
containing more Added data values. The results of the Not assessable category are, on the one
hand, due to the missing data values in the target records; on the other hand, they are related to
German article titles being cited as translations or in the original language.
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Figure 23: Inaccuracy subcategories per language of the cited article (source data values)

Other variations show a peak in references to German cited articles in the WoS-Ref result.
This peak is primarily caused by German articles translated into English, which do not fully
correspond to the translation in WoS and, therefore, were assessed as Partially incorrect (IAC
J). The higher share of Spelling variations in the references to German cited articles in both
result sets reflects the generally higher occurrence of Special characters (IAC Q) in languages
other than English. The difference between the result sets again traces back to the abovementioned handling of umlauts in WoS. The difference between the two languages in the
category Missing data values is related to a general increase in Omitted ending pages and
article titles in references to English cited articles and a particular increase in Omitted authorrelated data values, such as second initials. Furthermore, references to English target articles
used et al. to shorten the list of author names in our data sample more frequently. The higher
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share of Completely incorrect data values is due to a general increase in incorrect data values
in references to English cited articles.

7.6

Evaluation per document type of the citing article

This section discusses the occurrences of inaccuracies according to the document type of the
citing article (cf. Appendix F, Table 58-Table 65). Table 31 provides an overview of the
distribution of citing articles over the document type categories. The columns on the left give
the document types as classified in WoS; the columns on the right summarize the categories as
merged in this evaluation. The normalized shares of inaccuracies per document type are quite
equally distributed among the categories and lie between 11 and 22%, which is an indication
that inaccuracies are not related to a specific document type. In the Orig-Ref result, the
document type Letter is the most inaccurate (16%), while in the WoS-Ref result this is true for
the document type Book Chapter / Book (22%). The document types with the lowest
inaccuracy shares (both 11%) are Editorial Material in the Orig-Ref result and Other in the
WoS-Ref result (cf. Appendix F, Figure 33).
Table 31: Overview of document type categories

Document types as classified in
WoS
Article
Review
Review/Book Chapter
Book Review
Article/Proceedings
Paper
Proceedings Paper
Editorial Material
Editorial Material/Book
Chapter
Letter
Article/Book Chapter
Book
Meeting Abstract
Reprint
News Item

Document types summarized for this
evaluation

3,039 Article
464
10 Review
5
191

3,039
479

Proceedings Paper

198

Editorial Material

104

54 Letter
36
Book Chapter / Book
15
2
1 Other
1

54

7
98
6

51
4
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Figure 24: Inaccuracy subcategories per document type of the citing article (source data values)

Figure 24 illustrates the shares of inaccuracies per subcategory for all document types of the
citing articles. The distribution of shares is fairly equal for the document types Article,
Review, Proceedings Paper and Editorial Material in both result sets. Hence, the inaccuracies
do not seem to be related to the document type. The other three document types draw a more
differentiated picture, but the sample sizes are relatively small and do not allow us to draw
valid conclusions. Therefore, we restrict the evaluation to a mere description of striking
deviations from the other document types. In Letters, the share of Disarranged data values is
the largest of all document types. At the same time they contain less Missing data values, but
more Completely incorrect data values than other document types. Book Chapter / Book has
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the highest share of Spelling variations and also the smallest share of Abbreviated data values
in the WoS-Ref result. Additionally, it also has the largest share of Not assessable data values.
We conclude from these findings that the document type does not influence the inaccuracies
made in references. While this result is more reliable for the document types with a higher
number in our data sample, i.e. Article, Review, Proceedings Paper and Editorial Material, we
refrain from making any further assumptions about the other document types. Supplementary
research with a larger data sample may support or confute these results.

7.7

Evaluation per language of the citing article

This section summarizes the two result sets according to the language of the citing article (cf.
Appendix F, Table 66-Table 72). 82% of all references come from English citing articles, 16%
from German, 0.6% from French, 0.4% from Spanish citing articles and the remaining 1%
comes from citing articles in other languages. The other languages are: Chinese, Croatian,
Czech, Dutch, English/Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Portuguese, Serbian,
Spanish and Turkish 36. The evaluation differentiates between languages with more than 10
citing articles and includes besides English and German also French and Spanish. The
remainder are summarized as Other languages. However, the evaluation for languages other
than English and German cannot be generalized, since the number of citing articles is too low.
Analogously to the evaluation of document types, we restrict the evaluation to a description of
notable deviations between the languages. Figure 25 details the shares of inaccuracies per
language of the citing article summarized by the source data values.
The inaccuracies are quite evenly distributed over the different languages. In both datasets,
citing articles in Other languages hold the most inaccuracies (around 25%). The next place
with 22% of all inaccuracies is taken by French citing articles in the Orig-Ref sample, whereas
in the WoS-Ref sample it is German citing articles with 23%. In contrast, German citing
articles are the most accurate (15%) in the Orig-Ref sample. English and Spanish have a share
of 18 and 17%, respectively, in the Orig-Ref result and both have 17% in the WoS-Ref result.
French citing articles in the WoS-Ref result also have a 17% share. Hence, this finding
corroborates the results of other studies that different linguistic backgrounds may lead to
increased data inaccuracy in citing references (e.g. Moed, 2005). However, in our study this is
only true for fringe languages, but not for German and Spanish.
36

The number of citing articles per language is given in Table 67 in Appendix F.
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Figure 25: Inaccuracy subcategories per language of citing article (source data values)

In the context of languages, it is particularly interesting to analyze the language patterns of
citing authors reflected in the language of the article title. While the majority of Spanish,
French and Other language source articles cite English target articles, those that cite an article
from the German dataset show a tendency to translate the article title into English (cf. Not
assessable). Two-thirds of English source articles cite an English target article and 43% of
those that cite a German one translate the German article title into English. In contrast, the
majority of references from German source articles also cite German articles. However, 10%
of them still cite them with a translated article title, which may suggest that citing authors have
not checked or read the original article, but copied the reference from another bibliography.
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Disarranged data values have a slightly higher share in German source articles, which
originate from 11 references which cite the order of authors incorrectly (IAC O). Spelling
variations are more common in references from German citing articles in the WoS-Ref result,
since they pay more attention to the correct citation of umlauts. The relatively low share of
Abbreviated values in the WoS-Ref result suggests that German citing authors cite the
publication name and article title more accurately than English citing authors. Furthermore,
Missing data values are less common in references from German citing articles, which
indicates an overall increase in completeness of bibliographic data in references. In contrast,
English and French citing articles have a larger share of Missing data values. In our data
sample, Spanish citing authors have a higher share of the category Incorrect interpretation of
data values in both data samples. Although compounded names are more frequent in the
Spanish language, in our data sample they are cited by Spanish authors with greater variation.
Completely incorrect data values do not occur at all. While references from citing articles in
Other languages have the largest relative share of inaccuracies, they contain almost no
Completely incorrect, no Disarranged data values and no Other variations. The majority of
inaccuracies is caused by Missing data values.

7.8

Evaluation per citation window

This section documents the results of the quantitative analysis based on the different citation
windows (cf. Appendix F, Table 73-Table 76). As explained in section 5.4, a variable citation
window was chosen for all cited articles, resulting in references that were grouped into three
five-year-citation windows: 1998-2002, 2003-2007 and 2008-2012. Consequently, the third
citation window (2008-2012) has the highest absolute number of citing references, i.e. source
records. However, since only the percentages based on the normalized inaccuracy shares are
compared, these citation windows still indicate whether inaccuracies have changed over time.
Both result sets show that the reference accuracy improves over time (cf. Figure 26). While
38% of all inaccuracies were detected in the first citation window, 33% were detected in the
second and 29% in the third citation window.
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Figure 26: Shares of inaccuracies in the three citation windows for both assessment results (source
data values)

Figure 27: Inaccuracy subcategories per citation window (source data values)
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The finding of increased accuracy over time continues in the evaluation of source data values
and their decreased shares in the subcategories Disarranged and Missing data values for both
assessment results (cf. Figure 27). The decrease in the Disarranged data values can be
explained by the majority of references with a jumbled author order occurring in the first
citation window (IAC O). Hence, the decrease can be related to a peculiarity in the data rather
than to overall increased carefulness on part of the citing authors. The decrease in Missing
data values, on the other hand, seems to stem from increased accuracy of citing authors. In the
subcategories, Added data values, Spelling variations and Incorrect interpretation of data
values, the shares of the different citation windows do not, or only slightly, change over time
within each assessment result. Hence, we infer that these categories occur independently of
time. In contrast, Abbreviated data values, Not assessable, Other variations and Completely
incorrect increase over time. While we observed a decrease in the use of different
Abbreviations than the ISO abbreviation (IAC I) for publication names, an increase in
Cropped (IAC F) values reflects an increased tendency to crop the ending page number in the
reference. The increase in the Not assessable data values is, on the one hand, caused by
missing ending page numbers in the WoS target records and missing volume numbers in the
original articles. Since they occur in cited articles from 1998 and 2003, but not 2008, the citing
references for these cited articles also increase over time. On the other hand, the increase
reflects a general increased citation of German article titles both in German and in English
translations (IAC C Different language). In the subcategory Other variations, all IACs
increased slightly over time, thus, we could not pinpoint a single reason for the overall
increased share. The increase in Completely incorrect data values must be attributed to the
negligence of citing authors.

7.9

Evaluation of variants

As mentioned in section 5.3 and in the introduction of this chapter, variants of bibliographic
fields in both assessment samples were assessed. Thus, the first step before the evaluation of
the inaccuracy codes was to consolidate the variants into one result for each assessment
sample. The assessment sample Orig-Ref contained one optional variant of the field article
title. The assessment sample WoS-Ref contained two optional variants: one variant of the field
article title (as described for the Orig-Ref sample) and one of the publication name. The
publication names from the citing references were assessed against the full publication name
as well as the ISO abbreviation of journal titles as recorded by WoS.
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For both assessment samples, the variants were consolidated into one result set by choosing
the most accurate version, i.e. for each record the result that contained fewer or minor
inaccuracies was selected for inclusion in the final result set. In general, any other assessment
results were chosen than the IACs C Different language, I Abbreviation and Z Not available,
because these three IACs actually stand for an assessment that could not be continued. Other
decisions that were taken in the process of consolidating the assessment results are
documented in Table 32. The results of the consolidation of article titles are discussed in
section 7.9.1; the consolidation of the publication names is discussed in section 7.9.2.
Table 32: Assessment decisions taken during the variant consolidation

Assessment
result Variant A

Assessment
result Variant B

Decision

BQ

B

Variant B - fewer inaccuracies

J

B

Variant B - involves less data manipulation

QX

Q

Variant B - fewer inaccuracies

7.9.1

Evaluation of article title translations

31 references from the German dataset included an additional translation of the article title. In
25 of the references, the translated article title was in English, i.e. the article title cited in the
reference was the German original with an English translation in brackets. In six cases, the
main article title in the reference was the English translation, while the original German title
was given as the translation37. As the goal in the assessment process was to obtain the least
possible number of IACs C Different language, I Abbreviation and Z Not available, the
German versions of the article title were used in the consolidated version in the Orig-Ref data
sample (as the original article titles are in German), whereas in the WoS-Ref data sample the
English versions were used (as WoS only provides English article titles). Figure 28 illustrates
an example of both cases: the first reference shows an article title that has been translated into
English and the original German article title is given in brackets; the second reference
illustrates the reverse.

37

Only one of these citing articles was German and gave the German original as the translation; all the
others were English.
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Figure 28: Article title translations in two references

7.9.2

Evaluation of publication names and their abbreviations

In the WoS-Ref data sample the publication name was assessed against the full journal title, i.e.
publication name, from the WoS target record (SO in WoS) as well as the ISO Source
Abbreviation (JI38 in WoS). In the consolidation process, it was found that 49% of all citations
contained an abbreviated publication name and 40% contained the full publication name. 11%
of the references held the same assessment result. Either this means that the publication name
was the same or similar for both variants (cf. Table 33); or the journal title in the reference
used an Abbreviation of the journal title which did not conform to the ISO abbreviation, thus,
the assessment result of both variants was the IAC I Abbreviation. Of the references using an
abbreviated journal title, 78% gave the correct ISO abbreviation of the publication name, 18%
contained a different, but correct abbreviation of the journal title and 5% contained at least one
inaccuracy.
Table 33: Similar publication name and abbreviations in WoS

Publication Name
Original

Publication Name
WoS (SO)

Publication Name
Abbrev. WoS (JI)

Der Orthopäde

Orthopade

Orthopade

Hand Clinics

Hand Clinics

Hand Clin

7.10 False positive matches
False positive39 matches are citing articles that show up in the citation count of a cited article,
but do not, in fact, cite that specific article. The mismatch is usually caused by two references
having the same or similar (depending on the citation matching algorithm) citation data that is
used for the matching. Besides discovering 0.10% duplicates in the citing references of WoS,
38

JI stands for ISO Source Abbreviation as opposed to J9 which stands for a 29-Character Source
Abbreviation.
39
The bibliographic data of all 33 false positive matches is given in Appendix G.
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we also found 0.83% false positives. Two of these were corrections to an article, which we did
not count as a citation, but categorized as false positive match. One cited article (from the
German Sociology dataset) only had three false positive references and not a single correct
one.
False positives occur equally in the NS and SSH. We found two particular peaks in the
disciplines Sociology and Orthopedics (30% of all false positives each). The other disciplines
each had one to five false positives. The majority of these citing articles was published in the
first and second citation windows (1998-2007) and only 12% in the third citation window
(2008-2012), which might be an indication that the citation matching algorithm in WoS had
been changed over time. 90% of all false positives are English citing articles; the remainder
are German. More than half of the false positives come from articles, 15% each come from
Reviews and Proceedings papers. We also compared the domains in which the false positive
citing articles were published with those of the cited articles. We found that 27% of false
positives were not published in the same domain (NS/SSH) as their alleged cited article.
Hence, it is unlikely that WoS incorporates the domain of the articles in the citation matching
process.

7.11 Summary
This chapter presented the results of the quantitative analysis of inaccuracies identified in the
qualitative content analysis. It answers the research questions about the frequency of
inaccuracies and whether inaccuracy categories can be specifically related to one of the strata
of the data sample. In general, the data accuracy of WoS target records is very high. Threequarters of WoS records contain none to a maximum of two inaccuracies. This finding also
corroborates the result of our pilot study (Olensky, 2013) in which we tested parts of the
methodology employed in the present research. Most of the inaccuracies found in WoS records
describe specific characteristics of the WoS data structure, such as the handling of special
characters (e.g. German umlaut) and English article titles (independent of the original article
language), but also trace back to inaccurate data extraction procedures.
Around 50% of all citing references contain one or two inaccuracies, while only a small share
(around 15%) is discrepancy-free. However, on the data value level 85% of all assessed data
values are completely accurate. The majority of inaccuracies in citing references occur in the
category complex and moderate of the taxonomy described in section 6.3. Inaccuracies occur
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most frequently as Abbreviated data values, Missing data values and Completely incorrect
data values or data values that were Not assessable due to missing data in the target record.
The majority of inaccuracies found in author-related fields are related to Missing data values
and Spelling variations, reflecting Omitted initials, the use of et al. and the presence of a large
number of German umlauts which can be transliterated differently. Article titles are
predominantly Omitted due to the citation style, or cannot be assessed at all due to a language
difference. With respect to publication names, the use of different Abbreviations than the ISO
abbreviations or of the full publication name causes the majority of inaccuracies. Added data
values are the predominant inaccuracy subcategory in publication years, associated with the
citation style, closely followed by Other variations which are caused by the IAC T Plus/Minus.
The largest concern in volume numbers is Disarranged data values originating from issue
numbers that were mistaken for the volume number. While starting page numbers are
primarily Completely incorrect, ending page numbers tend to be Cropped (Abbreviated data
values) or Omitted. In total, the most accurate bibliographic fields are publication year, volume
number and starting page; the least accurate is the article title.
The distribution of the inaccuracy subcategories is quite similar in references to both NS and
SSH target articles. However, we found that in the SSH fewer inaccuracies occur than in the
NS, which in general reflects the difference in citation styles: NS tend to shorten the
bibliographic data, whereas in the SSH all the bibliographic data is reproduced more
accurately according to the original bibliographic data. In both assessment samples, the SSH
disciplines have higher shares of accurate references, that are either non-discrepant or contain
only one inaccuracy. Multidisciplinary Chemistry is the discipline featuring the most
inaccuracies; Education & Educational Research the discipline with the fewest. Disarranged
data values cannot be specifically attributed to a discipline or a respective citation style. While
Other variations and Completely incorrect data values are more frequent in the SSH
disciplines, Missing data values tend to occur more often in the NS disciplines and are caused
by the prevailing citation practices.
The evaluation according to the language of the cited article revealed that references to
German target articles contain more inaccuracies than references to English target articles.
However, references to English cited articles contain larger shares of inaccuracies in the
inaccuracy category complex, whereas the inaccuracies of references to German cited articles
agglomerate in the categories simple and moderate. Hence, references to German articles may
contain more inaccuracies, but they do not require as sophisticated data manipulation
mechanisms to match them in a citation matching process as references to English articles.
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In the different document types of citing articles we could not find any specific patterns of
inaccuracies, i.e. the document type does not influence the types of inaccuracies made in
references. They rather reflect the overall inaccuracy patterns.
The evaluation of the facet language of the citing article revealed a fairly equal distribution of
inaccuracies among the different languages. However, references from citing articles in
languages other than English, German, French and Spanish tend to be slightly more inaccurate.
Interestingly, citing articles in languages other than English also have the highest shares of
discrepancy-free records.
The evaluation of the three five-year-citation windows showed that reference accuracy
increases over time, which indicates that authors have taken more care with their references in
recent years. The decrease is mostly reflected in the two subcategories Disarranged and
Missing data values, while Completely incorrect and Not assessable data values actually
increase. Other inaccuracy subcategories do not vary much over time.
Even though the most accurate instances of the different facets have lower shares in the
inaccuracy subcategories of the main group simple, such as Added data values and
Disarranged data values, than in the subcategories of the main group moderate or complex
(e.g. Abbreviated data values, Missing data values and Completely incorrect), we cannot infer
from the mere occurrences of the inaccuracies that inaccuracies in the category simple are less
likely to impact the citation matching process than inaccuracies in the category complex.
Hence, in the following chapter we investigate the missed citations identified in the WoS Cited
Reference Search in more detail and compare the matching capabilities of five other data
sources (Scopus, GS, CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix) for these missed citations.
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In order to answer the questions what types of inaccuracies cause missed citations and how
well the bibliometric data sources handle inaccurate data (RQ2; Part C and D of the applied
methodology), the missed citations identified via the Cited Reference Search in WoS were
analyzed and compared with the matching capabilities of Scopus, GS and the three applied
bibliometric research groups CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix. In other words, we investigated
which of the missed WoS citations could be matched by the other five data sources and which
were missed by them as well. Section 8.1 sheds light on the strata in which missed citations in
WoS occur. Section 8.2 compares the other five data sources with regard to the quantities of
matched citations missed by WoS. Section 8.3 discusses the inaccuracies which caused the
missed citations in detail and triangulates the data from all data sources to derive conclusions
as to which inaccuracies impact the citation matching process. Section 8.4 summarizes the
findings of the chapter.

8.1

Occurrences of missed citations in WoS

In total, 220 citations were identified in the Cited Reference Search, of which we could not
obtain one citing article and the citation contained. Hence, the total number of missed citations
investigated is 219. The overall missed citation rate (MCR) for our data sample in WoS
accounts for 5.57%40. The MCR is lower in the NS (3%) than in the SSH (10%), which is also
reflected in the MCRs of the disciplines (cf. Table 34). Political science shows the highest
share of missed citations (12%), while the shares of the NS disciplines are almost equally low
(3-4%). The MCRs of references to English (6%) and German (5%) cited articles are almost
the same and they are also almost constant over time (1998-2002: 6%; 2003-2007: 5%; 20082012: 6%). 77% of missed citations were found in English citing articles, followed by 21% in
German citing articles. The remaining missed citations are attributed to 3 French citing articles
and 1 Spanish citing article. Yet again, the MCR of each citing article language does not vary
40

This percentage does not include the one missed citation we could not verify.
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greatly: it is almost equally high for English, German and Spanish citing articles (5-7%) and
slightly higher for French citing articles (13%). 82% of missed citations were retrieved from
Articles, 8% from Proceedings Papers, 5% from Reviews and 4% from Book Chapter / Book.
Editorial material and Letter have the smallest shares of missed citations. The MCRs vary
more according to the different document types than to other facets of the data sample, with
Book Chapter / Book and Proceedings Papers having the highest and Reviews and Letters the
lowest rates (cf. Table 34).
Table 34: Missed citation rates per discipline and document type

Discipline

MCR within each
Document type
discipline

MCR within each
document type

Multidisciplinary
Chemistry

3% Article

6%

Internal & General
Medicine

3% Review

2%

Orthopedics

4%

Proceedings
Paper

9%

Education &
Educational Research

8% Editorial Material

4%

Political Science
Sociology

12% Letter
8%

Book Chapter /
Book

2%
16%

Thus, we can conclude that the domain, discipline of the cited article and document type of the
citing article influence the occurrences of missed citations. Since the citation style is closely
related to all three characteristics, this suggests that the citation style impacts the match and
non-match of citations.

8.2

Comparison of missed citation matches by Scopus, Google
Scholar, CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix

This section compares the efficiency of the different matching algorithms of Scopus, GS,
CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix in handling citations missed in WoS. As mentioned section
2.4.3, all three applied bibliometric research groups work with raw data from WoS which they
match according to their citation matching algorithms developed in-house. Science-Metrix
additionally uses Scopus data for its analyses, because the Scopus raw citation data provides
article titles which Science-Metrix incorporates into its citation matching process. However, to
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ensure comparability with the other two institutions only the data that was matched, based on
the cited reference information from WoS, was used. Citing articles which were not covered in
a data source were excluded from the calculation. In the course of the evaluation, we
additionally found that Scopus did not cover six cited articles and GS did not cover one (even
though the journals were available in the databases). We decided not to exclude these cited
articles in general, but to add the corresponding citing articles to the count of non-covered
citing articles. The numbers of citing (and cited) articles not covered in each data source are
listed in Table 35.
Table 35 gives an overview of how many of the missed WoS citations were matched in the
other data sources. The first row, not covered, gives the number of missed WoS citations where
the citing articles were not covered in the data sources and, therefore, could not have been
matched correctly. Based on this, the second row, potential matches, lists the number of
citations that could potentially have been matched (219 missed WoS citations minus the noncovered citing articles). The next row, matched, lists the number of citations which the
respective data source was able to match correctly (of the potentially matchable number of
citations in row two). The fourth row, missed, gives the number of citations that could not be
matched, but were covered by the data source. In other words, these missed citations
potentially contain inaccuracies which led to the non-match in the citation matching process.
The last row, matched %, gives the respective percentages of missed WoS citations which
were correctly matched by the data source (the base is the row potential matches).
95% of the missed WoS citations are also not matched in the Science-Metrix data, i.e. ScienceMetrix could only match 5% of the missed WoS citations. Scopus and GS, on the other hand,
were able to match more than half of the missed WoS citations and Scopus performed slightly
better than GS. iFQ matched more missed WoS citations (79%) than CWTS (76%). The plus 5
matched citations in the iFQ column stand for five references which were denoted as uncertain
matches and would require manual effort to verify the citations. In all five cases the matching
was correct and, therefore, added to the total number of citations matched by iFQ. However,
without these five uncertain matches, the iFQ’s result would be only one matched citation
ahead of CWTS. In this comparison, it is also important not to overlook the shares of not
covered references (in relation to the total number of missed citations in WoS), which are the
highest for Scopus (12%), followed by CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix (all 4%) and GS (2%).
As CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix work with WoS data, the non-covered documents are the
same (all books or book chapters), except for one additional article which was not covered in
the Science-Metrix database.
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Table 35: Comparison of the data sources – missed citations

Google
Scholar

Scopus

not covered

-

27

5

8

8

9

potential
matches

-

192

214

211

211

210

matched

-

134

135

160

161 (plus 5)

11

219

58

79

51

45

199

-

67%

63%

76%

76% (79%)

5%

missed
matched %

CWTS

Science
Metrix

WoS

iFQ

Four references (cf. Appendix I, Table 84) were missed by all matching algorithms, although
covered by all data sources. None of them contain a volume number (IAC E Omitted). One
reference additionally features a jumbled order of author names for the first three authors (IAC
O Incorrect order of authors). The other three references not only lack the volume number, but
also the starting page. One of them additionally misses a prefix in the last name of the first
author (IAC J Partially incorrect). The other two do not contain a publication year, use the
correct ISO-abbreviated publication and have the additional information (IAC N Additional
information) in press or the German im Druck in the publication name. Hence, they are
references to a forthcoming publication, which explains the missing bibliographic information
(publication year, volume number, pagination) which would have been needed to correctly
match these citations.
Limitations. As it would go beyond the scope and the resources of this dissertation, we only
compared the citations that were missed by WoS, but did not perform an overall comparison of
overlap and coverage of all citations (matched, missed and false positive). Therefore, we
cannot calculate a valid overall missed citation rate for each data source. In future work, we
will investigate and compare the data sources according to matched and missed citations as
well as false positives (cf. section 10.2). Furthermore, Science-Metrix usually uses Scopus and
WoS citation data for its citation matching, therefore, its performance in the WoS citation
matching process may not reflect the true ability of its algorithm. Moreover, GS’s relatively
good performance should not lead us to disregard its many (often reported) data quality
problems, such as false positives, duplicates, etc. (e.g. Harzing, 2008; Jacsó, 2005a, 2005b,
2005c). A higher recall of missed WoS citations does not necessarily mean that the precision of
other matched citations is higher as well.
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8.3

Analysis of inaccuracies in missed citations

This section focuses on the inaccuracies identified in the missed citations. Section 8.3.1
discusses the inaccuracies in missed citations by WoS according to the three assessment results
Orig-Ref, WoS-Ref and CitedRef-WoS. Section 8.3.2 describes the data triangulation with the
five other data sources, based on the following assessment results: the inaccuracies of cited
reference information in Scopus (CitedRef-Sco) of the citations missed by WoS and Scopus,
the inaccuracies of missed citations GS could not match, based on the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref
data, and the inaccuracies of missed citations the three applied bibliometric research groups
were not able to match, based on the CitedRef-WoS data. By identifying the inaccuracies
present in the missed citations and pinpointing the IACs which were solely responsible for the
non-match it will be possible to determine the IACs with the greatest impact on the citation
matching process (cf. section 8.3.3). Appendix I gives the results of all assessment sets (cf.
Table 84-Table 92).
The GS data was based on the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref assessment results. All inaccuracies
were inherited from the Orig-Ref result, except for the IAC Z Not available in the volume
numbers and the IAC I Abbreviation in the publication names. Since they mark data values
that could not be further assessed in the Orig-Ref assessment process, every occurring IAC Z
Not available and IAC I Abbreviation in publication names in the Orig-Ref result was replaced
by the respective assessment result of the WoS-Ref dataset. Five of the citations missed in GS
did not contain a discrepancy in the original references. Hence, we can infer that these were
missed due to inaccuracies caused by the data extraction and handling. Scopus missed a total
of 58 citations which were not matched by WoS. Of these, six citing articles did not contain
cited reference information at all and four citing articles did not contain the cited reference
information to the cited article in question. Hence, 10 citations were not matched solely on
account of missing cited reference information and could not be assessed for the occurrence of
inaccuracies.
We excluded the inaccuracy subcategory Not assessable from the data analysis of the missed
citations. The IAC Z Not available refers to data values which were not available in the
verification data source and does not reflect inaccuracies in the references themselves. The
IAC C Different language describes the specifics of the data structure in WoS (cf. chapter 7),
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thus, it only occurs in article titles, which were not part of the citation matching processes
employed by the majority of bibliometric data sources compared41.

8.3.1

Analysis of WoS missed citations

In order to identify the inaccuracies which caused the non-match in WoS, we assessed the
cited reference information of the missed citations against citations which were matched
correctly, i.e. CitedRef-WoS assessment (cf. section 5.2, Part C). The occurrences of
inaccuracies were analyzed according to the subcategories of the taxonomy of bibliographic
inaccuracies and compared to the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref result sets. In contrast to chapter 7,
only the bibliographic fields occurring in the cited reference information (author last name,
first and second initial, publication name, publication year, volume number and starting page)
were examined, because the reason for the non-match must consequently lie in one (or more)
of these bibliographic fields. The counts of inaccuracies were again normalized by the number
of IACs present in the respective subcategory, but not by the number of values assessed, since
these were the same for all three datasets (Orig-Ref, WoS-Ref and CitedRef-WoS). The
inaccuracies identified in the CitedRef-WoS assessment process were not the same for every
record as those identified in the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref assessment process. Most of the
inaccuracies refer to mistakes typically made by researchers when they compile their
bibliographies. However, some of the inaccuracies were assessed as such because WoS had
introduced additional inaccuracies. Hence, we compared the occurrences in the three
assessment results with each other and consequently pinpointed which inaccuracies were
caused by
 authors and were not corrected by WoS – could be responsible for the non-match
 authors, but were corrected by WoS – not responsible for the non-match
 the citation style, and not handled appropriately by WoS – could be responsible for the
non-match
 the data extraction or handling process by WoS, or inaccurate data provided by journal
publishers which was not corrected by WoS – could be responsible for the non-match.

41

Since 88% of the missed citations in Scopus, contained a correct article title and were still not
matched correctly, we concluded that Scopus does not use it in its citation matching. We cannot make
a clear statement about the matching in GS, but a comparison of the matching results suggests that GS
employs the article title in its citation matching process.
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In the CitedRef-WoS result, the shares of inaccuracies in the bibliographic data fields assessed
are as follows: 28% of all inaccuracies were identified in the starting page, 20% in the volume
number, 13% in the first author’s last name and 13% in the first initial, 10% in the publication
name, 9% in the publication year and 7% in the first author’s second initial. The shares of
inaccuracy subcategories are displayed in Figure 29 (third bar from the top) and discussed in
the following paragraph.
The most inaccuracies in the CitedRef-WoS result are Completely incorrect starting pages. A
closer examination showed that 51% of them actually held the cited page number. Another six
CitRefmiss source records also held the cited page number, but could have been converted into
the correct starting page (assessed as IAC T Plus/Minus or IAC H Jumbled value). In total, the
inaccuracy subcategory Completely incorrect is the most frequent of all subcategories.
Completely incorrect values occur in volume numbers and also, in small quantities, in all other
four bibliographic fields, except for the author’s last name. The second most frequent
inaccuracy subcategory is Missing data values. They occur almost equally in the volume
number and the starting page (IAC E Omitted), followed by the author’s second initial (IAC E
Omitted and IAC P No author name), and a few times in the publication year as well as in the
author’s first initial and last name. Next in the ranking come Other variations, which are most
common in the publication year, followed by the starting page and volume number. In these
typically numerical fields, although the volume number can sometimes be a string, the correct
value could be calculated by manipulating one digit or the entire number (IAC T Plus/Minus).
The fourth most frequent inaccuracy subcategory is Disarranged data values, in which the
inaccuracies are mainly caused by issue numbers substituted for volume numbers or starting
pages (IAC G Interchanged fields). A Jumbled value (IAC H) or an Incorrect order of authors
(IAC O) was the reason for the remaining inaccuracies identified in this subcategory. Three
subcategories rank fifth: Added data values, Incorrect interpretation of information and
Abbreviated data values. Inaccuracies in the subcategory Added data values were mainly
caused by additional Punctuation in the author’s first name and last name (IAC R), Additional
information in the publication name (IAC N), and references which gave the author’s first
names in full (IAC U Full first name). Incorrect interpretation of information was only caused
by the IAC M Incorrect interpretation of author names, which occurred in six CitRefmiss
source records. Abbreviated data values were mainly found in the publication name (IAC I
Abbreviation). The latter contained either a different Abbreviation than the CitRefmatch source
record or used the full publication name or seemed to be cropped after the field’s character
limit. A few Cropped volume numbers and starting pages (IAC F Cropped) also contributed to
the total number of inaccuracies in this subcategory. Spelling variations rank last, occurring
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only in the field author’s last name. The prevalent IAC in this subcategory is the IAC B
Spelling error. The IAC Q Special character decodes a few inaccuracies, where a Germanic
umlaut has not been processed correctly by WoS.
On comparing the inaccuracies of the CitedRef-WoS with the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref results,
we discovered that around 30% of all inaccuracies found in the original references (of the 219
missed citations) were corrected in the data handling and citation matching process of WoS. In
the case of the Orig-Ref result, this mainly concerned Abbreviated data values stemming from
abbreviated publication names (IAC I). However, 10% of divergent publication names
remained in the CitedRef-WoS result and, therefore, are still likely to have had an impact on
the non-match of the specific citation. Moreover, more than 30% of Omitted second initials
were corrected by WoS compared to the Orig-Ref result and 14% of Omitted second initials
compared to the WoS-Ref. Hence, we infer that a matching second initial is not crucial in the
WoS citation matching process. In comparison to the WoS-Ref result, around 50% of Spelling
variations in authors’ last names, consisting of Spelling errors (IAC B) and Special characters
(IAC Q), were corrected as well as all Spelling variations in the publication name. Therefore,
we conclude that Spelling variations in the publication name can be handled by the WoS
citation matching process well. We can only assume that this is due to the fact that the
matching process employs a list of variations, i.e. ISO abbreviations and WoS-specific
abbreviations of the journal names, allowing for more flexibility in the matching.
However, WoS not only corrected inaccuracies, but also introduced additional inaccuracies or
changed the type of assessment result. In total, 57% of inaccuracies still present in the
CitedRef-WoS result were caused by authors, 12% were due to the citation style which WoS
was not able to process correctly, and 31% of inaccuracies were traced back to inaccuracies
introduced in the data handling process or to data which was already inaccurately provided to
WoS 42. Inaccuracies caused by authors were the most frequent in the starting page, volume
number and publication year. Fewer inaccuracies occurred in authors’ last name and second
initial. They are primarily attributed to Missing data values, Other variations and Disarranged
data values. The non-matches caused by the citation style almost all refer to cited page
numbers which were perceived as starting pages. In total 14% of all CitRefmiss source records
contained the cited page number 43 , which were predominantly assessed as Completely
42

16 references did not contain a single inaccuracy, but were still not correctly matched by WoS. They
are given in Appendix I, Table 95.
43
However, not all of the cited page numbers in the cited reference information in WoS were caused by
the citation style, as some of the original references also contained the correct pagination and only
gave the cited page number in addition. These inaccuracies were counted as caused by WoS.
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incorrect values. The inaccuracies introduced by the data handling process chiefly occurred in
the authors’ first initials, last names, publication name and starting page, which are quite
evenly attributed to Added data values, Missing data values and Incorrect interpretation of
data values.
In 47% of the missed citations, a single inaccuracy was responsible for the non-match. Table
93 in Appendix I gives an overview of the inaccuracies which definitely caused a non-match
in the CitedRef-WoS result, because no other inaccuracy co-occurred. Of those citations, 49%
were missed because of a discrepancy in the starting page, 30% due to a discrepant volume
number, 15% because of a discrepancy related to an author name, whereof last names were the
most inaccurate, and 6% because of an inaccurate publication year. The prevailing inaccuracy
subcategory is Completely incorrect, followed by Disarranged data values and Other
variations. Even though we found that WoS was able to handle Spelling variations in the
publication name well, this was not the case for Spelling variations in the author’s last name.
Although this result shows that a discrepant second initial or publication name was not solely
responsible for a non-match and both bibliographic fields tend to be corrected by the data
handling process in WoS, we cannot simply infer that they do not influence the citation
matching process at all. In our data sample they co-occur with other inaccuracies, therefore,
we can only assume that the second initial plays an inferior role in the citation matching
process to the publication name.

8.3.2

Comparison with Scopus, Google Scholar, CWTS, iFQ and ScienceMetrix

We compared these findings to the occurrences of inaccuracies in citations missed by the other
five data sources. The goal was, on the one hand, to verify the results of the analysis of missed
WoS citations, and, on the other hand, to determine, where possible, differences in the ability
of the matching algorithms to handle inaccurate data. Figure 29 gives an overview of the
inaccuracy subcategories identified in all six data sources. The first two bars refer to the
assessment results of the original references against the original target article (Orig-Ref) and
against the WoS target records (WoS-Ref), but are restricted to the missed citations and the
bibliographic fields used in the WoS citation matching process. The third bar shows the results
of the CitedRef-WoS result. The remaining five bars display the results of the other five
bibliometric data sources: GS, with results based on the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref result; Sco,
with results based on the inaccuracies found in the cited reference information in Scopus
(CitedRef-Sco); and the three applied bibliometric research groups, each result based on the
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data of the CitedRef-WoS result. The inaccuracy subcategories for all five data source in
comparison to the CitedRef-WoS result are discussed in the order of display in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Comparison of inaccuracy subcategories in missed citations for each data source

Added data values have the largest share in the iFQ data, closely followed by Scopus and
Science-Metrix. In the GS, Scopus, CWTS and iFQ data, they are predominantly caused by
the IAC N Additional information, which refers to the addition in press of forthcoming
articles. A few instances of IAC N also denote Additional information about the issue (e.g.
AUG, FEB). However, in spite of Added data values, the data sources also matched some
references correctly, as long as either one or a combination of the fields publication year,
volume number and starting page were not missing. In the Science-Metrix data, almost the
same number of Added data values occurs as in the CitedRef-WoS result, only the figures for
the IAC R Punctuation and U Full first name are lower.
Disarranged data values have the largest share in the CWTS data. The majority occurs in the
volume number, which holds the issue number or the starting page, followed by the starting
page number holding the issue number (IAC G Interchanged fields). With the other data
sources the picture is the same, except for iFQ, where only two issue numbers in the place of a
volume number were not corrected. The remainder of the numerical Disarranged data values
was correctly matched. Two records, in which the author order of the first and second authors
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(IAC O Incorrect order of authors) was jumbled, were missed by Scopus, CWTS, iFQ and
Science-Metrix, while one of these records was matched correctly by GS.
The subcategory Incorrect interpretation of data values only arises in Scopus and ScienceMetrix data. In both data sources, the responsible inaccuracy is an Incorrect interpretation of
author names (IAC M). While Scopus introduced additional inaccuracies during its data
extraction and handling process, Science-Metrix did not match the inaccuracies caused by
WoS. The matching algorithms of CWTS and iFQ were able to match these records correctly.
In the original reference, only one record contained the IAC M and this was correctly matched
by GS.
Spelling variations have the largest share in GS. Citations missed by GS contain both Spelling
errors (IAC B) and Special characters (IAC Q), whereas citations missed by Scopus, CWTS
and iFQ do not contain any Special character discrepancies and only a few uncorrected
Spelling errors. Science-Metrix was able to correct a few Spelling errors, the remainder of the
Spelling variations are the same as in the CitedRef-WoS result.
GS also has the largest share of Abbreviated data values, whereas the other data sources have
a share between 5 and 7%. The subcategory consists of abbreviated publication names (IAC I)
and very few Cropped starting pages and volume numbers (IAC F) in all data sources. The
exception was Scopus, whose matching process we found to be very robust to variations of
publication names, comparing examples of correctly matched publication names to those
present in missed citations.
The iFQ data shows the largest share of Other variations, which are mainly caused by
publication years and only by a few starting pages which could have been calculated correctly
(IAC T Plus/Minus). The shares are lower for Scopus, GS and Science-Metrix, while CWTS
has the lowest share. In the other data sources, Other variations also occur in the publication
year and starting page and, in the Science-Metrix data, they also occur in the volume number.
In two of the five data sources, namely GS and CWTS, the prevailing inaccuracy subcategory
in missed citations is Missing data values. For the other three data sources, Scopus, iFQ and
Science-Metrix, Missing data values rank second. While in GS the inaccuracies are mainly
caused by Omitted starting pages, volume numbers and a few missing author names due to the
citation style (IAC P No author name), all but one of the IACs P have been matched in the
CitedRef-WoS and the CitedRef-Sco data. Therefore, in all other data sources the inaccuracies
in this subcategory consist of Omitted starting pages, volume numbers and publication years.
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Scopus and Science-Metrix have the highest share of the subcategory Completely incorrect,
GS and CWTS the next highest, while iFQ has the lowest share. In GS, all but one of the
Completely incorrect values occur in the starting page. The other instance is found in the
publication year. In the other data sources, the majority of Completely incorrect data values
occurs in the starting page, followed by the volume number. Fewer occurrences are found in
the publication year, and only in the Scopus and Science-Metrix data in the second initial.
Hence, all incorrect volume numbers were handled by GS’s matching algorithm.
Summarized differently, Figure 30 gives an overview of which IACs occur in missed citations
in all six data sources. Since the basis of the comparison were the 219 missed citations and the
inaccuracies identified in the CitedRef-WoS result, this dataset contains the highest number of
inaccuracies for each IAC in all but two cases (except for IAC Q Special character and P No
author name in GS which is explained in the following paragraph). Therefore, comparing the
absolute numbers of each IAC with the other data sources enables us to determine what kinds
of inaccuracies the citation matching algorithms of the other data sources are able to handle
compared to WoS. The IACs on the x-axis are sorted by the frequency in the CitedRef-WoS
result. The ranking of the data sources follows the ranking of IACs in the CitedRef-WoS
result.

Figure 30: IACs occurring in the data values of missed citations (absolute numbers)

The biggest problems in missed citations in WoS are the IACs D Completely incorrect, E
Omitted and T Plus/Minus. The number of inaccuracies in the Science-Metrix missed citations
is distributed analogously to the CitedRef-WoS inaccuracies. However, Science-Metrix
handled a few, but not all of the IACs D Completely incorrect, E Omitted, G Interchanged
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fields, R Punctuation, I Abbreviation, B Spelling error, M Incorrect interpretation of author
names and U Full first name. Furthermore, Science-Metrix correctly matched all citations with
IAC P No author name. Hence, the problem areas are the same as in WoS. CWTS handled the
least number of Completely incorrect data values (IAC D) and Additional information (IAC N)
from WoS compared to the remaining data sources, Scopus, GS and iFQ. However, the biggest
problem area for CWTS is Omitted data values (IAC E). CWTS matched all citations
containing the IACs M Incorrect interpretation of author names, Q Special character, H
Jumbled value, K Space and P No author name. In the Scopus data, the biggest issues are the
IACs E Omitted, G Interchanged fields and D Completely incorrect. However, the CitedRefSco result contained the least Omitted data values of all data sources, suggesting that its
matching algorithm might be more robust against this kind of inaccuracy. Scopus is the only
data source, apart from Science-Metrix, that was not able to match all citations containing the
IAC M Incorrect interpretation of author names. Analogously to WoS, Scopus was also not
able to handle all citations with IAC P No author name. GS has the same number of
Completely incorrect data values (IAC D) as Scopus, which is less than CWTS, but more than
iFQ. The highest number of inaccuracies is attributed to Omitted data values (IAC E) in GS.
Since the GS result is based on the Orig-Ref and the WoS-Ref result, it also reflects the nonassessed aspects in the processes, Punctuation (IAC R) and Full first name (IAC U), as well as
the comparably high figures for Abbreviated values (IAC I), Special characters (IAC Q), No
author name (IAC P) and Informational letters (IAC L). None of the data sources, except GS,
were able to correct the Incorrect order of authors (IAC O) in two out of four missed WoS
citations. For iFQ the biggest concern is the IAC T Plus/Minus. The algorithms of Scopus, GS
and CWTS work better in counterbalancing values in which one or two digits have been
transposed. However, iFQ handled Completely incorrect data values (IAC D) best and Omitted
data values (IAC E) second best. While Scopus, GS and CWTS have around the same number
of Interchanged fields (IAC G), iFQ’s algorithm was able to deal with almost all of them.
Analogously to GS and CWTS, iFQ was also able to match all citations with an IAC M
Incorrect interpretation of author names. Furthermore, citations with No author name (IAC P)
were matched as well. Like CWTS, iFQ handled all Jumbled values (IAC H) and Special
characters (IAC Q) and was the only source which could also deal that all citations containing
Padded values (IAC S).
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8.3.3

Data triangulation with Scopus, Google Scholar, CWTS, iFQ and
Science-Metrix

It should be borne in mind that, just because an inaccuracy occurs in the cited reference
information, it does not imply it was also responsible for the non-match. When inaccuracies
co-occur it is difficult to pinpoint a sole reason for the non-match without knowing the specific
structure of the matching algorithm. For example, a citing reference may hold a Completely
incorrect first initial for the first author (IAC D) and at the same time the publication name
may hold Additional information (IAC N), such as AUG for the issue number. Since we do not
know the weight of a match of the two fields in the matching algorithm, it is not possible to
determine whether the non-match was caused by a single inaccuracy, which led to the abortion
of the matching of the specific citation, or whether the non-match was caused by a
combination of inaccuracies. To determine individual IACs which were responsible for the
non-match in each data source, we triangulated the assessment results of missed citations
containing only one inaccuracy. As discussed in section 8.3.1, in 47% of the WoS missed
citations just one inaccuracy was responsible for the non-match. This was the case for 43% of
all citations missed by GS, 36% by Scopus, 31% by CWTS, 18% by iFQ and 21% by ScienceMetrix44. Table 36 summarizes the IACs responsible for the non-matches in the data sources.
Table 36: Single occurrence of the inaccuracies in a reference caused a non-match

B Spelling error
D Completely incorrect
E Omitted
F Cropped
G Interchanged fields
H Jumbled value
I Abbreviation
M Incorr. interpret. ANs
Q Special character
R Punctuation
S Padded
T Plus/Minus
U First full name

CitedRef-WoS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

GS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
-

Scopus
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
-

CWTS
x
x
x
-

iFQ
x
x
-

SM
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
-

Completely incorrect (D) and Plus/Minus (T) are the two IACs which definitely led to a
missed citation in all data sources. Interchanged fields (IAC G) caused a missed citation in
44

Since the data sample was reduced for this evaluation, the results represent tendencies, not final
evidence. They need to be corroborated by further studies discussed in section 10.1.
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five out of six data sources. Hence, these three IACs are the biggest threats to a successful
citation matching. Omitted (IAC E) and Cropped (IAC F) data values led to a non-match in
four out of six data sources, i.e. a single Omitted or Cropped data value did not hinder a
correct match in the data of CWTS and iFQ. However, since the assessment results of the two
data sources contain the IACs E and F, it can be inferred that, if the Omitted or Cropped value
co-occurs with another inaccuracy, the citation may fail to be matched. Special characters
(IAC Q) also caused a missed citation in four out of six data sources. In this case, however,
CWTS and iFQ were able to handle all Special characters and they do not occur in any missed
citation. All other IACs are specific to the data source. While Spelling errors (IAC B),
Punctuation (IAC R) and Padded values (IAC S) can cause missed citations in WoS and
Science-Metrix, Jumbled values (IAC H) do so in WoS and Scopus. Abbreviations (IAC I) can
be responsible for a non-match in GS, whereas an Incorrect interpretation of author names
(IAC M) or a Full first name (IAC U) can only cause a citation to be missed in WoS.
To summarize the findings of the data triangulation, we categorized the IACs according to
their impact on the citation matching process:


IACs not occurring at all in a data source have no impact, since a non-occurrence
cannot cause a missed citation.



IACs which were identified as the sole reasons for the non-match of the citation were
categorized as having an explicit impact.



The remaining IACs were categorized as having a potential impact.

The matrix in Figure 31 lists all IACs ordered by the inaccuracy subcategories for all three
categories no impact, potential impact and explicit impact. The x marks each IAC in one of the
three categories for each data source. That way it describes whether a specific IAC had no
impact, potential impact or explicit impact on the citation matching process of a data source.
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Figure 31: Matrix of inaccuracies impacting the citation matching process
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The data triangulation revealed that the IACs D Completely incorrect and T Plus/Minus have
an explicit impact on the citation matching in all data sources. While Completely incorrect
data values may be difficult to solve in the citation matching process, values which can be
converted into the correct ones by calculation are not. The IACs N Additional information and
O Incorrect order of authors have a potential impact on the citation matching in all data
sources. Additional information in data values can be handled by matching rules which
recognize that the entire, correct values are enclosed. The Incorrect order of authors is more
difficult to surmount, since the cited reference information in WoS only contains the first
author. Therefore, the incorrect values can only be counterbalanced by other (hopefully
correct) data fields.
The IACs in the category potential impact do not necessarily impact the citation matching
process. Since we do not exactly know how the matching algorithms work, some of the IACs
occurring in the missed citations might have been handled by the algorithms if they had
occurred individually, but the correct matching was hindered by a co-occurring IAC
responsible for the non-match. Furthermore, IACs can also change their impact, depending on
the bibliographic field and the variations which are tolerated in the citation matching
algorithm. For example, the IAC K Space may be a minor inaccuracy in the field publication
name if this field allows for space character variations, but it may lead to a non-match of an
author’s last name if this field only allows for exact matches (e.g. De Roover vs. DeRoover).
Moreover, the IAC V Incorrect interpretation of additional information was identified as
having no impact on the citation matching in our evaluation. The result could differ for a data
sample where it occurs in the first author name and not in the second one. Hence, the
classification of IACs should be regarded as an indication. Information about the weight each
matching algorithm assigns to the different bibliographic data fields in the matching process
would be required to derive less ambiguous conclusions.

8.4

Summary

While the domain, discipline and document type seem to impact non-matches of citations in
WoS, other characteristics of publications, such as publication year and language of the cited
and citing article, do not influence the occurrence of missed citations.
We compared five data sources and, implicitly, their respective citation matching algorithms
with each other to determine whether they were able to match the missed WoS citations or
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whether they were missed by these systems as well. In other words, are citations which WoS
could not match to its cited articles also not matched in Scopus, GS and the databases of the
three applied research groups? iFQ and CWTS were able to match the most missed citations,
followed by Scopus and GS. Science-Metrix matched the fewest citations, which is most
probably due to its matching algorithm usually employing the article title provided in the cited
reference information by Scopus. GS, CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix did not cover between
2 and 4% missed WoS citations, whereas Scopus did not cover 12%.
The analysis revealed the types of inaccuracies the data sources are able to counterbalance in
their citation matching algorithms and which inaccuracies lead to non-matched citations, i.e.
lost or missed citations, which are, therefore, not considered in citation analyses. From our
evaluation we conclude that IACs D Completely incorrect and T Plus/Minus represent the
biggest concerns in the citation matching process, of which the IAC T Plus/Minus could be
overcome by allowing for specific matching thresholds. In most cases Omitted data values
(IAC E) lead to missed citations as well, although in the databases of CWTS and iFQ only the
co-occurrence with another inaccurate field causes a non-match.
The results should not be an invitation to scientific authors to stop taking care in compiling
their bibliographies, because algorithms can take care of the majority of incorrectly cited
articles. Nevertheless, to err is human and, therefore, finding ways to compensate for
inaccuracies caused by authors will remain an important part of citation analysis. Additionally,
not all inaccuracies are caused by authors, but also by data handling procedures. The
correction of these can either be directly tackled in the data ingestion or extraction process or
together with other inaccuracies in the matching process.
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While only a small share of references is completely discrepancy-free, not all inaccuracies
impact the citation matching process. The accuracy on a data value level is relatively high,
especially in the fields that are used in the citation matching process. However, some citations
are still missed by all matching algorithms. In this chapter, we explore different potential
improvements to the citation matching process which originate from the results of chapters 6,
7 and 8. Since 85% of the data values of the references are accurate, we suggest that data
fields other than those traditionally used in the citation matching process may be good
candidates to compensate for inaccurate data in the customary fields. Even though this implies
either using Scopus raw citation data or else an overdue change of data ingestion policy at
WoS, we disregard these restrictions and make proposals for experiments on citation matching
based on all assessed bibliographic fields. Section 9.1 and its subsections present proposals for
each bibliographic field assessed in this research. They are complemented by sections 9.2 to
9.5, which discuss proposals specific to the different facets of the data sample, the formats of
the data values (string vs. numerical fields) as well as the use of the DOI. Section 9.6
summarizes conclusions regarding the cited reference information provided by WoS, Scopus
and GS. None of the proposals have been tested. Hence, their feasibility in terms of processing
time as well as their actual impact on the precision of the citation matching will have to be
investigated in future work (cf. section 10.2).

9.1

Bibliographic fields

From the results of our evaluation, we conclude that the publication year, the volume number
and the starting page number should be given the greatest weight in the matching process,
since they are the most accurate bibliographic fields. They should be followed by the first
author-related fields, of which the last names and the first initial have a greater weight than the
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second initial. Next in place come publication name, other author-related fields, followed by
the ending page and finally the article title.
The following subsections discuss suggestions on how to rectify the inaccuracies detected in
the different bibliographic fields.

9.1.1

Author-related fields

First of all, we propose removing punctuation and space characters from the author’s last name
in the matching process. Since the IAC R Punctuation has an explicit impact and the IAC K
Space a potential impact on the citation matching of WoS and Science-Metrix, we conclude
that they do not apply this kind of data parsing. Although, the IAC U Full first name also has
an explicit impact on the WoS and Science-Metrix data, we refrain from making suggestions
about this inaccuracy, since the cropping of the first name could hinder additional author
disambiguation matching, which was not investigated in this thesis. For Scopus, CWTS and
iFQ this inaccuracy is only of potential impact in the citation matching process, hence we
cannot exclude the possibility that the non-match was caused by one or more co-occurring
inaccuracies and their algorithms are quite able to handle a Full first name.
Spelling variations, such as Spelling errors (IAC B) and Special characters (IAC Q), and
Partially incorrect (IAC J) as well as Jumbled values (IAC H) can be overcome by fuzzy
string matching methodologies allowing for variations in authors’ last names. iFQ uses the
Damerau-Levenshtein distance for author names with specific thresholds for reliability reasons
and CWTS employs the soundex code45 of last names if they cannot be uniquely matched (cf.
Appendix A). n-grams could be another suitable option (Christen, 2006; cf. section 2.2.3).
Hence, employing string matching methodologies in the matching process of author names is a
necessity and needs to be tested out with adequate variation thresholds.
The Incorrect interpretation of author names (IAC M) has a potential impact in Scopus and
Science-Metrix and an explicit impact in WoS. This implies that the other three data sources
have found a way to correct this inaccuracy. On the one hand, this could be achieved by
including different variations of author names from an authority file of names in the matching
process. However, we know that neither iFQ nor CWTS uses additional resources (cf.
Appendix A). Hence, the application of fuzzy string matching in their matching algorithms
rectified this inaccuracy. Nevertheless, the integration of authority files or author registries,
45

The soundex code is a phonetic algorithm that converts a string into a code according to its sound in
the English language (Knuth, 1997).
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such as ORCID46 or Google Scholar Citations47, are options that might not only support the
citation matching, but also the author disambiguation process. Additionally, they might also
provide a solution for Interchanged (IAC G), Cropped (IAC F), Missing (IAC E Omitted, IAC
P No author name) or Completely incorrect (IAC D) first and second initials without allowing
for too much variation in switching the fields in the matching process. Otherwise Omitted and
Completely incorrect first and second initials can only be counterbalanced by confident
matches of other bibliographic fields.
Even though the overall share of accurate data values is lower for authors other than the first
ones (around 74% vs. 90%, respectively), we still advocate experimenting with additional
authors in the citation matching process. Specifically for an Incorrect order of authors (IAC
O) in references, additional author names could provide an opportunity to match citations
correctly. While GS matched citations containing this particular inaccuracy correctly, no other
data sources were able to handle it. However, it was not the sole reason for the non-match, but
co-occurred with other inaccuracies. Therefore, we cannot ascertain that the incorrect order in
fact caused the citations to be missed.

9.1.2

Article title

A study by Yannakoudakis et al. (1990) briefly discussed in section 2.2.3, as well as the
information from Science-Metrix that they also usually employ the article title, has given rise
to the proposal of experimenting with the article title in the citation matching process.
Specifically in the SSH disciplines, the article title could be an alternative field to explore for
citation matching, since, in the majority of cases, article titles are fairly accurate. Since more
citing references use the original German article title than a translated English version, the
original article title for articles in languages other than English would need to be available, i.e.
not the translated version from WoS. Additionally, German articles were sometimes cited with
Completely incorrect English translations of their titles. In this instance, Scopus provides the
better raw citation data.
The use of the article title incurs more inaccuracies, such as the omission of subtitles (IAC F
Cropped), the addition of non-existent subtitles (IAC S Padded) and Typographical variations
(IAC A). However, the majority of them can be overcome by appropriate string matching
methodologies, such as the Sorted-Winkler function (cf. sections 2.2.3 and 9.4). Moreover, we

46
47
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found that a high score of the Levenshtein distance function can either be an indicator that the
article title has been Cropped or that it is a translation of the original article title or that it is
Completely incorrect. Therefore, the Levenshtein score could be used in the decision process
of whether to use the article title in the citation matching process or not. To achieve the best
results, the original article title as well as a translation, as already indexed and provided by
Scopus, should be used.
Furthermore, for forthcoming publications, the article title could be an opportunity to
compensate for an Omitted publication year, volume and page number.

9.1.3

Publication name

The publication name is a field in which a single inaccuracy did not lead to missed citations,
but only a co-occurrence with other inaccurate fields. The results in section 8.3 also showed
that the majority of data sources are able to handle the different Abbreviations well, in
particular Scopus. While we assume that fuzzy string matching is applied to match variations
of publication names (similarly to author names) a central registry or authority file of
publication names could prove to be of additional benefit for the matching. We conclude that
the matching of this particular field already works relatively efficiently.
Nevertheless, we still suggest experimenting with the Additional information detected in
publication names. For example, if the string in press is found and one or more of the
numerical data fields (publication year, volume number, starting page) are Omitted, this could
trigger the use of the article title in the matching process to compensate for the other Omitted
data fields. The query in press* in the field Cited Work of the Cited Reference Search in WoS
retrieves almost 2.4 million records 48 . Even if only half of them are citations to articles
actually indexed in WoS (because they could also be orphan references, i.e. citations to socalled non-source items, cf. Chi, 2013), this would be a valuable asset in remedying the
number of non-matches in WoS.

9.1.4

Publication year

The inaccuracies related to Added data values in publication years are in most instances
handled well by all data sources (IAC L Informational letter). With the exception of GS, of
which we know least about the data extraction and matching process, it is of potential impact.
A few Omitted publication years due to citations referring to forthcoming publication years
48
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might be counterbalanced by the matching of other data fields (cf. section 9.1.2 and 9.1.3).
However, the problem of transposed publication years (IAC T Plus/Minus), e.g. the cited
publication year is 1997 instead of 1998, could still be improved. In particular, iFQ’s matching
algorithm seems to be more conservative in this respect than that of CWTS. Yet, it is important
to experiment with different thresholds to find an optimum balance between correct matches
and false positives (cf. section 9.3). Again, Omitted (IAC E) or Completely incorrect (IAC D)
publication years can only be compensated for by confident matches of other bibliographic
fields.

9.1.5

Volume number

Inaccuracies caused by an issue number mistaken for the volume number (IAC G
Interchanged fields) are best handled in the citation matching algorithm of iFQ. Only two
instances occurred in the missed citations which were classified as of potential impact in the
iFQ data. In all other data sources, this inaccuracy was of explicit impact on the non-matches.
The full bibliographic information from the cited reference would provide an opportunity to
detect a switch between issue and volume number. A rule could be applied which checks
whether a switch of the two fields leads to a successful match. Since the issue number is not
part of the cited reference information in WoS and only Scopus provides this data, we infer
that the match of the volume number in the iFQ algorithm allows for a larger threshold than in
the other algorithms or has less weight in the matching.
While Omitted (IAC E) and Completely incorrect (IAC D) volume numbers can again only be
rectified by the correct matching of other bibliographic fields, transposed volume numbers
(IAC T Plus/Minus) could be converted into the correct values. Analogously to the publication
year, experiments would entail a suitable trade-off between correct matches and false
positives. However, transposed volume numbers only occur in missed citations by WoS and
Science-Metrix, thus, the other data sources seem to have already found the optimum
threshold. Additionally, Padded volume numbers (IAC S) occur solely in the WoS and
Science-Metrix data. The other data sources are apparently able to extract the correct value
from a Padded volume number.

9.1.6

Pagination

In the case of starting page numbers, the most inaccuracies are caused by Completely incorrect
data values (IAC D), which means that it will be almost impossible to find a data manipulation
rule to convert incorrect into correct values. However, 51% of those in missed citations
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actually held the cited page number. Hence, for these cases the use of the ending page number
in the citation matching process could prove to be the solution. Furthermore, in addition to the
other proposals discussed in the previous two sections, the use of the ending page for
transposed (IAC T Plus/Minus), Jumbled (IAC H) or Interchanged (IAC G) page numbers
would also provide an opportunity to correct a non-match of the starting page number.
The evaluation of the ending page number revealed that, when a reference gives an ending
page number, it is completely accurate in about 60% of all cases. The inaccuracies to be dealt
with are either Abbreviated data values, i.e. Cropped page numbers (IAC F), or transposed
digits (IAC T Plus/Minus), or, in very few cases, additional values that do not belong to the
correct pagination or any other numerical field (IAC S Padded). However, specifically for the
identification of cited page numbers in references, the ending page numbers could be
employed to define an interval between the starting and the ending page. If the page number
cited in the reference matches the interval, the non-match with the starting page could be
overruled and further successful matches with other bibliographic fields defined in the
algorithm could still lead to a successful match.

9.2

Facet-specific proposals

Even though studies on inaccuracies in bibliometric data sources report on a highly skewed
distribution of inaccuracies (e.g. Moed, 2005), we still found a few patterns that could be
transformed into opportunities to increase the rate of successfully matched citations.
While the number of inaccuracies is higher in the NS than in the SSH, more missed citations
occur in the SSH than in the NS. Hence, the inaccuracies occurring in the SSH impact the
citation matching process more than those in the NS. The domain of the cited or citing article
could, therefore, be employed to trigger domain-specific or even discipline-specific matching
rules. Since citations in the SSH tend to follow the exact bibliographic data from the original
article, this implies that allowance should be made for greater or different spelling variations
of author names, in particular for publications in languages other than English, or for specific
requirements if the article title is employed in the citation matching, i.e. the original as well as
a translated version of the article title must be available. Due to the increased occurrence of
references containing (only) the cited page number in the SSH, the above-mentioned rule for
cited page numbers should be applied (cf. section 9.1.6) exclusively for references in the SSH.
Since references in the NS tend to follow the bibliographic data of the WoS target records,
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fewer variations in the matching may be required. The application of the article title in
Chemistry is not recommended, since a high percentage of references do not cite it. Moreover,
if the full bibliographic information is available, the use of additional authors will be limited to
only a few more, since citing authors tend to use et al. more often. The domain could also play
a role in the identification of false positives, since we found that 27% of the false positive
source articles were not published in the same domain as their target articles. This finding is
also evidence that WoS most probably does not use the domain information in its citation
matching process.
The language of cited articles does not seem to influence missed citations, but references to
English cited articles are more accurate than those to German ones. As described in section
7.5, this is due to the higher quantity of Special characters in German bibliographic data, as
well as to the policy of WoS of indexing foreign-language articles solely with a translated
English version. However, we also detected a tendency in references to English cited articles
to use et al. more frequently and to omit the ending page. Hence, the tolerance for matching
umlauts as well as the rule for including the ending page number to identify cited page
numbers (cf. section 9.1.6) should only be applied to German target articles (and to those of
other languages with frequent Special characters). Since German source articles tend to cite
German article titles and publication names more accurately and to provide more complete
citation information, whereas almost half of the English source articles, when citing a German
target article, translate the article title into English, this must be considered in a rule if the
article title is employed in the citation matching process.
Since the missed citation rates for Proceedings papers are higher than for other document
types, we conclude that this specific document type may require additional matching rules.
However, as reported in section 7.6, inaccuracies in all document types are relatively similarly
distributed. Therefore, we are unable to make any specific suggestions for this document type
and suggest further studies of a data sample exclusively for Proceedings papers.

9.3

Numerical data fields

In sections 9.1.4 to 9.1.6, we proposed that transposed numerical data values can still be
correctly matched if the algorithm allows for an optimum variation threshold. The inaccuracies
assessed as IAC T Plus/Minus denote a data value that is correct if the number 1 or 2 is added
to, or subtracted from, the data value and we defined the calculation to be made either on the
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total number or just on one of the digits. The IAC H Jumbled value was assigned to values
where only the order of the single digits was jumbled and no additional calculation was
necessary. Considering these two IACs, the relatively large threshold could introduce false
positive matches as well. Since, Scopus, GS and CWTS seem to have found a way to
compensate for the majority, but not all, of the transposed digits, it will be interesting to see if
this result changes when all matched citations of the data sources, not only those missed by
WoS, will be compared in future work. To rectify inaccuracies of the type G Interchanged
fields this would, on the one hand, require the issue number in order to correct the majority of
interchanged volume numbers (cf. section 9.1.5); on the other hand, a rule by which all
numerical fields are iterated in the matching process could provide additional successful
matches.
To improve the matching of numerical fields, experiments need to be conducted to find an
optimum range of variation to optimize the precision and recall of the matching. Furthermore,
this range could be expanded if combined with fairly stringent matching of other bibliographic
data fields.

9.4

The use of string matching methodologies

String data, such as author-related fields, article title and publication name, are predestined
fields for employing fuzzy string matching methodologies to rectify inaccuracies in their data
values. Summarizing the application possibilities from sections 9.1.1 to 9.1.3, the IACs A
Typographical variations, B Spelling error, F Cropped, H Jumbled value, J Partially
incorrect, K Space, Q Special characters, S Padded could be overcome by adequate variation
thresholds in the matching process.
The incidences of the IAC K Space, as of potential impact on the citation matching process,
speaks, on the one hand, for the elimination of all space characters in the data parsing process
within one data field; on the other hand, the elimination of all space characters as well as the
occurrences of the IACs F Cropped, H Jumbled value, S Padded and J Partially incorrect in
string data values indicate the use of fuzzy string matching approaches, e.g. n-grams, SortedWinkler function or Bag distance, to identify whether the correct value is part of the data field
to be matched. For instance, it can lead to a successful match of a Jumbled author name where
the prefix or suffix is cited in a different location from that of the target article. Additionally,
Spelling variations in author names and article titles can still be successfully matched if the
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string matching function allows for an appropriate threshold. The applied bibliometric
research groups CWTS and iFQ use string matching methodologies in their matching (cf.
Appendix A). CWTS uses the soundex code for the last name if no unique match is achieved
and, at some point, fuzzy string matching for publication names. iFQ uses the DamerauLevenshtein distance for author names and publication names with thresholds for performance
and reliability reasons. These solutions seem to work well and rectify the majority of
inaccuracies, but could also be complemented by other approaches, in particular if the article
title is included in the matching process.

9.5

The use of the DOI

iFQ stated to use the DOI in its citation matching, if available in the cited reference
information of WoS (cf. Appendix A). The DOI is a digital identifier of an object that
permanently identifies any physical, abstract or digital objects with a digital reference and is
primarily used for documents (DOI, 2014). The DOI is provided by the publisher of the
document and resolves through http://dx.doi.org/[plus the DOI] into the URL of the actual
resource. The DOI itself is not a guarantee of accurate bibliographic data, since we learned
during the assessment process 49 that publishers can also provide faulty records. However, it
does guarantee the unique identification of an article and, therefore, facilitates the citation
matching procedure.
If more and more publishers provided bibliographic records with a DOI to citation indexes like
WoS and Scopus, the data cleaning and harmonization process of these well-linked documents
would take up less and less of the database publishers’ time. This would open up an
opportunity to invest more resources in remedying already indexed records and resolve nonmatched citations.

9.6

The cited reference information in WoS, Scopus and GS

In general, we conclude that neither WoS nor Scopus nor GS provide absolutely accurate
citation counts and we support previous studies in stating that the choice of database(s) should
49

For example, for the DOI 10.1080/00220270210134600 we found an incorrect article title, which in
the meantime has been corrected by the publisher, Taylor & Francis. However, we also detected one
example in our data which was matched to the correct cited article in spite of an incorrect publication
year because the reference in the citing article contained the correct DOI.
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depend on the goal of the bibliometric study (e.g. Meho & Yang, 2007). At all costs, the
citation data should not be trusted blindly. The advantage of using WoS is the Cited Reference
Search, which at least provides the possibility to search for citations the system was not able to
match automatically, a feature lacking in Scopus and GS. However, the number of false
positives identified in our WoS data sample signals that even the correct matches by WoS
cannot be fully trusted. Since we found that, in some cases, neither the (broader) discipline nor
even the domain matched the domain of the cited article, one should at least check for
“suspicious” journal titles in the process of retrieving the citing articles. Determining how big
the problem of false positive matches is in the other databases compared with WoS will be
tackled in future work (cf. section 10.2).
In comparison to the other matching algorithms, the following problem areas of the WoS
citation matching system were identified:
 Correct extraction of starting page numbers if a cited page number is given in
addition.
 Matching a citation if it only gives the cited page number.
 Matching publication years that differ by only one or two years.
 Matching transposed digits in volume numbers and starting pages.
 Citations of forthcoming publications, where not only the publication name
contains the addition in press, but also, in some cases, either one or a
combination of the bibliographic fields publication year, volume number and
starting page is missing.
 Distinguishing the volume number from the issue number if the citation style
varies and verifying whether the volume and issue numbers in the citation
might have been switched by the author. Example: Heft 3, 54. Jg. needs to be
correctly identified as volume number 54 and issue number 3.
 Low tolerance of different spellings of special characters, such as Germanic
umlauts. An umlaut is always converted to the letter without the umlaut and
different spellings, such as ue or ae, are ignored and, therefore, not correctly
matched.
 Punctuation in the first and second initial as well as citations giving the first
given name in full instead of abbreviating it to the first initial. Even though
these seem to be minor inaccuracies, we found examples where the only
discrepancy in the CitRefmiss record was an additional dot after the first
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initial and where the first full name was the only difference in the
bibliographic data of a correctly matched citation.
Scopus’s matching algorithm, specifically in the case of publication names, is less
conservative than that of WoS. Additionally, the matching of Interchanged fields as well as
jumbled or transposed values works better, but still causes citations to be missed in the process.
Identified problem areas include:
 Records are more likely not to contain cited references at all.
 Records are more likely to omit certain references from the cited reference
information. This problem was not specific to one discipline or domain, since
one could argue that the data extraction process failed in the case of footnotes
or endnotes in the SSH. It occurred in both domains and in different
disciplines.
 Scopus also introduced additional inaccuracies into their data extraction
process (e.g. Incorrect interpretation of author names).
The cited reference information in GS is non-existent for the user. Therefore, we based our
evaluation on the assessment results of the original reference. However, until GS changes its
policy of not providing an interface to download records and citation information, we cannot
draw any definitive conclusions on what inaccuracies cause citations to be missed in GS.
Comparing the three citation indexes in terms of their suitability as a bibliometric data source
for applying customized citation matching algorithms, we conclude that the cited reference
information in Scopus, if present, is “paradise” for any citation matching algorithm, as it
contains the citation data exactly as it is found in the original source article. Hence, it is
possible to employ a variety of bibliographic fields in the citation matching. Even though
Scopus does not use the article title in the matching process itself, its algorithm seems to have
more discrepancy tolerance than that of WoS, which still needs to be corroborated in a future
study comparing all matched and missed citations as well as false positive matches (cf. section
10.2). The occasionally missing cited reference information suggests that Scopus should be
used as a complement to WoS in order not to miss citations simply because they were omitted
from the cited reference list in the data extraction process. GS is not an adequate system for
customized citation matching, since it does not provide easy access to cited reference
information.
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At the very start of the SCI, Eugene Garfield was already aware of the fact that indexing only
five bibliographic fields per reference might not be sufficient (Garfield, 1990). At that time the
decision was a financial one. However, in times of cheap mass storage and extensive
possibilities of data matching, the reasons why Thomson Reuters has not changed its policy of
citation indexing is not transparent. The argument that the database was first and foremost
invented as a literature database is, 50 years later and considering all the technological
progress, no longer convincing. Even if Thomson Reuters argues that citation data is not its
core business, it does provide citation counts in its system and, by offering a product, it should
be of good quality (Tenopir, 1995). The longer the change is postponed, the more publications
will be matched according to outdated matching procedures. In conclusion, we advocate a
change in the ingestion procedure of cited reference information in WoS.

9.7

Summary

Apart from the Completely incorrect publication years, volume numbers and starting pages
that can only be counterbalanced by correct matching of other fields, there are inaccuracies
that could be handled by allowing for thresholds in the matching process. In general, we
suggest including as many bibliographic fields as possible in the citation matching. The more
fields are involved, the more flexibility this will give the citation matching algorithm. Even
though one might argue that the matching of the five fields coupled with occasional use of the
DOI works well for approximately 90% of the data in WoS, the fact that we not only found
non-matched citations, but also false positive matches in our relatively small data sample
cannot be ignored. It shows that we do not know how many of the 90% we can really trust. In
spite of the fact that the false positives only account for 1%, we do not know anything about
their distribution in WoS. Additionally, the mere fact that we found false positives, even
though WoS’s citation matching is so conservative, points to the fact that a matching algorithm
does not need to be conservative, but needs to find a maximum of unique correct matches and
a minimum of false positive matches. Moreover, we speculate that, at the time when the policy
of matching citations with the five bibliographic fields was established by WoS, no
experiments with other bibliographic fields were conducted. Hence, it is impossible for WoS
to actually have found the best possible trade-off between false positives and missed citations.
None of the proposals made in this chapter have been tested. Hence, the feasibility in terms of
processing time as well as actual impact on the precision of the citation matching will have to
be investigated in future work. A trade-off between correct and false positive matches needs to
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be found, whereby the goal must be an optimum balance between recall and precision.
Additionally, the system’s performance as well as invested resources must be in relation to the
achieved outcome, since it is likely that, for the last 10% of data, one would need hundreds of
rules, almost working on a case-by-case basis (Dasu & Johnson, 2003).
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This doctoral research investigates data accuracy in bibliometric data sources and its impact
on citation matching. We defined inaccuracies in bibliometric data sources as discrepancies in
data values in bibliographic references, since they are the essential part of the citation
matching process and, therefore, have the greatest impact on its accuracy. A data sample,
consisting of typical cases of publications in WoS, was assessed to identify prevailing
inaccuracies in bibliographic references which can interfere with the citation matching process.
In a qualitative content analysis, inaccuracies were examined, categorized and summarized
into a taxonomy of bibliographic inaccuracies. To determine which of these inaccuracies in
fact influence the citation matching process, a specific subset, i.e. missed citations in WoS,
was investigated and triangulated with five other data sources. This chapter summarizes the
results and contribution of this research in section 10.1. Section 10.2 discusses future work.

10.1 Contribution
The main contribution of this dissertation is the systematic investigation of inaccuracies in
citations. By choosing a stratified purposeful sample, we examined a sub-universe of the entire
WoS data universe, which allows a generalization of the overall findings. We did not aim to
estimate an overall error rate for the different bibliometric data sources, but drew conclusions
from the patterns of inaccuracies in the different facets of the stratified data sample as well as
from the results of the evaluation of missed citations. The three research questions addressed
were:
RQ1

RQ2

What types of inaccuracies occur in bibliographic data?
o

How can they be categorized?

o

How frequent is their incidence in bibliometric data sources?

o

Can patterns be identified?

What types of inaccuracies cause missed citations?
o

How well do citation matching algorithms handle inaccurate data?
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RQ3

How can the number of non-matches in the citation matching process be
reduced?

To answer RQ1, we investigated the inaccuracies occurring in bibliographic references of a
broad data sample in a qualitative content analysis (cf. chapter 6). The data sample was
selected purposefully, representing typical cases of publications in WoS as well as different
coverage facets (e.g. publication year, language, etc.). Since an inaccuracy was defined as any
discrepancy between the value in the reference and the value defined as correct (from the
original article or the WoS record), the inaccuracies not only describe the negligence of
authors when compiling their bibliographies, but also capture different citation styles as well
as specifics of the data structure in WoS. Therefore, the number of inaccuracies in a
bibliographic reference is not an indicator of the increased possibility of being missed in the
citation matching process. 15% of all references did not contain a single discrepancy, whereas
85% of all assessed data values (from all references) were discrepancy-free. The inaccuracies
were categorized according to common characteristics (Added data values, Disarranged data
values, Incorrect interpretation of data values, Spelling variations, Abbreviated data values,
Other variations, Not assessable, Missing data values and Completely incorrect) and then
grouped into a taxonomy according to the sophistication required of a rule which would
convert a discrepant value into the correct one (simple, moderate, complex). This taxonomy is
the first of its kind to describe bibliographic inaccuracies and can be used in the future for
assessing the data accuracy of citation indexes with the goal of measuring error rates.
Chapter 7 summarizes the quantitative results of inaccuracies in bibliographic references. The
most frequent inaccuracies are related to Abbreviated and Missing data values. The most
accurate bibliographic fields are publication year, volume number and starting page; the least
accurate is the article title. 90% of all data values are accurate in the WoS target records. Even
though three of the most important matching fields, publication years, volume numbers and
starting pages, are completely accurate in WoS, in our data sample there is still a 10% chance
of encountering inaccurate target values in the citation matching process. References in the
SSH reproduce citations more accurately according to the original bibliographic data, whereas
references in the NS tend to shorten them. Other variations and Completely incorrect data
values occur more often in the SSH, whereas Missing data values are more common in the
NS. References to German target articles as well as references in German citing articles reflect
the characteristics of the German language and, therefore, the citations also tend to follow the
exact bibliographic data in the original article. No specific patterns were identified for
different document types. However, since the number of references was relatively limited for
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document types other than articles and reviews, this result may be refuted in a subsequent
analysis with a larger data sample. The number of inaccuracies decreases over time, which
suggests that citing authors are now compiling their bibliographies with more care and/or that
the matching algorithms have improved. While Disarranged and Missing data values
decrease, Completely incorrect and Not assessable data values increase over time.
Answering RQ2, we specifically assessed the cited reference information of missed citations
in WoS, which were identified in the Cited Reference Search, against the cited reference
information of correctly matched citations (cf. chapter 8). The WoS citation matching
algorithm seems to be very conservative and does not appear to allow for many variations,
except for deviating second initials and different Abbreviations of publication names. In total,
57% of inaccuracies still present in the cited reference information of missed citations were
caused by authors, 12% were due to the citation style which WoS was not able to process
correctly, and 31% of inaccuracies were traced back to inaccuracies introduced in the data
handling process or to data which had already been inaccurately provided to WoS.
The comparison with the other five data sources corroborates the fact that applied bibliometric
research groups have developed sophisticated matching algorithms to match citations better.
However, this result still needs to be verified by a full comparison of matched and missed
citations as well as false positive matches. Considering the types and number of inaccuracies
in the cited reference information of WoS, the algorithms of CWTS and iFQ work really well.
The Science-Metrix algorithm does not match significantly more citations than the WoS
algorithm, which is most probably due to the fact that they also usually incorporate Scopus’s
cited reference information and, by that more bibliographic data, i.e. the article title, into their
matching process. Even though Scopus seems not to make use of more bibliographic fields in
its citation matching, it also matches a considerable number of missed WoS citations. GS
provides the largest coverage of missed WoS citations and also matches over 60% of missed
WoS citations. Since we did not perform an overall comparison of overlap and coverage of all
citations, the results need to be corroborated in future work.
The data triangulation revealed that Completely incorrect starting page numbers and
transposed publication years may cause a citation to be missed in all data sources. However, it
is more often a combination of more than one kind of inaccuracy in more than one field that
leads to a non-match. Comparing all algorithms, GS specifically handles an Incorrect order of
authors well, while Scopus’ algorithm is able to match the widest variety of Abbreviations of
publication names. The algorithms of CWTS and iFQ show the best results for matching
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Special character variations as well as Jumbled values. Furthermore, iFQ manages
Interchanged fields the best. The Science-Metrix algorithm only handled the Incorrect
interpretation of author names better than WoS. However, these inaccuracies were also
rectified by GS, CWTS and iFQ. In conclusion, CWTS can be trusted most with respect to
handling inaccurate data, since iFQ’s algorithm works slightly better, but is not in production
yet. Science-Metrix’s algorithm would need to be tested with Scopus data to derive more
conclusive results.
RQ3 is answered in chapter 9. It proposes rules and changes that could be applied in the
citation matching process. Even though they are all non-tested, they comprise a set of
unpublished proposals to further enhance citation matching processes in bibliometric data
sources, based on the data and analysis of the dissertation. The approaches encompass all
bibliographic fields assessed in the qualitative content analysis as well as the DOI.
Furthermore, facet-specific rules were derived from the quantitative analysis of inaccuracies
and a summary of how inaccuracies in string and numerical data fields could be rectified is
given. We conclude by addressing a bold suggestion to Thomson Reuters to change their cited
reference ingestion policy, while also discussing the complementary use of Scopus and not
recommending the use of GS for customized citation matching.
The results of this dissertation contribute to the research on increasing the transparency of
citation analysis results. With the systematic investigation of inaccuracies in citations, we
provide an improved understanding of inaccuracies in bibliographic data. We have laid the
foundation for bibliographic data accuracy assessment which can measure error rates in
bibliometric data sources. Moreover, this research presents unique findings by comparing and
analyzing the non-published citation matching algorithms of three leading applied bibliometric
research groups, CWTS, iFQ and Science-Metrix, without infringing their competitive
advantage, with the citation matching results of the three main citation indexes used for
bibliometric analyses, WoS, Scopus and GS. Hence, the results, in particular the proposals
formulated in chapter 9, could trigger changes in the citation matching procedures of all data
sources. Moreover, the applied bibliometric research groups can benefit from the gold standard
created in this research, i.e. the data corpus consisting of manually checked citations,
providing them with an ideal reference point to further experiment with citation data and their
matching algorithms.
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10.2 Future Work
First of all, future work will entail an investigation of all data sources according to matched
and missed citations as well as false positives for our data sample (cf. limitations in section
8.2). We will examine whether all matched citations in WoS were matched in the other data
sources as well and whether the other data sources also include (the same) false positive
matches (as WoS). A comparison with the inaccuracies that cause differences in this present
evaluation will contribute to further pinpointing rules that can be experimented with in citation
matching algorithms. Moreover, it will be interesting to compare the occurrences of
inaccuracies in matched references. For example, we found a reference with an incorrect
publication year (IAC T Plus/Minus), which was correctly matched by WoS because of the
DOI that was cited in the references. Hence, to further improve our understanding of citation
matching it is necessary to determine what kinds of inaccuracies are compensated for by other
bibliographic fields.
Secondly, the proposals presented in chapter 9 will need to be tested for their effectiveness in
the citation matching procedure of the different data sources as well as in terms of system’s
performance and invested resources. This could be achieved in cooperation with the applied
bibliometric research groups and using the corpus of manually verified citations compiled in
the present research.
The results of the distribution of inaccuracies in the facet document type did not reveal any
specific patterns. However, the missed citation rate of some document types, e.g. Proceedings
papers, was higher than for others. Therefore, future work should focus on a detailed
investigation of references in document types other than Articles. This will establish whether
references in some document types simply contain more inaccuracies than others or whether it
is possible to pinpoint types of inaccuracies that lead to missed citations.
Furthermore, future work could include studying the influence of self-citation on the accuracy
of references. In our data sample, 12% of the missed citations were caused by authors who
cited their own work. It would be beneficial to investigate whether authors citing their own
work tend to cite it correctly or whether the references are as error-prone as those by other
authors. The results could lead to an additional rule to consider in the citation matching
process.
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The taxonomy developed to describe and categorize bibliographic inaccuracies could be
expanded in future work and could also be drawn on to assess the data accuracy of citation
indexes. This may result in metrics that could be used to determine which data source to
involve for which bibliometric study. For instance, it would be valuable to weight inaccuracies
and bibliographic fields in different calculations, since, for macro-level studies, specific
inaccuracies may be less serious than when only studying a research unit. In this respect, it
would also be interesting to study whether data quality metrics correlate with missed citations,
and whether missed citations can be identified as outliers in the database.

This dissertation has contributed to the field of bibliometrics and the question of how accurate
the results of citation analyses are. The results of this research provide an improved
understanding of the inaccuracies occurring in bibliometric data sources and demonstrate what
inaccuracies persist and thus interfere with the citation matching process. It represents a first
step towards making citation analyses and their matching processes more transparent. Only the
transparency of all resources and instruments employed can ensure accurate results and,
therefore, confidence in the results of citation analysis. We support the findings of previous
studies that, given a correctly employed methodology coupled with complete and accurate
citation data, citation analysis can be a competent tool to support research evaluation.
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Information acquired from the applied bibliometric research groups about their citation
matching algorithms (M. Schmidt for iFQ, personal communication, August 10, 2014; N.J.P.
van Eck for CWTS, personal communication, September 8, 2014)50:
-

What bibliographic fields do you use to match the citations to their cited articles?

iFQ: citation data of the WoS tagged data format: ca [first author]; cw [source title
abbreviation]; cv [volume]; cp [first page]; cy [publication year]; rs_doi [doi]; item, author
and source data of the WoS tagged data format: name [first author]; j2, j1, ji, j9 [source
title abbreviations] and so [source title] if j2 is not available; vl [volume]; bp [first page],
py [pubyear]; ar_doi [doi]
CWTS: We try to use as many information as is available in the WoS data. For the citing
references this means: Name of first author; Abbreviated source title; Publication year;
Volume number; Beginning page number (or article number). And for the citing
publications: Author names; Source title; Publication year; Volume number; Page numbers
(or article number).
-

Do you base your citation analyses on data from WoS only or do you use
complementary data sources (if so, which are those or does it depend on the goal of the
study, etc.)?

iFQ: We use WoS data for all of our scientific and service studies. We use TR citation data
(R9/T9 links) for all service and scientific studies so far because of reproducibility issues

50

Unfortunately we did not receive the responses of Science-Metrix in time to include them here.
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as well as because of our own algorithm has not really been finished and sufficiently
evaluated until now. The own iFQ matching algorithm was planned to be used mainly for
the goal of estimating the faultiness of the TR data in the context of a broader project
dedicated to an error calculus of bibliometric data.
CWTS: No, we don't use complementary data sources.
-

Do you use string matching methodologies in your algorithm? If so, which?

iFQ:

A

CPAN

package

for

the

Damerau-Levenshtein

distance

(http://search.cpan.org/~ugexe/Text-Levenshtein-Damerau0.41/lib/Text/Levenshtein/Damerau.pm) is used for source and author names, accompanied
by thresholds for performance reasons and, in case of author names, for reliability reasons
as well. Apart from that, the algorithm works with abbreviations of one or two characters
for both types of strings in single match keys.
CWTS: Yes, we use string matching functions in our algorithm. At some point we apply a
fuzzy matching based on the source title using Levenstein [sic] distance. Furthermore, if a
perfect match could not be made based on the last name of the first author, then we try to
match based on the soundex code of the last name.
-

Do you use other resources (e.g. list of ISO abbreviations of journal titles) in the
matching process?

iFQ: According to our documentation, the WoS ji field contains ISO source abbreviations.
No external data are used.
CWTS: No, we don't use other resources.
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Appendix C describes the methodology of the Cited Reference Search as applied to identify
the missed citations for the cited articles of the data sample in WoS.
As described in section 5.6 we divided the data sample into 12 different datasets according to
their journal name. Each dataset was separately searched in the Cited Reference Search. We
always started off by searching for variations in the publication names. First, we included the
comment in press, for which the publication year would be missing in the reference.
Afterwards, we looked for variations of the publication name itself using as few letters and as
many wildcards as possible (cf. Table 37, row 5). Depending on the number of results, we
would try other variations including more letters (rows 6-12). In this example, we did not find
many variations of the publication name and, therefore, switched to looking for permutations
of author names. In other cases, where the permutations of publications retrieved more results,
we either looked through the result set directly (up to 200 result records) or combined the
variation with either the publication year or the author name.
Analogously to the permutations of the publication name, the second step in the search was to
look for variations of the author name. Again, we started by looking for name variations with
the fewest letters possible. Depending on the number of results we either looked through the
records directly or combined these with variations of the publication name and then with the
publication year. In order to find as many missed citations as possible, ideally all missed
citations to a cited article, we then varied possible error sources of the author name, such as
vowels, phonetic similar letters, neighboring consonants or switching first and last name as
well as trying different permutations of compounded names, as described in section 4.2 on
inaccuracies in bibliographic data values. Again, these were either browsed through directly or
combined with variations of publication names and/or publication years. Even though, the
Cited Reference Search in WoS offers the possibility not only to look for variations of
publication name, author name and publication year, but also for variations of the volume
number, issue, page numbers and even article title, we did not employ those additional
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bibliographic fields in our search strategy. This decision was taken in the course of the search,
because we were able to obtain a manageable number of result records from the combination
of publication name, author name and publication year. WoS also points out on their Cited
Reference Search page, that “Entering the title, volume, issue, or page in combination with
other fields may reduce the number of citing reference variants found“.
Table 37: Example of publication name variations of Political Theory 51

Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Permutation
pol* the* in press
pol* the* inpress
in press pol* the*
inpress pol* the*
p*l t*y
plt* theo*
plot* theo*
polt*l theo*
polt* the*
polical the*
politcal th*
polital th*

No of results
1
0
4
0
17,084
0
5
15
24
0
5
0

The verification, whether the citing article truly contained a citation to the cited article, was
carried out in the data entry process by the two student assistants. In case they did not find the
citation in the article, we double-checked them. Only in a few cases, the missed citation we
found in the Cited Reference Search did not point to the correct target article. Most of them
cited another article in the same journal but in a different year or with a different issue number.

51

The number of records was last checked August 1, 2014 in the Cited Reference Search of WoS.
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Table 38: Non-alphanumeric characters that were eliminated from the article title, publication
name and author name

.

ˊ

“

"

”

,

`

ˈ

‟

ʹ

:

’

'

ʺ

„

;

‘

*

+

–

—

-

/

()

[]

«»

<>

&

?

!

List of stop words identified in the assessment process









the
a
and
ein
on
of
in
to

Code of Levenshtein distance function
(Retrieved September 18, 2014 from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/13909885/how-toadd-levenshtein-function-in-mysql):
DELIMITER $$
CREATE FUNCTION levenshtein( s1 VARCHAR(255), s2 VARCHAR(255) )
RETURNS INT
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DETERMINISTIC
BEGIN
DECLARE s1_len, s2_len, i, j, c, c_temp, cost INT;
DECLARE s1_char CHAR;
-- max strlen=255
DECLARE cv0, cv1 VARBINARY(256);
SET s1_len = CHAR_LENGTH(s1), s2_len = CHAR_LENGTH(s2), cv1 = 0x00, j = 1, i =
1, c = 0;
IF s1 = s2 THEN
RETURN 0;
ELSEIF s1_len = 0 THEN
RETURN s2_len;
ELSEIF s2_len = 0 THEN
RETURN s1_len;
ELSE
WHILE j <= s2_len DO
SET cv1 = CONCAT(cv1, UNHEX(HEX(j))), j = j + 1;
END WHILE;
WHILE i <= s1_len DO
SET s1_char = SUBSTRING(s1, i, 1), c = i, cv0 = UNHEX(HEX(i)), j = 1;
WHILE j <= s2_len DO
SET c = c + 1;
IF s1_char = SUBSTRING(s2, j, 1) THEN
SET cost = 0; ELSE SET cost = 1;
END IF;
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SET c_temp = CONV(HEX(SUBSTRING(cv1, j, 1)), 16, 10) + cost;
IF c > c_temp THEN SET c = c_temp; END IF;
SET c_temp = CONV(HEX(SUBSTRING(cv1, j+1, 1)), 16, 10) + 1;
IF c > c_temp THEN
SET c = c_temp;
END IF;
SET cv0 = CONCAT(cv0, UNHEX(HEX(c))), j = j + 1;
END WHILE;
SET cv1 = cv0, i = i + 1;
END WHILE;
END IF;
RETURN c;
END$$

Table 39: List of special characters that were tested with the LDF

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Special_character
à
á
â
ã
ä
å
æ
ç
è
é
ê
ë
ì
í
î
ï
ñ
ò

Equiv_character LDF_score
a
0
a
0
a
0
a
0
a
1
a
1
a
1
c
0
e
0
e
0
e
0
e
0
i
0
i
0
i
0
i
0
n
0
o
0

Subset MS Office
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
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ID
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Special_character
ó
ô
õ
ö
ø
ù
ú
û
ü
ý
ÿ
ā
ă
ą
ć
ĉ
ċ
č
ď
đ
ē
ĕ
ė
ę
ě
ĝ
ğ
ġ
ģ
ĥ
ħ
ĩ
ī
ĭ
į
ı
ĵ
ķ
ĺ
ļ
ľ
ŀ
ł
ń

Equiv_character LDF_score
o
0
o
0
o
0
o
1
o
1
u
0
u
0
u
0
u
1
y
0
y
1
a
1
a
1
a
1
c
1
c
1
c
1
c
1
d
1
d
1
e
1
e
1
e
1
e
1
e
1
g
1
g
1
g
1
g
1
h
1
h
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
j
1
k
1
l
1
l
1
l
1
l
1
l
1
n
1

Subset MS Office
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-1_Suppl
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
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ID
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

Special_character
ņ
ň
ŉ
ŋ
ō
ŏ
ő
œ
ŕ
ŗ
ř
ś
ŝ
ş
š
ţ
ť
ŧ
ũ
ū
ŭ
ů
ű
ų
ŵ
ŷ
ź
ż
ž

Equiv_character LDF_score
n
1
n
1
n
1
n
1
o
1
o
1
o
1
o
1
r
1
r
1
r
1
s
1
s
1
s
1
s
1
t
1
t
1
t
1
u
1
u
1
u
1
u
1
u
1
u
1
w
1
y
1
z
1
z
1
z
1

Subset MS Office
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
Latin-Ext-A
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Table 40: Special characters that the LDF cannot detect

ID
1
2
3
4
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
28

Special_character
à
á
â
ã
ç
è
é
ê
ë
ì
í
î
ï
ñ
ò
ó
ô
õ
ù
ú
û
ý

Equiv_character LDF_score Subset MS Office
a
0 Latin-1_Suppl
a
0 Latin-1_Suppl
a
0 Latin-1_Suppl
a
0 Latin-1_Suppl
c
0 Latin-1_Suppl
e
0 Latin-1_Suppl
e
0 Latin-1_Suppl
e
0 Latin-1_Suppl
e
0 Latin-1_Suppl
i
0 Latin-1_Suppl
i
0 Latin-1_Suppl
i
0 Latin-1_Suppl
i
0 Latin-1_Suppl
n
0 Latin-1_Suppl
o
0 Latin-1_Suppl
o
0 Latin-1_Suppl
o
0 Latin-1_Suppl
o
0 Latin-1_Suppl
u
0 Latin-1_Suppl
u
0 Latin-1_Suppl
u
0 Latin-1_Suppl
y
0 Latin-1_Suppl
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Table 41: The codebook
Inaccuracy
code

Name

Type 1:
contains a
correct value

Type 2: contains
part of a correct
value
x

Type 3: does not
contain a correct
value

A

Typographical variation

B

Spelling error

C

Different language

x

D

Completely incorrect

x

E

Omitted

x

F

Cropped

G

Interchanged fields

x

G1

holds issue no

x

G2

holds starting page

x

G3

holds ending page

x

G4

holds volume no

x

G5

holds last name

x

G6

holds first initial

x

G7

holds second initial

x

H

Jumbled value

x

I

Abbreviation

x

J

Partially incorrect

x

K

Space

x

L

Informational letter

x

M

Incorrect interpretation
of author names

N

Additional information

x

O

Incorrect order of
authors

x

P

No author name

Q

Special character

R

Punctuation

x

x

x

x
x
x
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Inaccuracy
code

Name

S

Padded

T

Plus/Minus

U

Full first name

X

Incorrect interpretation
of additional
information
Stop word

Y

Word stem

Z

Not available

V

Type 1:
contains a
correct value
x

Type 2: contains
part of a correct
value

Type 3: does not
contain a correct
value

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Table 42 summarizes the frequency of IACs in the Orig-WoS result set. The first few rows give
the descriptive statistics. Below, the first column names the IAC. The second column shows
the absolute number of occurrences of the IAC (Count) and third column gives the percentage
of these occurrences in the respective inaccuracy category simple, moderate and complex (Type
%). The IACs are organized according to the taxonomy explained in section 6.3. The last row
gives the total absolute number of inaccuracies.
Table 42: Overall frequency of IACs in the Orig-WoS result set

Assessment result Orig-WoS
No of articles
No of assessed data values
No of inaccuracies
% of data values without discrepancy
IAC
Count
simple
Added data values
N Additional information
1
S Padded
1
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
4
O Incorrect order of authors
6
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
10
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
3
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
4
Q Special character
114
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
2

300
4,005
437
90%
Type %

8%
8%
34%
50%

5%
2%
2%
61%
1%
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IAC

Count
30

Type %
16%

3
20

2%
11%

146
20

61%
8%

67

28%

6
437

3%

I Abbreviation
Other variations
T Plus/Minus
X Stop word
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
Z Not available
Missing data values
E Omitted
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
SUM

Table 43 summarizes the frequency of IACs in the Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref result sets. The first
few rows give the descriptive statistics. Below, the first column names the IAC. The following
two columns show the results of the Orig-Ref and the last two the results of the WoS-Ref
assessment. Each result set gives the absolute number of occurrences of the IAC (Count) and
the percentage of these occurrences in the respective inaccuracy category simple, moderate or
complex (Type %). To facilitate comparison between the assessment results and the discussion
of the subcategories, the IACs are organized according to the taxonomy. The last row gives the
total absolute number of inaccuracies.
Table 43: Overall frequency of IACs in the two assessment samples: Orig-Ref and WoS-Ref

No of articles
No of citing references
No of assessed data values
No of inaccuracies
% of data values without discrepancy
IAC

Orig-Ref
3,735
3,929
54,828
8,108
85%
Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
3,735
3,929
54,861
8,175
85%
WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

16
48
38
54

3%
9%
7%
10%

15
46
261
101

2%
5%
29%
11%
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Orig-Ref
IAC

Count Type %
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
84
16%
H Jumbled value
31
6%
O Incorrect order of authors
263
49%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
77
2%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
5
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
55
1%
B Spelling error
265
5%
Q Special character
300
6%
Y Word stem
38
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
1,647
35%
I Abbreviation
2,170
45%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
54
1%
T Plus/Minus
166
3%
X Stop word
41
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
549
20%
Z Not available
84
3%
Missing data values
E Omitted
1,877
68%
P No author name
23
1%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
223
8%
8,108
SUM

WoS-Ref
Count

Type %

95
27
369

10%
3%
40%

144
3

4%
0%

48
309
822
84

1%
9%
23%
2%

1,425
359

39%
10%

228
127
90

6%
4%
2%

787
669

22%
18%

1,827
23

50%
1%

316
8,175

9%

Table 44 and Table 45 show the occurrences of IACs per bibliographic field for the Orig-Ref
and the WoS-Ref result.
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Table 44: Occurrences of IACs per bibliographic field – Orig-Ref result
Orig-Ref
IAC

First AN

Other
ANs

Article
title

Pubname

Pubyear

Volume
no

Spage

Epage

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Inform.
letter
N Additional
information
S Padded

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Disarranged data values
G Interch.
fields
H Jumbled
value
O Incorrect
order of
authors

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect
interpr. of
author
names
V Incorrect
interpr. of
add.
information

x

x

x
Spelling variations

A Typogr.
variation
B Spelling
error
Q Special
character
Y Word stem

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Abbreviated data values
F Cropped

x

x

I Abbrev.

x

x

x

x

x

x

Other variations
J Partially
incorrect
T Plus/Minus
X Stop word

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

complex
Not assessable
C Different
language
Z Not
available

x
x
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IAC

First AN

Other
ANs

Article
title

Pubname

Pubyear

Volume
no

Spage

Epage

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Missing data values
E Omitted

x

x

P No author
name

x

x

x

Completely incorrect
D
Completely
incorrect

x

x

x

Table 45: Occurrences of IAC per bibliographic field – WoS-Ref result
WoS-Ref
IAC

First AN

Other
ANs

Article
title

Pubname

Pubyear

Volume
no

Spage

Epage

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Inform.
letter
N Additional
information
S Padded

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Disarranged data values
G Interch.
fields
H Jumbled
value
O Incorrect
order of
authors

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect
interpr. of
author names
V Incorrect
interpr. of add.
information

x

x
x
Spelling variations

A Typogr.
variation
B Spelling
error
Q Special
character
Y Word stem

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
I Abbrev.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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IAC

First AN

Other
ANs

Article
title

Pubname

Pubyear

Volume
no

Spage

Epage

x

x

x

x

Other variations
J Partially
incorrect
T Plus/Minus

x

X Stop word

x

x

x
complex
Not assessable

C Different
language
Z Not
available

x
x
Missing data values

E Omitted

x

x

P No author
name

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Completely incorrect
D Completely
incorrect

x

x

x

x

The following tables (Table 46-Table 76) give the descriptive statistics as well as the
frequencies of IACs for the different strata of the data sample ordered by their incidence in
chapter 7.

Table 46: Overall descriptive statistics –NS, SSH

No of citing references
No of assessed data values
No of inaccuracies

Assessment result
Orig-Ref
NS
SSH
2,496
1,433
39,684
15,144
6,744
1,364

Assessment result
WoS-Ref
NS
SSH
2,496
1,433
39,717
15,144
6,163
2,012
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Table 47: Frequency of IACs – NS

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

8
2%
4
1%
32
8%
28
7%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
47
11%
H Jumbled value
27
7%
O Incorrect order of authors
255
64%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
72
2%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
5
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
44
1%
B Spelling error
184
5%
Q Special character
280
7%
Y Word stem
6
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
1,275
32%
I Abbreviation
2,023
50%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
30
1%
T Plus/Minus
94
2%
X Stop word
18
0%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
538
23%
Z Not available
0
0%
Missing data values
E Omitted
1,643
71%
P No author name
5
0%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
126
6%
6,744
SUM

10
2
255
81

1%
0%
34%
10%

50
24
361

6%
3%
46%

139
3

5%
0%

47
253
463
58

2%
9%
17%
2%

1,130
327

41%
12%

193
62
70

7%
2%
3%

387
484

15%
18%

1,600
5

61%
0%

159
6,163

6%
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Table 48: Frequency of IACs – SSH

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

8
6%
44
33%
6
5%
26
19%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
37
28%
H Jumbled value
4
3%
O Incorrect order of authors
8
6%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
5
1%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
11
1%
B Spelling error
81
10%
Q Special character
20
3%
Y Word stem
32
4%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
372
47%
I Abbreviation
147
19%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
24
3%
T Plus/Minus
72
9%
X Stop word
23
3%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
11
2%
Z Not available
84
19%
Missing data values
E Omitted
234
53%
P No author name
18
4%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
97
22%
1,364
SUM

5
44
6
20

4%
34%
5%
15%

45
3
8

34%
2%
6%

5

1%

1
56
359
26

0%
6%
40%
3%

295
32

33%
4%

35
65
20

4%
7%
2%

400
185

40%
19%

227
18

23%
2%

157
2,012

16%
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Assessment
result WoS-Ref

Assessment
result Orig-Ref

Table 49: Overall descriptive statistics – disciplines

Chem
Ortho
GenMed
EduSci
PolSci
Sociol
Chem
Ortho
GenMed
EduSci
PolSci
Sociol

No. of cited No. of data
ref.
values
753
11,148
836
10,944
907
17,592
434
4,896
531
5,232
468
5,016
753
11,202
836
10,944
907
17,571
434
4,896
531
5,232
468
5,016

No of
inacc.
2,218
1,728
2,798
319
483
562
2,207
1,589
2,367
572
769
671

Figure 32: Shares of inaccuracies per discipline
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Table 50: Frequency of IACs – Chemistry

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

3
3%
0
0%
4
3%
1
1%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
25
22%
H Jumbled value
8
7%
O Incorrect order of authors
74
64%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
47
6%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
0
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
0
0%
B Spelling error
65
8%
Q Special character
9
1%
Y Word stem
1
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
71
9%
I Abbreviation
629
75%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
2
0%
T Plus/Minus
8
1%
X Stop word
3
0%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
13
1%
Z Not available
0
0%
Missing data values
E Omitted
1,218
96%
P No author name
5
0%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
32
3%
2,218
SUM

3
0
136
5

1%
0%
39%
1%

25
4
181

7%
1%
51%

98
0

18%
0%

0
74
57
0

0%
13%
10%
0%

20
259

4%
46%

36
8
6

7%
1%
1%

28
0

2%
0%

1,254
5

97%
0%

8
2,207

1%
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Table 51: Frequency of IACs – Orthopedics

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

2
4%
2
4%
2
4%
15
28%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
13
24%
H Jumbled value
0
0%
O Incorrect order of authors
19
36%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
0%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
0
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
9
1%
B Spelling error
34
3%
Q Special character
102
8%
Y Word stem
3
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
338
26%
I Abbreviation
761
59%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
11
1%
T Plus/Minus
23
2%
X Stop word
4
0%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
232
60%
Z Not available
0
0%
Missing data values
E Omitted
115
30%
P No author name
0
0%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
41
10%
1,728
SUM

2
0
58
16

2%
0%
54%
15%

12
1
18

11%
1%
17%

2
0

0%
0%

1
68
272
16

0%
10%
40%
2%

206
0

31%
0%

79
13
17

12%
2%
3%

170
484

21%
60%

90
0

11%
0%

64
1,589

8%
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Table 52: Frequency of IACs – General Medicine

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

3
1%
2
1%
26
11%
12
5%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
9
4%
H Jumbled value
19
8%
O Incorrect order of authors
162
70%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
23
1%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
5
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
35
2%
B Spelling error
85
5%
Q Special character
169
9%
Y Word stem
2
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
866
45%
I Abbreviation
633
33%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
17
1%
T Plus/Minus
63
3%
X Stop word
11
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
293
45%
Missing data values
E Omitted
310
47%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
53
8%
2,798
SUM

5
2
61
60

1%
1%
19%
19%

13
19
162

4%
6%
50%

39
3

3%
0%

46
111
134
42

3%
7%
9%
3%

904
68

60%
4%

78
41
47

5%
3%
3%

189

36%

256

48%

87
2,367

16%
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Table 53: Frequency of IACs – Educational Science

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

2
4%
14
29%
3
6%
15
30%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
14
29%
H Jumbled value
1
2%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
3
2%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
3
2%
B Spelling error
18
10%
Q Special character
8
4%
Y Word stem
22
12%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
64
35%
I Abbreviation
10
5%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
9
5%
T Plus/Minus
40
22%
X Stop word
7
3%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
5
6%
Missing data values
E Omitted
66
77%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
15
17%
319
SUM

1
14
3
11

3%
34%
7%
27%

12
0

29%
0%

3

1%

0
8
140
19

0%
3%
48%
7%

46
6

16%
2%

21
39
7

7%
14%
2%

109

45%

67

28%

66
572

27%
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Table 54: Frequency of IACs – Political Science

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded
G Interchanged fields
H Jumbled value
O Incorrect order of authors

A Typographical variation
B Spelling error
Q Special character
Y Word stem
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
X Stop word

C Different language
Z Not available
E Omitted
P No author name
D Completely incorrect
SUM

3
16
3
6
Disarranged data values
8
2
8
moderate
Spelling variations
1
30
10
7
Abbreviated data values
168
26
Other variations
6
21
8
complex
Not assessable
0
0
Missing data values
94
7
Completely incorrect
59
483

7%
35%
7%
13%

3
16
3
4

7%
36%
7%
9%

17%
4%
17%

8
2
8

18%
5%
18%

0%
11%
4%
3%

0
14
89
5

0%
5%
31%
2%

60%
9%

130
20

45%
7%

2%
8%
3%

6
21
4

2%
7%
1%

0%
0%

181
100

41%
23%

59%
4%

92
7

21%
2%

37%

56
769

13%
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Table 55: Frequency of IACs – Sociology

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
S Padded

3
8%
14
37%
5
13%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
15
39%
H Jumbled value
1
3%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
1%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
7
2%
B Spelling error
33
10%
Q Special character
2
1%
Y Word stem
3
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
140
43%
I Abbreviation
111
34%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
9
3%
T Plus/Minus
11
3%
X Stop word
8
2%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
6
3%
Z Not available
84
42%
Missing data values
E Omitted
74
37%
P No author name
11
6%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
23
12%
562
SUM

1
14
5

2%
31%
11%

25
1

54%
2%

2

0%

1
34
130
2

0%
11%
41%
0%

119
6

38%
2%

8
5
9

3%
2%
3%

110
85

36%
28%

68
11

22%
3%

35
671

11%

Table 56: Overall descriptive statistics – Language of cited article

No of citing references
No of assessed data values
No of inaccuracies

Orig-Ref
Eng
Ger
2,234
1,695
30,417
24,411
4,105
4,003

WoS-Ref
Eng
Ger
2,234
1,695
30,471
24,390
3,761
4,414
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Table 57: Frequency of IACs – English cited articles

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

13
5%
24
9%
5
2%
23
9%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
56
21%
H Jumbled value
5
2%
O Incorrect order of authors
137
52%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
72
3%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
3
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
35
1%
B Spelling error
114
5%
Q Special character
50
2%
Y Word stem
27
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
945
37%
I Abbreviation
1,147
45%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
29
1%
T Plus/Minus
89
4%
X Stop word
24
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
0
0%
Z Not available
0
0%
Missing data values
E Omitted
1,131
87%
P No author name
11
1%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
165
12%
4,105
SUM

12
22
6
28

3%
6%
2%
7%

57
6
245

15%
2%
65%

139
3

9%
0%

34
128
101
27

2%
8%
6%
2%

827
196

52%
12%

34
81
25

2%
5%
2%

3
414

0%
23%

1,144
11

64%
1%

218
3,761

12%
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Table 58: Frequency of IACs – German cited articles

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

3
1%
24
9%
33
12%
31
11%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
28
10%
H Jumbled value
26
10%
O Incorrect order of authors
126
47%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
5
0%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
2
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
20
1%
B Spelling error
151
7%
Q Special character
250
11%
Y Word stem
11
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
702
31%
I Abbreviation
1,023
45%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
25
1%
T Plus/Minus
77
3%
X Stop word
17
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
549
38%
Z Not available
84
6%
Missing data values
E Omitted
746
51%
P No author name
12
1%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
58
4%
4,003
SUM

3
24
255
73

1%
4%
47%
14%

38
21
124

7%
4%
23%

5
0

0%
0%

14
181
721
57

1%
9%
35%
3%

598
163

29%
8%

194
46
65

10%
2%
3%

784
255

43%
14%

683
12

37%
1%

98
4,414

5%
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Table 59: Overall descriptive statistics – document types

Assessment result
WoS-Ref

Assessment result
Orig-Ref

No. of No. of data
cited ref.
values
Article
Review
Proc.Pap
EditMat
Letter
Book/Ch
Other
Article
Review
Proc.Pap
EditMat
Letter
Book/Ch
Other

3,039
479
198
104
54
51
4
3,039
479
198
104
54
51
4

42,075
7,137
2,712
1,416
882
534
72
42,099
7,146
2,712
1,416
882
534
72

No of
inacc.
6,139
1,101
446
169
151
90
12
6,275
1,032
382
189
155
133
9

Figure 33: Shares of inaccuracies per document type
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Table 60: Frequency of IACs – Article

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

15
4%
34
8%
25
6%
47
11%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
71
17%
H Jumbled value
26
6%
O Incorrect order of authors
204
48%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
66
2%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
5
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
38
1%
B Spelling error
199
6%
Q Special character
220
6%
Y Word stem
32
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
1,133
32%
I Abbreviation
1,639
46%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
41
1%
T Plus/Minus
139
4%
X Stop word
30
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
413
19%
Z Not available
70
3%
Missing data values
E Omitted
1,520
70%
P No author name
11
1%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
161
7%
6,139
SUM

14
33
182
92

2%
5%
26%
13%

80
23
286

11%
3%
40%

117
3

4%
0%

25
242
670
71

1%
9%
25%
3%

973
270

36%
10%

167
100
66

6%
4%
2%

604
506

21%
18%

1,499
11

53%
0%

241
6,275

8%
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Table 61: Frequency of IACs – Review

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

6
11%
11
20%
2
4%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
8
15%
H Jumbled value
1
2%
O Incorrect order of authors
26
48%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
9
1%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
8
1%
B Spelling error
32
4%
Q Special character
48
7%
Y Word stem
1
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
268
38%
I Abbreviation
316
45%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
4
1%
T Plus/Minus
13
2%
X Stop word
5
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
86
25%
Z Not available
4
1%
Missing data values
E Omitted
228
66%
P No author name
2
1%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
23
7%
1,101
SUM

5
54
5

4%
44%
4%

8
1
50

6%
1%
41%

21

4%

17
33
65
2

3%
6%
12%
0%

252
72

48%
14%

40
14
11

8%
3%
2%

67
62

18%
16%

219
2

57%
1%

32
1,032

8%
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Table 62: Frequency of IACs – Proceedings paper

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

1
6%
6
35%
1
6%
2
12%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
1
6%
H Jumbled value
2
12%
O Incorrect order of authors
4
23%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
0%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
0
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
5
2%
B Spelling error
20
7%
Q Special character
24
8%
Y Word stem
1
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
127
42%
I Abbreviation
115
38%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
3
1%
T Plus/Minus
6
2%
X Stop word
2
0%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
29
24%
Z Not available
4
3%
Missing data values
E Omitted
76
61%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
15
12%
446
SUM

1
6
13
4

3%
19%
42%
13%

2
1
4

7%
3%
13%

4
0

2%
0%

4
22
26
3

2%
11%
13%
2%

107
10

53%
5%

13
7
6

6%
3%
3%

30
39

20%
26%

64

43%

16
382

11%
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Table 63: Frequency of IACs – Editorial material

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
N Additional information
S Padded

0
0%
0
0%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
1
14%
H Jumbled value
0
0%
O Incorrect order of authors
6
86%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
0
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
1
1%
B Spelling error
5
4%
Q Special character
5
4%
Y Word stem
2
2%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
48
40%
I Abbreviation
47
40%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
3
3%
T Plus/Minus
5
4%
X Stop word
2
2%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
9
20%
Z Not available
1
2%
Missing data values
E Omitted
28
64%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
6
14%
169
SUM

5
0

38%
0%

1
1
6

8%
8%
46%

2

2%

1
7
27
5

1%
8%
30%
6%

36
0

40%
0%

3
4
4

3%
5%
5%

31
22

36%
25%

24

28%

10
189

11%
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Table 64: Frequency of IACs – Letter

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
N Additional information
S Padded
H Jumbled value
O Incorrect order of authors

A Typographical variation
B Spelling error
Q Special character
Y Word stem
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
X Stop word

C Different language
Z Not available
E Omitted
D Completely incorrect
SUM

1
3
Disarranged data values
1
23
moderate
Spelling variations
1
5
2
1
Abbreviated data values
42
37
Other variations
3
2
0
complex
Not assessable
9
0
Missing data values
7
Completely incorrect
14
151

4%
10%

5
0

17%
0%

4%
82%

1
23

3%
80%

1%
6%
2%
1%

1
4
15
2

1%
5%
20%
3%

45%
40%

44
5

59%
7%

3%
2%
0%

3
0
1

4%
0%
1%

30%
0%

15
17

29%
33%

23%

5

10%

47%

14
155

28%
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Table 65: Frequency of IACs – Book / Book Chapter

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
N Additional information
G Interchanged fields
H Jumbled value

A Typographical variation
B Spelling error
Q Special character
Y Word stem
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
X Stop word

C Different language
Z Not available
E Omitted
P No author name
D Completely incorrect
SUM

2
0
Disarranged data values
3
1
moderate
Spelling variations
2
4
1
1
Abbreviated data values
22
12
Other variations
0
1
2
complex
Not assessable
2
5
Missing data values
18
10
Completely incorrect
4
90

33%
0%

2
2

25%
25%

50%
17%

4
0

50%
0%

4%
9%
2%
2%

0
1
19
1

0%
3%
58%
3%

50%
27%

5
2

15%
6%

0%
2%
4%

1
2
2

3%
6%
6%

5%
13%

40
23

44%
25%

46%
26%

16
10

17%
11%

10%

3
133

3%
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Table 66: Frequency of IACs – Other document types

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

IAC

F Cropped
I Abbreviation
J Partially incorrect

C Different language
SUM

moderate
Abbreviated data values
7
4
Other variations
0
complex
Not assessable
1
12

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

64%
36%

8
0

89%
0%

0%

1

11%

100%

0
9

0%

Table 67: Overall descriptive statistics – Language of citing article

Assessment
result WoS-Ref

Assessment
result Orig-Ref

No. of No. of data
cited ref.
values

No of
inacc.

English

3,232

45,240

6,819

German

629

8,592

1,094

French

23

330

62

Spanish

16

219

32

Other

29

447

101

English

3,232

45,282

6,344

German

629

8,583

1,661

French

23

330

47

Spanish

16

219

31

Other

29

447

92
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Table 68: Distribution of citing articles per language

Citing Article Language
Chinese
Croatian
Czech
Dutch
English
English, Spanish
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Lithuanian
Portuguese
Serbian
Spanish
Turkish

No of references
8
1
2
2
3,232
1
23
629
4
1
1
1
2
1
16
5
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Table 69: Frequency of IACs – English citing articles

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

14
4%
30
8%
36
10%
28
8%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
68
19%
H Jumbled value
15
4%
O Incorrect order of authors
171
47%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
73
2%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
2
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
41
1%
B Spelling error
226
5%
Q Special character
245
6%
Y Word stem
33
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
1,409
35%
I Abbreviation
1,813
45%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
41
1%
T Plus/Minus
127
3%
X Stop word
30
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
475
20%
Z Not available
30
1%
Missing data values
E Omitted
1,710
71%
P No author name
13
0%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
189
8%
6,819
SUM

13
28
251
76

2%
4%
34%
10%

73
12
278

10%
2%
38%

138
2

5%
0%

46
282
382
75

2%
10%
13%
3%

1,248
326

43%
11%

215
98
80

7%
3%
3%

277
491

10%
18%

1,673
13

62%
0%

267
6,344

10%
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Table 70: Frequency of IACs – German citing articles

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

17
10%
2
1%
23
14%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
15
9%
H Jumbled value
16
10%
O Incorrect order of authors
92
56%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
0%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
3
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
14
2%
B Spelling error
35
5%
Q Special character
52
8%
Y Word stem
3
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
194
29%
I Abbreviation
313
47%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
13
2%
T Plus/Minus
38
6%
X Stop word
8
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
61
24%
Z Not available
54
21%
Missing data values
E Omitted
102
40%
P No author name
7
3%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
30
12%
1,094
SUM

17
7
18

10%
4%
11%

21
15
91

12%
9%
54%

2
1

0%
0%

2
20
437
6

0%
3%
65%
1%

142
26

21%
4%

9
28
7

1%
4%
1%

509
158

63%
19%

91
7

11%
1%

47
1,661

6%
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Table 71: Frequency of IACs – French citing articles

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
1
0
0

100%
0%
0%

1
1
1

33%52
33%
33%

0
2
1
Abbreviated data values
22
17
Other variations
0
1
1
complex
Not assessable
5
0
Missing data values
10
Completely incorrect
2
62

0%
5%
2%

0
3
2

0%
13%
9%

50%
39%

13
0

57%
0%

0%
2%
2%

3
1
1

13%
4%
4%

29%
0%

1
10

5%
48%

59%

8

38%

12%

2
47

9%

K Space
N Additional information
S Padded
moderate
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
B Spelling error
Q Special character
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
X Stop word

C Different language
Z Not available
E Omitted
D Completely incorrect
SUM

52

The numbers in this subcategory add up to 99% due the rounding. The exact shares are 33.33333%
each.
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Table 72: Frequency of IACs – Spanish citing articles

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
S Padded

1
50%
0
0%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
1
50%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
10%
Spelling variations
Q Special character
0
0%
Y Word stem
1
4%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
8
38%
I Abbreviation
8
38%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
0
0%
X Stop word
2
10%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
4
45%
Z Not available
0
0%
Missing data values
E Omitted
2
22%
P No author name
3
33%
32
SUM

1
2

25%
50%

1

25%

4

19%

1
1

5%
5%

10
2

48%
9%

1
2

5%
9%

0
1

0%
17%

2
3
31

33%
50%
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Table 73: Frequency of IACs – Citing articles in Other languages

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
N Additional information
S Padded

1
0
3

25%
0%
75%

1
2
4

14%
29%
57%

2
2
1
Abbreviated data values
14
19
complex
Not assessable
4
0
Missing data values
53
Completely incorrect
2
101

5%
5%
3%

4
0
2

17%
0%
9%

37%
50%

12
5

52%
22%

7%
0%

0
9

0%
15%

90%

53

85%

3%

0
92

0%

moderate
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
Q Special character
Y Word stem
F Cropped
I Abbreviation

C Different language
Z Not available
E Omitted
D Completely incorrect
SUM

Table 74: Overall descriptive statistics – Citation windows

No of citing references
No of data values
No of inaccuracies

Assessment result Orig-Ref
1998200320082002
2007
2012
629
1,384
1,916
9,102
20,208 25,518
1,600
3,118
3,390

Assessment result WoS-Ref
1998200320082002
2007
2012
629
1,384
1,916
9,141
20,211
25,509
1,670
3,015
3,490
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Table 75: Frequency of IACs – Citation window 1998-2002

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

1
1%
9
6%
7
5%
14
10%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
9
6%
O Incorrect order of authors
103
72%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
18
2%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
6
1%
B Spelling error
65
7%
Q Special character
51
6%
Y Word stem
6
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
241
28%
I Abbreviation
438
51%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
7
1%
T Plus/Minus
17
2%
X Stop word
6
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
71
12%
Z Not available
13
2%
Missing data values
E Omitted
479
80%
P No author name
2
0%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
37
6%
1,600
SUM

1
9
77
7

0%
3%
27%
3%

9
180

3%
64%

40

6%

3
77
118
17

0%
12%
19%
3%

204
103

32%
16%

39
15
20

6%
3%
3%

145
78

19%
11%

472
2

63%
0%

54
1,670

7%
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Table 76: Frequency of IACs – Citation window 2003-2007

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

8
4%
7
4%
14
8%
19
10%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
36
19%
H Jumbled value
15
8%
O Incorrect order of authors
86
47%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
31
2%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
2
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
23
1%
B Spelling error
104
5%
Q Special character
125
7%
Y Word stem
9
0%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
670
35%
I Abbreviation
844
45%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
26
1%
T Plus/Minus
55
3%
X Stop word
10
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
205
20%
Z Not available
27
3%
Missing data values
E Omitted
723
70%
P No author name
7
0%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
72
7%
3,118
SUM

7
7
92
39

2%
2%
31%
13%

38
13
104

13%
4%
35%

57
1

4%
0%

23
130
305
25

2%
9%
22%
2%

584
130

41%
9%

80
46
27

6%
3%
2%

267
226

20%
17%

699
7

54%
1%

108
3,015

8%
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Table 77: Frequency of IACs – Citation window 2008-2012

IAC

Orig-Ref
Count Type %

WoS-Ref
Count
Type %

simple
Added data values
K Space
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded

7
3%
32
16%
17
8%
21
10%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
39
19%
H Jumbled value
16
8%
O Incorrect order of authors
74
36%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
28
1%
V Incorrect interpretation of add. information
3
0%
Spelling variations
A Typographical variation
26
1%
B Spelling error
96
5%
Q Special character
124
6%
Y Word stem
23
1%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
736
36%
I Abbreviation
888
43%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
21
1%
T Plus/Minus
94
5%
X Stop word
25
1%
complex
Not assessable
C Different language
273
25%
Z Not available
44
4%
Missing data values
E Omitted
675
60%
P No author name
14
1%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
114
10%
3,390
SUM

7
30
92
55

2%
9%
28%
17%

48
14
85

14%
4%
26%

47
2

3%
0%

22
102
399
42

1%
6%
25%
3%

637
126

40%
8%

109
66
43

7%
4%
3%

375
365

24%
23%

656
14

42%
1%

154
3,490

10%
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Appendix G summarizes the false positive matches identified in WoS.
WoS-UT

WoS category

ID cited article

000270020200021

Business & Economics; Computer
Science; Public Administration;
Telecommunications

BeSo08_008

000286873600006

Family Studies; Government & Law;
Social Work

BeSo98_001

000181755500018

Neurosciences & Neurology;
Pharmacology & Pharmacy; Psychiatry

BeSo98_001

000084485900003

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Cell
Biology

BeSo98_001

000228255900003

Dentistry, Oral Surgery & Medicine

BeSo98_002

000174834200012

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology;
Endocrinology & Metabolism;
Toxicology; Zoology

BeSo98_002

000167374800009
000090094400001
000087564800012

Government & Law
Government & Law
Government & Law

BeSo98_004
BeSo98_004
BeSo98_004

000084295000021

Life Sciences & Biomedicine - Other
Topics

BeSo98_010

000083892100025

Chemistry

HAC98_001

000222356900009

Anthropology

HaCl98_009

000224959600001
000222091700004
000187712000001
000178148400003
000171172900018
000168258800013
000086539300009
000082711000013
000241359000097
000240091500045
000185510800036

Zoology
Evolutionary Biology; Zoology
Entomology
Entomology
Entomology
Entomology
Entomology
Physics
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science

HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_009
JCuSt98_005
JCuSt98_005
JCuSt98_005

comment

different
domain
different
domain
different
domain
different
domain

different
domain
erratum
different
domain
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WoS-UT

WoS category

ID cited article

comment

000171566400006

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology;
Biotechnology & Applied Microbiology;
Computer Science; Mathematical &
Computational Biology; Mathematics

JCuSt98_005

different
domain

000185853600015
000263372000008

Internal & General Medicine
Computer Science

JTM03_005
JTM03_010

000262588100046

Oncology; Obstetrics & Gynecology

PoTh08_002

000243443300005

Oncology; Genetics & Heredity

PoTh98_007

000234871900003
000240470700011
000181820100013
000180534800006
000181024300001

Ethics; Psychology, Multidisciplinary
General & Internal Medicine
Endocrinology & Metabolism
Cardiovascular System & Cardiology
Orthopedics

PoVi03_006
WDMW98_001
WDMW98_005
WDMW98_005
WOrth98_001

erratum
different
domain
different
domain
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Appendix H summarizes all irregular records identified in WoS.
Table 78: WoS target article with an incorrect article language

Internal ID

WoS-UT

BeSo98_005
PoVi98_010

000076443500008
000076743200005

WoS Article language
English
French

Correct Article
language
German
German

Table 79: WoS source articles with an incorrect article language

Internal ID
BeSo03_016
HAC03_038
HAC03_170
HaCl03_165
JCuSt08_047
JTM03_106
JTM98_131
PoVi03_059
PoVi03_081
SoIn98_030
WCZ98_225
WCZ98_277
WDMW03_039
WDMW03_189
WDMW98_057
WDMW98_158
WDMW98_221
WDMW98_285
WOrth03_166
ZPad98_029

WoS-UT
000250299500003
000243493400002
000237964900004
000288842900008
000295191100011
000285366400005
000225649800008
000250299500002
000314511000003
000261211400002
000229379500004
000223168100001
000254395800002
000236678200008
000183950500008
000079710500013
000221717600005
000249522200024
000229048400007
000248753700003

WoS Article language
English
Russian
Russian
Spanish
English
English
English
English
English
Hungarian
Russian
German
English
French
English
English
English; Estonian
Spanish
English
English

Correct Article
language
German
English
English
English
Spanish
English; Spanish
French
German
German
English
English
English
German
English
German
German
German
English
German
German
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Table 80: WoS target articles with missing ending page numbers

Internal ID
BeSo03_001
BeSo03_002
BeSo03_003
BeSo03_004
BeSo03_005
BeSo03_006
BeSo03_007
BeSo03_008
BeSo03_009
BeSo03_010
BeSo98_001
BeSo98_002
BeSo98_003
BeSo98_004
BeSo98_005
BeSo98_006
BeSo98_007
BeSo98_008
BeSo98_009
BeSo98_010
HaCl03_001
HaCl03_002
HaCl03_003
HaCl03_004
HaCl03_005
HaCl03_006
HaCl03_007
HaCl03_008
HaCl03_009
HaCl03_010
HaCl98_001
HaCl98_002
HaCl98_003
HaCl98_004
HaCl98_005
HaCl98_006
HaCl98_007
HaCl98_008
HaCl98_009
HaCl98_010
PoVi03_001
PoVi03_002

WoS-UT
000185021400005
000189260500005
000189260500008
000186419500002
000189260500004
000186419500005
000189260500003
000182397500005
000185021400003
000185021400007
000073119800002
000076443500007
000077822800007
000076443500010
000076443500008
000073119800009
000076443500006
000077822800004
000074825600002
000074825600004
000184794300022
000184794300003
000183799700006
000181956900005
000181956900007
000181956900013
000184794300015
000183799700014
000183799700013
000181956900002
000075899800006
000073670600004
000077576200012
000075899800005
000075899800011
000077576200007
000075899800010
000073670600011
000072590900002
000077576200008
000188869300004
000186430200005

WoS EP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Correct EP
238
529
584
323
510
393
495
96
195
274
22
380
547
420
392
142
357
505
180
222
538
369
239
49
71
175
470
316
308
15
383
176
645
370
450
578
429
277
15
587
528
369
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Internal ID
PoVi03_003
PoVi03_004
PoVi03_006
PoVi03_007
PoVi03_008
PoVi03_009
PoVi03_010
PoVi98_001
PoVi98_002
PoVi98_005
PoVi98_007
PoVi98_008
PoVi98_009
WOrth03_001
WOrth03_005
WOrth03_006

WoS-UT
000182704300005
000188869300002
000182704300004
000184873600002
000186430200003
000184873600003
000186430200006
000076743200004
000078375300001
000078375300002
000075085200002
000073390000004
000073390000003
000184209700004
000183374000012
000184209700010

WoS EP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Correct EP
65
482
40
173
324
195
394
589
757
774
281
79
54
476
431
526

Table 81: WoS target articles with a transposed ending page number

Internal ID
WoS-UT
WoS EP
WCZ98_010
000077789300002 300
WDMW03_001 000187220400003 2637
WOrth03_008 000184209700014 569

Correct EP
301
2638
570

Table 82: WoS target articles with incorrect article title

Internal ID
JCuSt03_003

WoS-UT
000180284900002

PoTh03_010

000181590500004

ZPad08_004

000261119900002

WoS article title
OP-ED Scientific
literacy as an emergent
feature of collective
human praxis
Metaphysics in the
dark. A response to
Richard Rorty and
Ernesto Ladau
Test-Based
Educational
Accountability

Correct article title
Scientific literacy as an
emergent feature of
collective human praxis
Metaphysics in the
dark. A Response to
Richard Rorty and
Ernesto Laclau
Test-Based Educational
Accountability.
Research Evidence
and Implications
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Table 83: WoS target articles with incorrect or discrepant author names

WoS
Internal ID
HAC03_009
HAC98_002
HAC98_007
HAC98_007
HAC98_007
HAC98_007
HaCl03_002
HaCl98_004
JCuSt03_002
JTM03_003
JTM03_008
JTM03_009
SoIn98_006
WOrth98_004
ZPad03_003

53

WoS-UT
000181850000008
000073141300009
000076154100012
000076154100012
000076154100012
000076154100012
000184794300003
000075899800005
000185914500001
000183270000005
000181249600002
000181677600004
000078438900003
000072512500006
000183300700002

author
no.
1
4
1
2
3
4
7
2
3
12
8
2
2
2
3

LN
Baul, TSB
Malar, EJP
Hoa, N
Huy, T
Ricard, L
Mathey, F
Meyer, PTA
Viegas, SE
Spillane, JP53
Knobloch, SJ
Fradet, MD
Saillour, MF
Austin, SF
Linhard, W
Feinstein, S

correct
author
no.
1
4
1
2
3
4
7
4
3
12
8
2
2
2
3

Author name
Basu Baul, TS
Padma Malar, EJ
Tran Huy, NH
Ricard, L
Mathey, F
Meyer, A
Viegas, SF
Jita, L
Knobloch, S
Douville Fradet, M
Flament Saillour, M
Linhart, W
Feinstein, L

At the time of downloading the records, this author name was given as the third. When we checked
the records again in August, 2014, the third author had been removed but not replaced with the correct
third author.
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Appendix I documents all information regarding missed citations.
Table 84: Four citations missed by all six data sources
Cited reference information – missed
citation

ID
HAC98_214

SHANMUGASUNDARA.M, 1998,
HETEROATOM CHEM, P327

PoTh08_108

ROOVER J, 2008, POLITICAL THEORY

WCZ98_286

ARDUENGO AJ, IN PRESS CHEM
UNSERE

ZPad08_050

PANT HA, Z PADAGOGIK IN PRESS

Cited reference information – matched
citation
Raghunathan R, 1998, HETEROATOM
CHEM, V9, P327, DOI 10.1002/(SICI)10981071(1998)9:3<327::AID-HC9>3.0.CO;2-6
De Roover J, 2008, POLIT THEORY, V36,
P523, DOI 10.1177/0090591708317969
Arduengo AJ, 1998, CHEM UNSERER
ZEIT, V32, P6, DOI
10.1002/ciuz.19980320103
Pant HA, 2008, Z PADAGOGIK, V54, P827

Table 85: Overall descriptive statistics – inaccuracies in missed citations

Orig- WoS- CitedRef
Ref
Ref
-WoS
No of missed
citations
No of
inaccuracies

GS

CitedRef
CWTS
-Sco

iFQ

SM

219

219

219

79

58

51

45

199

346

342

365

138

93

108

104

332
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Table 86: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – Orig-Ref

Assessment result Orig-Ref
IAC
Count Type %
simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
4
8%
N Additional information
3
6%
S Padded
3
6%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
30
62%
H Jumbled value
5
10%
O Incorrect order of authors
4
8%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
1%
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
16
10%
Q Special character
6
4%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
4
2%
I Abbreviation
90
54%
Other variations
T Plus/Minus
49
29%
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
52
40%
P No author name
18
14%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
60
46%
346
SUM

247

Table 87: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – WoS-Ref

Assessment result WoS-Ref
IAC
Count Type %
simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
3
4%
N Additional information
11
17%
S Padded
3
4%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
40
61%
H Jumbled value
5
8%
O Incorrect order of authors
4
6%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
2
1%
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
17
12%
Q Special character
58
40%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
4
3%
I Abbreviation
11
8%
Other variations
T Plus/Minus
51
36%
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
52
39%
P No author name
18
14%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
63
47%
342
SUM

248

Table 88: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – CitedRef-WoS

Assessment result CitedRef-WoS
IAC
Count Type %
simple
Added data values
K Space
3
3%
N Additional information
11
9%
R Punctuation
37
32%
S Padded
3
3%
U Full first name
11
9%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
45
38%
H Jumbled value
4
3%
O Incorrect order of authors
4
3%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
13
11%
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
18
15%
Q Special character
5
4%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
5
4%
I Abbreviation
24
21%
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
1
1%
T Plus/Minus
52
44%
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
60
46%
P No author name
2
2%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
67
52%
365
SUM
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Table 89: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – CitedRef-Sco

Assessment result CitedRef-Sco
IAC
Count Type %
simple
Added data values
N Additional information
7
23%
S Padded
1
3%
U Full first name
2
6%
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
16
52%
H Jumbled value
1
3%
O Incorrect order of authors
4
13%
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
7
28%
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
2
8%
Q Special character
3
12%
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
3
12%
Other variations
T Plus/Minus
10
40%
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
20
54%
P No author name
2
5%
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
15
41%
93
SUM

250

Table 90: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – GS

Assessment result GS
IAC
simple
Added data values
L Informational letter
N Additional information
S Padded
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
H Jumbled value
O Incorrect order of authors
moderate
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
Q Special character
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
P No author name
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
SUM

Count

Type %

3
4
1

11%
14%
4%

17
1
2

60%
4%
7%

7
11

14%
22%

2
19

4%
38%

0
11

0%
22%

32
14

54%
23%

14
138

23%
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Table 91: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – CWTS

Assessment result CWTS
IAC
simple
Added data values
N Additional information
R Punctuation
S Padded
U Full first name
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
O Incorrect order of authors
moderate
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
SUM

Count

Type %

8
6
1
2

21%
16%
2%
5%

17
4

45%
11%

3

13%

1
7

5%
32%

1
10

5%
45%

27

56%

21
108

44%
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Table 92: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – iFQ

Assessment result iFQ
IAC
simple
Added data values
K Space
N Additional information
R Punctuation
U Full first name
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
O Incorrect order of authors
moderate
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
I Abbreviation
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
T Plus/Minus
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
SUM

Count

Type %

1
6
16
2

3%
20%
52%
6%

2
4

6%
13%

2

5%

1
9

23%
23%

1
27

2%
68%

23

70%

10
104

30%
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Table 93: Overall frequency of IACs in missed citations – SM

Assessment result SM
IAC
simple
Added data values

Count

K Space
3
N Additional information
11
R Punctuation
33
S Padded
2
U Full first name
9
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields
41
H Jumbled value
4
O Incorrect order of authors
4
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation of author names
12
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
14
Q Special character
5
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
5
I Abbreviation
22
Other variations
J Partially incorrect
1
T Plus/Minus
51
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
52
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
63
332
SUM

Type %

3%
10%
31%
2%
8%
38%
4%
4%

11%
13%
5%
5%
20%
0%
46%

45%
55%
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Table 94: Number of references not matched because of a single inaccuracy (CitedRef-WoS result)

First
Starting
PubYear Vol no
Total
initial
page
simple
Added data values
R Punctuation
1
1
S Padded
1
1
U First full name
1
1
Disarranged data values
G Interchanged fields (G1)
15
5
20
H Jumbled value
2
2
moderate
Incorrect interpretation of data values
M Incorrect interpretation
1
1
of author names
Spelling variations
B Spelling error
8
8
Q Special character
2
2
Abbreviated data values
F Cropped
1
1
2
Other variations
T Plus/Minus
6
2
13
21
complex
Missing data values
E Omitted
1
7
8
Completely incorrect
D Completely incorrect
1
5
29
35
SUM
102
IAC

Last
name
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Table 95 summarizes the cited reference information of 18 references where the original
reference was completely accurate and the inaccuracies caused by the data handling. Figure 34
to Figure 51 give screenshots of the references as they were found in the original citing
articles.
Table 95: Cited reference information of missed citing articles without inaccuracies in the original
reference
ID
BeSo98_062
HAC03_216
HAC98_213
HaCl98_093
HaCl98_094
HaCl98_095
HaCl98_096
HaCl98_097
HaCl98_141
PoTh03_128
PoTh03_137
PoTh08_029
PoTh03_139
PoTh03_140
SoIn03_149
SoIn03_150
WDMW03_19254
WDMW03_197
ZPad08_047

54

Cited reference information of missed
citing article
WESTERN B, 1998, BERL J SOZIOL, V2,
P159
DELBRUNO JJ, 2003, HETEROATOM
CHEM, V14, P189

Cited reference information of matched
citing article
Western B, 1998, BERL J SOZIOL, V8, P159

BelBruno JJ, 2003, HETEROATOM CHEM,
V14, P189, DOI 10.1002/hc.10127
Raghunathan R, 1998, HETEROATOM
RATHUNATHAN R, 1998, HETEROATOM
CHEM, V9, P327, DOI 10.1002/(SICI)1098CHEM, V9, P327
1071(1998)9:3<327::AID-HC9>3.0.CO;2-6
Garcia-Elias M, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14,
ELIAS MG, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, P165
P165
Garcia-Elias M, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14,
ELIAS MG, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, P165
P165
Garcia-Elias M, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14,
ELIAS MG, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, P165
P165
Garcia-Elias M, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14,
ELIAS MG, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, P165
P165
Garcia-Elias M, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14,
ELIAS MG, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, P165
P165
SZABO RM, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, pR9 Szabo RM, 1998, HAND CLIN, V14, P419
SCOTT D, 2003, POLITICAL THEORY
Scott D, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31, P92,
FEB, V3, P92
DOI 10.1177/0090591702239440
NASSTROM S, 2003, POLITICAL
Nasstrom S, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31,
THEORY, V31
P808, DOI 10.1177/0090591703252158
Nasstrom S., 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31,
Nasstrom S, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31,
P808
P808, DOI 10.1177/0090591703252158
DEVEAUX M, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31, Deveaux M, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31,
P781
P780, DOI 10.1177/0090591703256685
BADER V, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31,
Bader V, 2003, POLIT THEORY, V31, P265,
P269
DOI 10.1177/0090591702251012
FEATHERSTONE R, 2003, SOCIOL INQ,
Featherstone R, 2003, SOCIOL INQ, V73,
V73, P480
P471, DOI 10.1111/1475-682X.00067
LOMSKYFEDER, 2003, SOCIOL INQ,
Lomsky-Feder E, 2003, SOCIOL INQ, V73,
V73, P114
P114, DOI 10.1111/1475-682X.00043
Hauner H, 2003, DEUT MED
HAUCR H, 2003, DEUT MED
WOCHENSCHR, V128, P2632, DOI
WOCHENSCHR, V128, P2632
10.1055/s-2003-812396
Weide R, 2003, DEUT MED
WEIDE R, 2003, DEUT MED
WOCHENSCHR, V128, P2418, DOI
WOCHENSCHR, V1285, P2418
10.1055/s-2003-43590
KLIEME E, 2008, Z PADAGOGIK, P222
Klieme E, 2008, Z PADAGOGIK, V54, P222

The copy of this citing article obtained via interlibrary loan was of particular poor quality. Therefore,
we did not scan and include it.
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Figure 34: BeSo98_062, citing article

Figure 35: HAC03_216, citing article

Figure 36: HAC98_213, citing article

Figure 37: HaCl98_093, citing article

Figure 38: HaCl98_094, citing article

Figure 39: HaCl98_095, citing article

Figure 40: HaCl98_096, citing article
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